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EI ABSTRACT

The effects of mcterial strength upon the transient response of thick

aluminum targets to hypervelocity impact has been studied experimentally.

Most experiments involved the normal impact of 2017 aluminum spheres cat

a velocity of about 7 km/sec. Material strength was varied by employing

targets of 1 100, 6061, and 7075 aluminum alloys. Flash x-ray techniques were

used to measure accurately the rate at which the crater grew during the im-

pact process. Definite material strength effects were detected, even between

different heat treatments of the same alloy (7075-TO and 7075-T6). Crater

growth rates were also measured for 1100 aluminum in four separate ranges

of projectile velocity from 2.3 km/sec to 7.0 km/sec. Comparison of these

results with available theory indicates general agreement, but demcnstrutes

that alterations to the theory will be required to obtain deiai led agreement.

Free surface velocity and Hopkinson fly-off disk techniques were V.-A

to measure values of the peak normal stress at various distances from the

impact point (between 1 cm and 10 cm) at several related angles away from

the projectile trajectory. The results indicate propagation oi a nearly spherical

wove with constant stress amplitude out to 300 off axis. A large decrease in

stress amplitude occurs at higher angles. The mecsurements of the variation

of stress amplitude with distance into the target demonstrated significant non-

hydrodynamic stress attenuation believed to be associated with propc3ation of

an elastic relief wave from the rear of the impacting projectile. Compnrisons

with one-dirrensional theory also indicate that the stress attenuation is sensitive

to the loading history in the cr-t." region. Numerical calculations yield

reasonable agreement with experimental results, but many of the details are

in question. Measurement of shock arrival time with quartz disk sensors con-

firmed the elastic-plastic behavior of the target material.
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u Particle speed (cm/sec) in the solid material; also the radial
component of the velocity vector for a particle in a spherical
coordinate system.

v, v Projectile velocity (cm/sec).
p

vd Fly-off disk velocity (crr/sec).

Vfs Freu surface velocity (crrV/sec).

V Specific volume (cm /gm), or

Electrical potent.al (volts).

x Coordinate in Cartesian system.

y Coordinate in Cat tesion system.
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Y Yield strength (dynes/cm 2).

Y0 Static yield strength (dynes/cme2).

z Coordinate in Cartesian and Cylindrical systems.

Z Shock impedance (gm/cm -sec)

Sa Angle between trajectory and R on five-facet target.

/ Angle between trajectory and R on three-facet target.

y Ratio of specific heats c/c; a constant in the perfect gas

equation of state. Allowed to vary in some applications here.

r Gruneisen factor in solid equation of state.

Angle between shock front and free surface at point of reflection.

A(p) Non-similar portion of solid equation of state (Eq. 26).

Functional form of equation of state, such as e= p ý(p) , or

Proportionality constant in Eq. 59.

Similarity variable, ,-r/R(t).

Angle off-axis, ie. the angle between the projectile trajectory and

the line from the impact point to the point of interest.

Compression, AL = P/p 0 -- /

Density of compressed materiol (gmn/cm 3).

p Density of undisturbed material (grn/cm 3).

P Density of Projectile (gnVcm 3), uncompressed.

t Density of Target (gm/cm3), uncompressed.

a' Standard deviation.

On Normal stress, usually at the shock front (dynes/cm 2).

xxi



Peak stress at impact (one-dimensional plate impact equivalent,'7H dynes/cmj)9

Exponential period for cr, er growth (sec), or

Shock transit time through quartz disk (sec).

Time decay constant for qucirtz gauge (sec).

Dimensionless similarity particle velocity variable (Eq. 13).

Dimensionless similarity density variable (Eq. 13).
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HYPERVELOCITY IMPACT -- MATERIAL ST'RENGTH
EFFECTS ON CRATER FORMATiON AND SHOCK

WAVE PRO:'AGATION IN THREE ALUMINUM ALLOYS

I. Introduction

The phenomena of the very high speed coliision of solid projectiles

with solid targets -- termed "hypervelocity impact" - have been the subject

of research For mor,: than two decades. Only within the lost few years, how-

ever, have the tools for really detailed study of such impacts been available.

The advent of the modern, ultraspeed digital computers has made the applica-

tion of detailed theory to this problem practical, Likewise, the development

of advanced projectile launching techniques, suJi as the light gas gun, and the

availability of submicrosecond electronic and optical instrumentation have

made experimental studies of the dynamics of the impact processes feasible.
While "post mortem" studies of hyperveiocity impact abound in the literature,

experimental studies of the dynamics of ti:e impact events are rather rare

even though they represent the most fruitful area for direct verification of

theory. Both the difficulty and cost of performing accurate dynamic e: peri-

ments have contributed to this situation. The direct correlation of theory with.

experiments has in the past contributed the most to understanding the phenomena

involved and, hopefully, this trend will continue ir, the future.

In this dissertation one of the basic problems in hypervelocity impact --

the peroendicular impact of a sphere onto a thick target of like material -- was

selected for study. The emphasis was on experiments and was directed toward

studying two rather distinct and separable aspects of the prublem -- the forma-

tion of 4he croler and the propagation of the induced shock wave into the target

material. In particular, it was deemed important to investigate the effect nf

material strength upon the shock propagation phenomena since little dynamic

information is available in this area and since only recently have the theoreticc.l



techniques been able to treat the effects of material strength. The target mcter-

ial used was aluminum; a range of material strengths was obtained by varying

the alloy and heat treatment.

The exoeriments were conducted in two phases. The objective of the first

was to measure the size and shape of the growing crater as a function of time

after impact. Flash x-radiography and precise timirg methods were employeJ

to accomplish this. In the second phase, the objective was to measure the peak

stress in the shock wave as a function of position in the target and to monitor

the time history ai the shock front (shock trajectory). The development of ac-

curate optical te.chniques and arrivai time gauges was required to obtain this

data. The results obtained have been analyzed in terms of the phenomenology

occurring and detailed comparisons have been mode with existing computer

solutions to similar impact events.

While this study is concerned with a very basic physical phenomena, the

results have practical, although perhaps somewhat indirect, application in at

least two areas. First, the effects of hypervelocity impact are important per se.

A projectile moving at hypervelocity represents an extremely destructive device.

It has a great amount of kinetic energy which, upon impact, is delivered in a

concentrated form over a very small area af the target. As such, hypervefocity

impacts represent a potential damage mechanism of high effectiveness. Weapons

designed specifically to produce hypervelocity projecOiles could represent a

threat either to space vehicles or to ballistic missile reentry vehicles. Like-

wise, the natural hypervelocity fragments, micormeteoroids, represent a

hazard to unprotected space vehicles. Since both space and reentry vehicles

are important components in many of our military systems, the Department

of Defense has sponsored broad research on hypervelocity impact effects for

many years. Particularly good summaries of this research up to 1965 are in-

cluded in the various Hypervelocity Impact Symposium Proceedings (Ref. 1

and 2). A good survey of hypervelocity impact research aod its application

to thc hazards of micrometeroid impact is given by CaL-y and Lyle (Ref. 3).
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Hypervelocity impacts onto thick metal targes represent one class of

problems involving the formation of cavities and propagation of diverging shock

waves in solid materials. Such problems as the surface cratering produced by

nuclear or conventional explosives, explosive forming for manufacturing opera-

tion, the fortrnrtion of lunar craters, ballistic impacts into armor, etc., are all

amenable to treatment by the numerical techniques originaily developed to solve

.he hypervelocity impact problem. To the extent that this effort cont-ibutes to

better understanding of or to increasing the cor:fidence in the application of this

body of theory, it also contributes to the study of these other important phenomena.

The remainder of this dissertation is devoted to a detailed discussion

of the hypervelocity impact problem selected and the presentation of the results
of the study. Chapter II discusses the physical phenomena of the cratering pro-

cess and the formation and propagation of the shock waves in the medium. The

numerical techniques currently used to study this problem are also discussed

briefly. In Chapier III the experimental techniques and data handling for the

crater growth studies are detailed. The results of the crater growth experi-

ments are presented in Chapter IV along with an analysis of the results and

correlation with available computer results. Chapter V contains a description

of the experiments designed to study wave propagation while Chapter VI presents

the results of this phase of the study and a discussion and analysis of the experi-

mental data.

Existing and modified analytical, similarity-like theories designed to

study the hydrodynamic phase of the wave propagation are presented in Chapter

VII along with a detailed correlation of the experimental results with the analyti-

cal theories and the results of several numerical treatments of impact events.

The conclusions and recommendations are summarized in Chapter VIII and the

references are located in Chapter IX. The several appendices present the un-

processed experimental data and detail various aspects of the experiments.
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II. Backgrourid and Theory

Probably the most fundamental multi-dimensional problem in impact

phys.ics is that of a compact projectile incident normal to the planar surface of

an infinitely thick metal target of like material. If the projectile velocity is

suffic*ently high, say above the speed of sound in the target material, the im-

pact results in the formation of a roughly hemispherical crater ;n the target and

may be termed "hypervelocity" impact. An example is shown in Fig. 1 where the

material was sufficiently ductile that lips or rims were formed on the crater. If

the target is not infinitely thick, the stress waves produced by the impact will be

reflected off the back surface as tensile waves and can produce fracture of the

material -- spoil -- as shown near the rear and in the corners of the target.

Targets of intermediate thickness still produce reflected tensile waves, but these

wuves are attenuated to such an extent that they do not produce spall and, fo" suf-

ficient thickness, do not affect the process of creter formation, This is defined as

a quasi-infinite thickness.

At somewhat lower velocities (Ref. 3:63) the craters tend to be less hemi-

spherical with the depth greater than the crater radius. The projectile tends to

retain its iderntity although it may deform or fragment into small pieces; this is in

contrast to the hyperve!ocity case where the projectile tends to merge with the

target material in the plastic flow that occurs in the growing crater. In the limit

of very low velocities, the more conventional ballistic effects such as deep pene-

tration may be observed if the projectile strength is sufficiently high. These low

veiocity phenomena have been excluded from the research effort described here.

The final results of hypervelocity impacts, i.e. crater radius, depth, lip

height, spaol effects, etc., have been the subject of intensive experimenta! study

over the past ten or mire years. Wide varieties of materials have been impacted

by projectiles of many shapes, sizes, and matcrials at velocities as high as 15

km/sec although data above 10 km/sec is very scarce. The results (Ref. 4 and 5)

4
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Fig. 1. Hypervelocity Impact Crater in Soft Alumnum

have been incorporated into several empirical equations relating crater depth to

impact velocity, projectile and target densities, material strength parameters,

target hardness, and a host of other Potential independent vcriables. These and

a wide variety of other empirical laws represent impacts recsonably accurately

over restricted ranges of the independent variables. When extrapolated outside

these limited ranges, these formulae yield widely divergent results.

The point of citing the vast empirical studies performed is merely to

point out that post mortem studies of craters do not lead to fundamental under-

standing. These results cannot be confidently extrapolated to new situations or

to new materials. Historically, this situation led to an emphasis on theory and

fundamental understanding of the cratering process.

Crater Formation and Shock Wave Propagation

Recent studies (Ref. 3:64; 6:684-685; 7:1-3, 14) have yielded the following

phenomenological picture of the crater formation process. The process has been

5
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divided into Tour phases Tor caue or oczrt,11, uu• ,v =nuI u , uV= ,., IM- Igo Ii,,

that this division is arbitrrry and that there is a smooth transition between

phases. Figure 2 illustrates these phases.

Transient Stage. (Stage I in Fig. 2) Immediately upon impact the pres-

sures at the points of contcct are much greater than the material strength so that

the material behaves as a compressible fluid and the pressures are the sume as

those that would be produced by a one-dimensional impact (such as a flat plate

impact), The initial pressure can reach several megabors for certain impacts.

These pressures can be caklulated by appropriately appiying the Rankine-Hugoniot

jump conditions ;f the equations of state of both target and projectile are known.

Immediately, rarefaction waves originating at the projectile edge advance through

the .hocked region, decreasing the pressure and creating lateral flow. This

phase ceases in a very short time. essentially when the projectile has contacted

the target across its whole face and rarefaction waves hove reached the shock

generated by the original contact. This phase generally lasts a small fraction of

n microsecond during which strong shock waves prop--gate only a very short dis-

tance into the target.

Penetration Ste. (ýe 2) During this stage the shock remains attached

"to the growing crater since the velocity of the incoming projectile is still greater

than the shock velocity in the target material, i.e. an "equilibrium" condition is

reached where th. shock in the target is stationary with respect io the mcoving

projectile-target interface. This shock front is thin and contains a very high

erver-3y density. This phase can still be considered hydrodynamic since the pres-

sures are much greater than the material strengths. The penetration stage is of

importance when the impact speed is several times the sound speed. in the

range of projecti!e veloc.ties accessible to experiments (in metal targets) the

duration of this phase is so short that it can generally be ignored.

Cavitation. (Sta2ge3) Release waves and lateral flow slow the projectile

and c1low the shock wave to detach from the growing crater boundary and proceed

into the target. The exact atructure of the shock wave so generated, i.e. the loading

6
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Fig. 2. Four Stages of Hypervelocity Impact Crater Formation

history, is quite complicated since it is governed by events taking place in the

region of the expanding cavity. In addition, the shock wave is attenuated rapidly

due to the roughly spherical divergence created by the geometry. The net effect

is that the impact creates o compressive stress wave with neither the constant

amplitude nor well-defined duration that results from the impact of a flat plate

on a flat surface.

In addition, the shock wnve generated by the impact travels through the

projectile, reflects off its rear surface and creates unloading waves (elastic as

well as plastic in a material with strength) which then propagate through the

compressed material in the target. Even though the behavior of the compressed

shock wave is essentially hydrodynamic at this point, material strengths cannot

be neglected since the tensile yield strength determines the amplitude of the

elastic unloading wave while ?he values of the bulk modulus, K, and shear modu-

lus, G, in the compressed material determine the elastic wave velocity.
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Meanwhile, the material near the crater face is subjected to strong shear

forces in the presence of substantial heating or melting (or vaporization at very

high impact velocities) which results in the ejection of muc.6 of this material from
the crater at high velocity.

Elastic-Plastic Stage. SLtage4) In this final phase, the crater growth and

stress wave propagation become completely uncoupled. The crater continues to

grow by plastic flow and elastic deformation. The crater growth is finally arrested

by the strength of the target material. if there has been significant elastic deforma-

tion, it is possible for the crater to recover (decrease in size) to its final size ond

shape. For certain types of materials, fracture and spoil can occur during this

final phase. In extreme cases such as rocks, the fracture and spoil can obscure

the form of the crater'.

In addition, the unloading waves generated in the region of the crater

catch up with the compressive plastic wave front in this phase and contribute to

further reduction of its ampliti'Je. A combination of unloading and spherical

divergence eventually reduces the shock wave amplitude to the point where it be-

comes an acoustic disturbance.

During these stages of growth the pressure in the region of the growing

crater changes drastically. Upon impact the stresses become very high --

megobars in many cases. During the second stage of grcowth the stresses are

sustained at high, although not maximum, level by the continued loading of the

impacting projectile. During the third stage the stresses decay due to rare-

faction processes and geometric attenuation in the material. Finally the stress

may go into tension, creating spoal and fracture phenomena, and perhaps some

elastic recovery of the crater. For different impacts, the detai Is may change

drastically, but the overall processes ore the some.

Previous Experimental Studies

The measurement of events occurring during the formation of an im-

pact crater represents a very difficult task. In the typical impact, the complete
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crater formation process lasts only several tens of microseconds. The initial

propagation of the shock and early phases of the cratering last only a few micro-

seconds or less. Most of the interesting phenomena occur either inside the solid

target or are obscured by the ejecta from the crater. The placement of measur-

ing deices in the path of the shock or growing crater dis.-upts the cratering pro-

cess, sometimes making measurements impossble to interpret. A. the earliest

times the pressures are so high that they cannot be measured directly. All of

these difficulties explain, perhaps, why such a small number of experimental

studies of transient cratering phenomena have b.en performed.

Some of the earliist studies of transient phenomena were corducted by

'1 Kineke and his coworkers at the Ballistics Research Laboratory. in Ref. 8

Kineke studied the externai ramifications of the impact of a 0.18 gram steel] disk onto a lead target at a velocity of 5.01 km/sec by means of sequential

flash radiographs. Lead is so opaque to the x-rays that only a "shadowgrcph"

of ejecta and growing crater lip could be obtained. A crude estimate of ejecta

velocity was obtained and crater growth was studied by measuring the minimum

diameter of the apparent crater lip in each rod'ograph. The results showed c.

rapid increase in diameter for the firs4 100 sse.. followed by a slower rise fo a

peak at 400 psec and by a slight decline at later times. No direct connection ef

these lip growth rates to croter growth rates was attempted. Additional measure-

ments of crater growth rates under nearly identical impact conditions were made

with 1100-0 aluminum (flash radiographs) and Lucite® 'streak camera). The

complete cratering process lasted about 10 Msec in aluminum and about 60 ,sec

I! in Lucite,

In a later stud), (Ref. 9) additional data on steel disks impacting lead

were presented. The studies appear to involve -.onsiderabie errors in the deter-

mination of the time interval between impact and the x-radiogroph. Projectile

orientation at impact also may have influenced the scatter in the results. In

addition the time of arrival of the shock front at various depths in the target

was measured by means of a series of holes in the target perpendicular to

9
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Blanking of a hole indicated shock arrival. Again timing with respect to impact

was somewl-at inexact. Boyh the response time of the pinholes and their effect

upon the stress propagation must be determined before this technique could

yield accurate data.

Frasier and Karpo, iave studied impacts into wax targets. Wax has

several advantages for this type of study: (1) can be internally instrumented;

(2) has low dilatational wave velocity; and (3) acts like a very soft, ductile metal

under impact. Their initial studies (Ref. 10) involved using the emf generated by

a wire moving in a magnetic field to monitor material motion within the target.

Fine wires were imbedded in the wax and the output was monitored on oscillo-

scopes. This data allows calculation of the pressures within the target. Ad-

ditional data resulted from continuing studies (Ref. 11) in wax, in which piezo-

electric (tourmaline disks) pressure gauges and flash ri3diographic methods

were employed in addition to the induction wire technique. This group was

able to get peak particle speed, shock propagation speed, and peak radiaj stress

on axis as a function of distance from impact using the wire induction gauges. In

-ddition, wires ajong the target surface yielded displacement-time histories

perpendicular to the target face. The piezoelectric gauges yielded qualitatively

good results. Flash radiography was employed 'a obtain ,he crater growth

history. The results of the wire gauge technique indicated good agreement with

theoretical predictions. Details of the experimental techniques are contained

in References 10 and 11.

The most complete (and nearly the only) dynamic studies performed on

hypervelocity impacts into metuls were accomplished by Gehring and his co-

workers at GM Santa Barbara (Ref. 12). They employed both flash x-rays and

optical measurements to follow the crater growth in 1100 aluminum and several

other metals. These results are discussed in more detail in Chapter IV. They

also p.rformed a series of ballistic pendulum experiments (where the thick target

was mounted on the pendulum) to determine the momrntum transfer to the target

10
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off disks" to measure the pressures at various depths in the material. This tech-

nique is described in Chapter V and Charest's results are described in Chapter

Vi.

More recertly Billingsley (Ref. 14 and 15) studied the axial pressure vari-

ation in 6061-T6 aluminum and copper in the hypervelocity impact region. He

obtained the pressure indirectly by measuring the free surface velocity at the

target rear using a high speed framing camera. This technique imposes severe

linits on the measurements, essentially restricting the acquisition of accurate

data to the very high pressure (hydrodynamic behavior) regime. The experi-

mental technique and results are discussed in detail in Chapters V and VI res-

pectively. The results are not of sufficient accuracy, nor do they correspond to

sufficient depth into the target for assessing the effects of material strength or

the shock wave propagation.

Other related studies, such as those of impacts and explosions in Lucite'

by Kinslow (Ref. 16) and impacts into water by Stepka (Ref. 17) have Gilso yielded

usefil information cn transient impact effects. These efforts do ncl represent,

!iowever, the more extensive study of transient cratering phenomena that would

seem to be so desireble for correlation with the sophisticated computer calcu-

latiors of impacts now available. On the whole it appears that the amount of

experimental information on transient cratering phenomena is rather limited,

especially considering the many, many post mor.em studies that have been

done in the field. The situation is about the some with r eaard to experimental

studies of hyperveloc.ity impact generated shock wave propagation in metals.

Data are available in only very limited cases that involve on-axi s measurements

and are not sufficient to provide information on material strength effects.

As outlined in Chapter I, the experimental program to be described in

detail later in this study was specifically designed to remove the major defi-

ciencies noted above and to represent a significant new contribution to the area

of Jynamic crotering experiments. The crater growth experiments reported here
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yielded more new data on growth rates in metals than was avaiiable, in toto,

before and provide a significant increase in accuracy. This is the first stuy to

employ a systematic variation of material strengths and projectile velocities.

These datu are the first available where the effects of materia! strength on

crater growth dynamics have been studied experimentally.

In similar fashion, the experimental studies of shock wave attenuation

were planned to provided rmore accurate data than has been available in the post

and represents the first systematic experimental study of material strength

eff,'cts. They also represent the first reported direct experimental measure-

ments of the angular variation of shack wave attenuation in metals.

Hypervelocity Impact Theory

Early attempts to treat the cratering portion of the impuct process

theoreticoliy were concerned with determining the final crater depth and not with

the entire histo-y of the process. Consequently these theories were rather crude

and indeed many times were semi-empiricaL In every case grossly simplifying

assumptions were made to obtain results. In many cases the assumptions were

not even physically correct, the only justifi:oation for the, r use being that they

yielded correct results over some restricted -onge of the independent variables.

Herrmann and Junes (Ref. 4,7 ff) give a good summary of the various simplified

theories fcr predicting final crater size. The analytic treatment of the dynamic

crater growth has proven intractable in general and extremely difficult in the

few specialized cases where any success has been achieved.

Several researchers hove attempted to apply gas dynamic theory to the

shock wave p,-opagation po1rt of the problem. In each case the problem has been

considerably simplified by reducing it to a one-dimensional radial geometry and

assuming that the impact is simulated by a point source explosion at the origin.

The material behavior is assumed to be purely hydrodynamic. Using these as-

sumptions Rae and Kirchner (Refs. 18, 19, and 20) appliet2 cmilarity theory to

obtain a descrip~tion of the shock wave propagation behavior. Even here, however,
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it was necessary to modify the theory since solid materials, even in the hydro-

dynamic regime, behave in a fundamentally nonsimilar fashion. Even though

Rae and Kirchner's technique does not yield particularly good agreement with

theory, its development leads to good insight into the behavior of materials and

the spherically expanding shock wave problem. Consequently, this theory is

discussed in detail in Chapter VII and an alternative formulation designed to

bring the results in closer agreement with experiments is discussed.

Another technique, similar to the above except that the density distribution

behind the shock front is an assumed rather than derived quanlity, was applied by

Zoker (Ref. 21) and further developed by Bach and Lee (Ref. 22). An even more

complicated biast wave theory was developed by Heyda (Ref. 23). Again, the

theories are based on so many simplifying assumptions that they have only
limited usefulness. None of these analytical approaches consider material

strength effects.

I4 Numerical Hydrodynamic Solutions. Not until the advent of the "hydro-

dynamic codes " did theory b'gin to treat the complete history of cratering and

shock propagation in any detail. This numerical technique involves solving the

two-dimensional, axisymmetric equations of compressible, inviscid fluid flow

on a high speed digital computer using numerical finite-differe.'-e methods.

An artificial viscosity is introduced to spread any discontinuities, such as a

shock front, out over a finite distance so that the numerical techniques remain

stable. The basic assumption is made that the pressures in the problem are

sufficiently higher than material strengths so that the flow is purely hydro-

dynamic. Thus the hydrodynamic codes treat the prob~er- only through part of

the cavitation phase of the crater formation process. Some auxiliary argument

or assumption is necessary to lead to a final prediction of crater diameter.

The numerical hydrodynamic method was pioneered .,i the field of hyper-

vwlocity impact by Bjork (Ref. 24) as early as 1959. He applied the "particle-

in-cell (PIC)" method that was introduced by the Los Alamos Scientific Labora-

tory in the early 1950's (Ref. 25). Other groups followed shortly in developing
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this type of technique and applying it to a variety of impact problems. Notable

among these groups were those of Walsh (Refs. 26 and 27) and Riney (Ref. 28)

who performed extensive studies of hypervelocity impact problems using these

numerical techniques. Since purely hydrodynamic behavior was a fundamental

assumption of th',,se codes, those aspects of crater formation and shock propaga-

tion that were strength dependent were necessarily ignored.

The most successful attempts to apply these codes to practical problems

where final crater dimensions were of interest appealed to the principle of "late

stage equivalence" first expounded by Walsh (Ref. 27:4) and Dienes (Ref. 29).

The principle was developed from a combination of hydrodynamic code calculations

and dimensional analyses. This principle states in effect tr.at if, at any ;me dur-

ing the formation of craters resulting from two different impacts, the pressure

profiies (in scaled coordinates) are the same, then the resulting crater formation

due to this pressure p~ilse (again in scaled coordinates) will be the same. The

scaled coordinates arise from similari"> "-v.i dimensional analysis arguments.

Thus, if the pressure profile in a certain impact calculation tan be matched at some

time with the profile in another calculation for which experimental determination

of final crater size is available, then the final crater size may be determined

for the first calculation by application of the late stage equivalence principle --

the result is a combined theoretical experimental technique.

While the late stage equivalence principle was a great step forward in

the hypervelocity impact field, it has not represented a panacea. It requires the

assumption that viscous effects and heat conduction are negligible (Ref. 26:4).

Blork (Ref. 3 0:115-181) expresses some well reasoned reservations regarding

late stage equivalence, especially in the lower end of the hypervelocity regime

where material strengths play a more important role. In addition, this approach

does not specifically treat material strength dependence, so the effects of mater-

ial behavior models cannot be explored.

Numerical Methods Including Material Strength. Since 1965 continued

improvements have been made in the numerical treatmeit of hypervelocity
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in-cell methods have generaliy been replaced by new computational methods.
In additi-on all the codes now include a rather general axisymmetric, two-dim-

ensional treatment of the impact with material strength included. This work was

pioneered by Wilkins (Ref. 31) who first formuoat(d the mathematical treatment

oi the two-dimensional elastic-plastic problem in Lagrongian coordinates using

numerical techniques.

These calculations are very demanding upon the computer used; they

require vast amounts of memory storage and a very fast machine to be consider-

ed practical. The computers of the late 1960's have now met these requirements.

Consequently many organizations are emp!oying or developing this technology

for opplication to a wide spectrum of problems. Codes have been written in

Euierian and Lagrongian coordinates and combinations thereof and three-dim-

ensional codes are currently under development. Various models of material

behavior have been incorporated in the codes.

The key to experimentally verifying the computer results lies in ap-

propriate measurements of the transient phenomena that occur during the

event -- in this case the crater formation. At very high velocities there is

general agreement that late stage equivalence holds. With the adveni of strength

codes which can now follow crater growth to termination, experiments of transient

phenomena at velocities near the lower end of the hypervelocity regime where

material strengths play a dominant role have proved both feasible and fruitful.

Sggporti ig Calculations

In view of the emphasis placed upon the comparison of exoeriments with

numerical calculations in this study, a series of problems corresponding directly

to portions of the experimental program was performed* by Shock Hydrodynamics,
*Sponsored as a subcontract by the University of Dayton Research Institute. Mr.

M. Rosenblatt was principle investigator for the subcontractor. Additional com-
parison of numerical and experimental results beyond those reported herein are
planned as a jo;nt UDRI/AFML effort.
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inc. (Ref. 32). The c yicuiations empioyeqat oTEEP, a two-dimensionai Euierian com-

puter code that includes an elastic-plastic formulation of material strength ef-

fects. Thik o s threpresentative of the currently available techniques. The

material model used employs w sharply defined yield condition (von Mises),

but allows the yield strength and shear modulus to vary wotf temperature (thermal

softening) and accounts for work hardening. Allowance is made for a pressure

dependent phase change from solid to liquid. There was no consideration of

strain rate effects. The hydrodynamic equation of state (the calculation divides

the stress tensor into a hydrodynamic part and a devintoric ptrt) is that com-

monly known as the LASL equation of state (Re,". 32:4).

Three calculations were performed as indicated in Table p. In each case

the the ewas a .635 cm diameter tlumimnu sphere of the same alloy as the

target impacting the target notmally. The calculations were chosen such that a

comparison of Cases A and B would revea effects of material strength while a

comparison of Cases A and C would indicate the effects of impact velocity.

th i an Eulerio n calculation such as this? the problem iin r-z space) is

broken into discrete elements called zonesu m, general, th e of finer zoning
yields a more accurate calculation, but "ncreases computer storage requirements

and running time. I . this problem, the origin was located at the point of contact

beetween the projectile and target at zero time. The coordinate system (zones)
then remained fixed and the calculation allowed mass to flow from zone to zone.

The regioen of space within one centimeter of the origin was zoned quite

finely ( ZAr = Az =.0635 cm). Beyond this each Az wos mode 2-1/20% larger

than its previous neighbor. This yielded good resolution in the immediate vicinity

of the in-pact point whi!e keeping the total number of zones in the problem to a

mcnageable number. The coarse zoning that resulted at large radii hod little

effect upon the processes occ-ur'ring in the region of the growing crater. Un-

fortunately, it did contribute to somewhat poor resolution in the shock wave pro-

pagation data at the larger radii.
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Table I

Numerical Calculations of Impactz in Aluminum

Target
Projectile Nominal Nominal

Case Velocity Aluminum Densit Yield Stress Shear Modulus
(km/ser.) Alloy (gm/cmn.) (ki lobars) (ki lobars)

A 7.0 1100-0 2.71 0.31 259

B 7.0 7075-16 2.30 4.14 270

C 4.0 1100-0 2.71 0.31 259

The craters preduced in 1100-0 aluminum (Cases A and C) grew so

slowly that the calculations were terminated before crater growth had completely

ceased. For Case A the calculation was carried out to 14 ;Lsec after impact,

for Case B to about 13 psec, and for Case C to 6 ttsec. For Case B, the

7075-T6 aluminum, the crater growth had essentially ceased by the time the

calculation was terminated, in each case, the calculations showed substantial

effects due to the material strength (and velocity) in the region of the growing

,.-rater. The effects of strength on shock wave propagation deep into the target

were somewhat less conclusive due to the early termination of the calcula-

tions.

The calculations indicate the general existence of a three-peaked stress

pulse propagating into the medium. The first pulse is clearly compressive and a

result of the projectile-target impact. Rosenblatt (Ref. 32:47) suggests that the

second peak is probably associated with a shear wave while the third peak may

be created by the late time flow on the crater surface. While not experimentally

verified, the possible existence of three waves in the material is an interesting

phenomenon worthy of further investigation.

The details of the results of crater formation are discussed in Chapter

IV in conjunction with related experimental results. Likewise, the results of
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on Chapter Vil.

Summary

Hypervelocity impact in thick metal targets is an extremely comp;ex

phenomenon. The several stages of impact commonly considered, initial,

transient, cavitation, and elastic-plastic, allow a consistent phenomenological

description of the impact effects.

Experiments to measure the dynamics of such an impoct are very scarce.

Almost without exception, those experiments that have been performed were used to

explore the impact phenomenology, not to produce quantitative dato on such events

as crater growth and shock wave propagation. This study was designed to at

least partly fill this void by providing accurate measurements of crater growth

and shock wave attenuation using refined experimental techniques. The effects

of material strength upon the impact pheromena have been emphasized although

the study also includes data on the effect of projectile velocity on crater growtN

and on the angular variation of the peak normal stress in the target.

Efforts to deveiop the theory of hypervelocity impact have centered upon

the use of numerical finite-difference techniques -- the so called hydrodynamic

codes. Recent advances have allowed the inclusion of material strength effects

in the numerical theory. Specific calculations, using a two-dimensional strength

code, were performed by Shock Hydrodynamics, Inc., for direct comparison with

several of the experiments included in this study.
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It
Ill. Crater Growth -- Experimental Techniques

The dynamics of hypervelocity impact cratering in solids involves two

footures -- cavitation and shock propagation -- which become remarkably sep-

arate and distinct phenomena shortly after the initial contact of the projectile and

target. The earliest phase of the crater formation where the shock wave remains

attached to the growing cavity surface is of such short duration and occurs at such

high pressures that it is not amenable to direct experimental investigation. Fol-

lowing shock wave detachment, however, the cavitation region becomes clearly

distinguishable; it represents a region of stress relaxation and gross material

flow. The shock wave travels further into the target, is attenuated by geometric

and rarefaction processes, and eventually becomes an acoustic wave. These

phenomena are not really uncoupled physically since the state of the material

in the cavitation region is determined by the passage cof the shock wave, and the

decay of the shock wave is largely dominated by rarefactions originating in the

cavity region. Nevertheless, the phenomena are sufficiently different that each

represents a fruitful field for experimental investigations of the impact process.

The experimental study of impact cavitation provides a good test of our theoretical

understanding of hypervelocity impact and, in particular, of the numerical tech-

niques used to predict analytically the dynamic crater formation.

Experimental Methods

In metals, craters produced by hypervelocity impacts grow very quickly.

If a 0.318 cm diameter aluminum sphere with a velocity of 7 km/sec normally

impacts a flat aluminum target, all the essential features of the cavity formation

are complete within about 20 P sec. Consequently the requirements on experi-

ments to investigate this process are rather stringent. The experiments must

provide a record of the position of ,le free cavity surface to less than 0.1 cm even

though the surface may be traveling at velocities nearly as high as that of the in-

cident projectile. Likewise the times of various events with respect to the time of
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impact must be known to less than a microsecond.

During the crater formation, substantial quantities of debris (the debris

"plume") are thrown at high velocity out of the crater and obscure any attempt

to look directly into the growing crater by optical means. The most obvious way

of "seeing" inside the target is with x-rays; a commercially available device

known as a "flash" x-ray unit provides a pulsed x-ray source of sufficient in-

tensity and short enough duration to fulfill the experimental requirements if pro-

perly employed. Materials such as copper, lead, iron, etc. have such high x-ray

absorption cross sections that they cannot be used with x-ray equipment currently

available to this investigator. The several alloys of aluminum, however, have cross-

sections sufficiently low that good flash radiographs can be obtained. In addition,

aluminum is a relatively well characterized material, easily machinable, and

inexpensive in bulk, so that it represents a nearly ideal material for this study.

Except for the work of Smith (Ref. 34) of AFML, only very limited studies

of the internal crater growth in metals using flash x-radiography techniques have

been discovered in the literature - those by Gehring (Ref. 33) and by Kineke (Ref.

8). Gehring initially produced data for the impact of a steel disk into 1 100-C

aluminum. That data will be discussed in Chapter IV. Later Gehring and c')-

-A -rkers at GMDRL (Ref. 12:201) employed a high speed framing camera to

obtain backlighted silhouette (shadowgraph) photographs of the plume emitting from

the front surface of the target. He thern used measurements of the base of this

plume to infer the diameter of the crater as a function of time. Kineke also

used flash x-radiography to examine the internal crater d;mensions as well as

the emitted debris plume and to infer crater growth rates from this data (Ref.

8-339ff). His projectiles were steel disks accelerated by explosive techniques.

Smith (Ref. 34) applied the flash x-radiogroph technique to a study of crater

growth in 1100-0 aluminum at the AFML facility. The relation of the crater

dimensions to the characteristics of the debris plume was obtained from high

speed framing camera records. Portions of the experimental cnd data -eduction

techniques used were developed in collaboration with the author. Smitth .,btained
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enough crater growth data on 1100-0 alumintim to assign a smooth experimental

form to the crater growth; to suggest that Gehring's early data might be incor-

re;t; and to indicate that the relation of ',he base diameter of the debris plume to

the crater diameter might not be as direct as was previously believed.

The crater growth experiments described here represer.t a considerable

extension of Smith's research in direct measurement of crater dimensions as a

function of time. The work incorporates new or modified experimental and data

reduction techr,;ques, although it is based upon the techniques employed by Smith.

Enough data was obtained to provide crater growth rates for several aluminum

alloys of different static strengths and for 1100-0 aluminum at several projectile

velocities and to explore further the correlation between the debris plume and

the crater diameter. The techniques employed in obtaining this data are detailed

in the remainder of this section.

Design and Construction of Experiments

Light Gas Gun Facility. All of the experiments reported here were per-

formed at the Air Force Materials Laboratory Hypervelocity Ballistic Range

which consists of a two-stage light gas gun with associated instrumentation and

support equipment. The range is pictured in Fig. 3 and described in consider-

able detail in Reference 35 so that only the most essential information will be

repeated here. The light gas gun is a device for accelerating small projectiles to

exceedingly high velocities -- in this case 0.635 cm diameter aluminum spheres

can be accelerated to a velocity of over 7.5 km/sec and smaller projectiles car.

be accelerated to ever higher velocities.

The gun provides the acceieration in a two-stage process. A shell con-

taining conventional propellant accelerates a heavy piston down the 40 mm pump

tube compressing hydrogen gas to extremely high pressures in the central

breech. When the compression becomes sufficiently high, a diaphragm in the

central breech ruptures allowing the compressed hydrogen to expand into the

launch tube. The launch package, consisting of a spherical projectile and a five-

piece plastic crrier (sabot), is initially located in the launch tube .tear the
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Fig. 3. AFML Hypervelocity Ballistic Range

central breech. The expanding hydrogen pushes the launch package down the

launch tube, accelerating the whole package to the desired velocity. The light

gas gun opcrating cycle is depicted schemat;:olly in Fig. 4 and a typical ibunch

package is pictur-ed in Fig. 5. The sabot pieces which have become -lightly sep-

arated from the projectile due ;,c. aerodynamic forces are stoppei en the far side

of the blast tank by allowing them to impact a steel plate while letting the pro-

jectile pass unhindered through a small hole in the plate. The projecile pro-

ceeds down range past the instrumentation where its velocity and integrity are

measured (Ref. 35- .3-18) until it impacts the target located in the center of the

target tank. The range i;-. evacuated to a pressure of approximately 20 torr (20

mm of Hg) to prevent velocity degradation rnd aerodynamic oblation of the pro-

jectile while maintaining proper operation of the scbot slopping technique.

Flash X-r and TargGeometrt2 !. The primary experiments conducted

were designed to obtain flash radiographs of the growing crater in aluminum
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would be determined. The cost of operating the gas gun dictated that as many

flash x-ray data points as pcssibkl be obtained on each round. In addition there

is, historically, substantial scatter in data obtained from hypervelocity impact

experiments. It is aimost always advisable to obtain sufficient data for a statis-

tical t-e'tment of the results. Conseqently, all available flash x-ray equipment,

ten separJte sources in all, was used in most experiments; the units were fired

in a ore-determined time sequence. All of the x-ray units were of the type called

Fexitrorpmanufactured by the Field Emission Corporation. Each of the four

available 300 kV (Model 2710) units produces enough integrated x-ray f• x and

has enough penetrating power to provide a good radiograph through several inches

of aluminum. The remaining four 150 kV (Model 235) and two 105 kV (Model 231)

units have considerably less penetrating ability and their use was limited to thinner

target sections. Consequently the 300 kV units were located so as to produce

profile views of the growing crater -- yieldinq bo'h depth and diameter -- while

the remaining x-ray sources were placed -a produce views through the rear of

the target. The four 300 kV x-ray sources were arranged around the target tank

in circular fashion in a plane perpendicular to the projectile trajectory.

The six remaining lower energy x-ray units were attached to a mounting

plate located on the rear of the target tcnk as shown in Fig. 6. They were aimed

nearly parallel to the projectile traiectory such that the x-rays would penetrate

the target and impinge upon film placed in front of the target. Plistic windows

were used in the target tank to allow easy penetiration by the x-rays. Since the

x-ray units provide a rather broad beam, loarge quantities of lead and careful

placement were required to provide shieldirg of the film for any given x-ray

unit from the direct emissions of the remaining nine units. It was also necessary

to provide some shielding from the scattered x-rays produced by the 300 kV units.

The geometric arrangement of the x-ray sources with respect to the target and

film holders (cassettes) is iliustrated in Fig. 7, In the early experiments, the
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150 kV units were not avoilable, but the geometry was essentially the same with

that exception.

A special target and film -xssette holder described in detail by Smith

(Ref. 34:34-37) and illustrated in Fig. 8 was used to insure proper and repeat-

able alignment of the target and film holders. Addltional cassette holders were

installed in the target tank to yield repeatable alignment of the films used w.tk

the 300 kV x-ray sources. The front panel (nearest +he gun muzzle) holds the

film cassette for the 105 kV and 150 kV x-ray sources. The panel and cassette

each contain a 2.5 cm diameter hole through which the projectile must pass.

This cassette is shielded from debris spray by a thin sheet of acrylic plastic.

The rear panel holds both the target (bolted to its front surface) and a lead

shield on the rear. This lead shield has a 5.0 cm diameter hole ot its center

immediately behind the target; it is a shadow shield to prevent the 105 kV and

150 kV sources from interfering with the image produced by each of their

neigbbors. Most of the shielding for the 300 kV x-ray sources was arranged

external to the target tank.

In most cases the targets to be radiographed were quite thick so that

deposited x-ray energy was at a premium. Consequently pairs of ultrcfast ex-

perimenAal flourescent screens provided by E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. were

used in conjunction with Kodak Royal Blue® Medical X-ray Film to obtain maxi-

mum exposure. One screen was placed on each side of the film in intimate con-

tact with the emulsion layer on that side. Development was performed with

Kodak X-ray Developer and the process was monitored visually.

Two x-radiographs obtained during a cratering event are shown in Fig. 9

to illustrate typicnl results obtained with the techniques described above. Note

that the silhouette radiograph, typical of channels 3 through 6, yields rather

clearly defined information on both crater depth and diameter. The rear il-

luminated radiograph, typical of channels 1, 2, and 7 through 10, contains
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Fig. 8. Target and X-Ray Cassette Mount.

Fig. 9. Typical X-Radiographs of Growing Crater,
Round 2692.
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because of the effect of the crater lips on the radiograph.

Sequencing and TiminU. The electrical signal initiating all x-ray events

for these experiments was derived from a thin switch placed directly upon the

face of the target and activated by the projectile impact. The switch consisted

of a 50 urn Mylar® sheet separating the grounded target from a 25 um thick

aluminum foil electrode which was held at high electrical potential by a

pulse forming network (PFN). Penetration of the Mylar® insulator by the pro-

jectile caused arc over to the target and the generation of a very fast rise time

signal. This signal was used 1o activate a bank of time delay generators each of

which created a pulse to fire one x-ray unit. Both the switch signal and signal

to the x-ray pulser were delivered to the time recording system so that the

time between impact and x-ray firing was accurately known.

In addition, to achieve even grecter accuracy, special spark gap switches

were mounted directly on the x-ray tube heads. These switches (Ref. 36) are

activated by the ionization created by the actual x-ray beam and, when properly

adjusted, produce signals accurately indicating the time of x-ray firing (15± 5

nsec delay after x-ray initiation).

A block diagram of the timing and synchronizing electronicn; for a single

x-ray channel is shown in Fig. 10. The timing system used to record the electrical

signals supplied by the thyratron drivers has been described in detail elsewhere

(Ref. 35:18-19). It consists basically of a set of xenon flash tubes whose optical

output is viewed with a 16 mm Fastax Oscillographic Camera operating in a

streaking mode. The zenon tubes are driven far past their breakdown voltage by

the signals provided to the timing system. The result is a light pulse with very

fast rising intensity (<0.1 psec)which is viewed and recorded by the camera.

Accurate timing marks are added to the film by a mechanical light chopper.

The relative times betweer. any two events as indicated by flashes from the

zenon tubes can then be computed to an accuracy of 60 asec. In addition, the
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Fig. 10. Block Diagram of Flash X-Ray Electronics.

velocity of the projectile can be recorded on this some film record by noting

the times the projectile passed the two velocity recording slits whose images ore

located perpendicular to the film travel (Ref. 35:13-16). The projectile vel-

ocity can be measured to an accuracy of !-0.25%.

Although the errors involved in recording the timing dcto are small,

the uncertainties introduced by time delays in th- -kectronic circ,,itry must be

considered. Referring to Fig. 10, the switch pu.,ng circuit and timing thyra-

tron driver introduce a delay between the closure of the alumirumitVMyIora switch

(impact) and the signal A to the timing system. In a number of experiments this

delay was measured with a fast oscilloscope and a photomultiplier tube monitor-

ing the output of the xenon flash tube and found to be nearly constant at 0.35±-0.05

iL sec.

Use of a calibration curve for the variable time delay generator to de-

teranine the time between the input to the time delay and the output to the x-ra/
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pulser is a very unreliable and inaccurate procedure. Therefore two independent

measurements of the time of x-ray firing were made for each channel, namely the

signal B indicating the input to the x-ray pulser and the signal C derived from the

"x-ray head switch. The x-ray head switches proved considerably less than 100%

reliable since the adjustment of the voltage and separation between the plates in

the switch is critical. Enough data was obtained over a number of shots, however,

to determine the average delay between signals B and C for each x-ray channel.

In several instances, neither signal B r.or C was available on the 'iming system

record. The time between input and output of the time delay generator was used,

with appropriate corrections, to obtain the time of the x-ray -- a less exact pro-

cedure.

Framing Camera Experiments. A slightly modified experimental arrange-

ment was necessary for those rounds where framing camera records Ji the plume

expanding off the front surface of the target were desired. In order to correlate

the diameter of portions of this plume with x-ray records of the growing craters,

it was necessary to obtain an unobstructed and back-lighted view of the target in

silhouette. i- -r these experiments, x-ray channels 3 and 4 were not used and the

film cassette and holder for these channels were removed from the target tank. A

very high intensity spark light source (Ref. 37) was used in conjunction with a col-

limating lens to provide a back-lighted field of view of even illumination. The

came,'a employed was a Beckman & Whitney Model 300 rotating mirror high speed

framing camera capable of recording 48 frames at a maximum framing rate of

4,5 million frames per second. The framing rote was determined by using an

electrcnic counter to count the number of pulses per second generated by a magne-

tic pickup on the mirror turbine shaft. The camera was located to view the target

along a line from the camera to the light source as illustrated in Fig. 11. To ob-

tain an unobstructed view of the target, it was also necessary to move the impact

switch about 10 cm in front of the target face and construct a switch consisting of

two thin aluminum foil electrodes separated by a Mylar®* sheet. The tim- of im-

pact could then be calculated knowing the tcrget-switch separation and the
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Fig. 11. Experimental Setup for Framing Camera Photo-

graphs and Flash X-Radiographs.

projectile velocity. The resultant determination of impact time was slightly less

accurate than when the switch was mounted directly on the target face.

With this arrangement it was possible to obtain the framing camera

record and eight flash radiographs from one impact event. The s:-Ile frame

taken from the framing camera record of Round 2524 and shown in Fig. 12 is

typical of the photographs generated by this technique and nicely illustrates the

front surface plume phenomena. Methods of obtaining quantitative data from

these films are described later in this chapter.

Target Materials and Design

T aet and Pro-ectile Materials. As mentioned previous , favorable

x-ray absorption characteristics and other practical considerations dictated the

choice of aluminum alloys as the target materials for this study. All the target
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c-:g. 12. Single Frame from Framing Camera Recoi d

of r~ound 2524.

materials used except for the 6061-Tl were obtained from well characterized

bii!ets (R.-4 38). The materials used and their pertinent properties are shown

in Table II. The 6061-T6 was obtained from local commercial sources. The

voaes shown for this alloy are from the supplier.

The 1100-0 is a very soft ductile a~loy of nearly pure aluminum and there-

fore represents one end of the material strength regime. At the other extreme,

the T6 heat treatment of the 7075 alloy is the hardest, most brittle aluminum com-

monly available. I he strength of the 6061-T6 alloy lies nearly midway between

these two extremes and consequently represents another good test of the effects

of material strength uoon the 'nypervelocit, impact processes. Finally, the TO

heat treat of the 7075 alloy provides a direct comparison between two cases of

identical alloy composition. but substantially different strength properties. The

materials selected for the targets used in this study represer-0i a very wide range

of material strengths -- as such the results obtained should prcvide a good test
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Table II

Prrnerties of Materials Employed

Static Static True Stress Brinnell
Alloy Yield Strength Yield Strength to Fracture Hardness

(psi) (kilobors) (psi) kg/mm2

1100-0 AI 3,800 0.26 26,400 24

2010-TA AI1 40,000 2.76 100,500 ---

6061-T651 Al 40,000 2.76 --- 95

7075-TO Ai 13,000 0.90 48,400 60

7075-T6 AI 70,500 4.86 98,500 148

of any strength dependent hypervelocity impact cratering thecry.

Finally, in all cases but one, projectiles were made from 2017 aluminum,

a malleable alloy in common use for the prbduction of high quality spheres. In

this study it has been assumed that the strength of the projectile does not affect

the impact results. This assumption is conservative since the pressures felt by

the projectile material are at all points many times greater than the static yield

strength. The density of the projectile does, however, affect the impact conditions.

Therefore, one sertes of experiments used 0.18 gram spherical steel projectiles

to duplicate the results obtained by Gehring (Ref. 12:201).

Target Design The targets were cylindrical in shape as shown in Fig.

13 and had a small flange fcr mounting to th ; et holder. The thickness and

diameter of the target proper were variables that were chosen to be as large as

possible while still -'Ielding acceptable radicgraphs. If the targets are too thin,

reflectio.ns from the target rear wi H eventually interact with the growing crater

ard affect its further growth. Likewise reflected waves from the sides of a target

that is too small (or for an impact that is too far off center) can affect the growing

crater. Targets were chosen such that the shock wave had to iraverse a sufficient

distance so that its reflected componenis were very weak by the time they reached
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F;g. 13. Typical Crater Growth Study Target.

the growing crater region. In most cases the target thickness was six project;le

diameters or more -- o thickness which can be defined as "quasi-infinite", mean-

ing that the final crater appears as it would in an infinitely thick target. For

further information on this phenomena, refer to Appendix A -- Reduction of Data

Obtained from Crater Growth Flash X-Rays.

In several cases, it was necessary to use undersized targets to obtain

good x-radiogrophs of very early-time craters where the crater dimensions were

still quite small. For these rounds, the final crater was affected by reflected

waves, and the data obtcined was valid only up to a time after impact correspond-

ing to the start of the interaction of the reflected wave with the growing crater.

These special rounds were treated separately in the data reduction process.

Whenever possible, these thin targets were backed by a thin (0.625 cm) sheet

of acrylic plastic which reduces the magnitude of the reflected wave without

substantially attenuating the x-ray flux.
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Data Reduction Methods

Flash X-ray Films. X-radiographs must be analyzed carefully to obtain

valid dimensional data. The most important factor to consider is that tne georetry

of each x-ray channel is different; the varying distances between each source, tar-

get, and film result in a different magnification being recorded by each channel.

Even for a given channel the geometry (and magnification) was altered somewhat

from round to round by changing targei sizes and exact location on the target

holder. It is not sufficient to merely calibrate each x-ray channel; the chonging

target requirements dictate that some dimensional reference be included in the

]{ record of each round for each x-ray channel.

The inclusion of a length reference such as a rod or scale in each record

was impractical since each channel viewed the scene from a different angle. A

good distance reference in one channel tended to shield all information from ad-

jacent channels. For Achose charnels (3 through 6) viewing the target in profile,

there were occasions when the target did not completely fill the field of view of

the x-ray. In these cases, the diameter of the target coul' be used as a distance

reference. The results obtained agreed well with the more general technique
described below.

Based upon Smith's experience (Ref. 34:40) the best available reference

points are the final dimensions of the crater themselves. After each experiment

was conducted, but before the target or holder were moved in any way (only the

film cassettes were removed, reloaded, and repiaced in register with their

original positions) a set of radiographs of the final, static target was taken.

Separate measurements were teen made of the crater depth and/or diameter on

* both sets of radiographs -- those taken during the impact event and those taken

later. The crater diameter or depth read from the films obtairned during the im-

pact was then divided by the same dimension from the radiographs obtained after

the event to obtain the appropriate ratio. In this fashion, no direct calculation

of magnification factor f)r each channel was necessary.
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in presenting me resuits of any set of experiments, the ratios obtained

were multiplied by the mean final crater depth or diameter for that case. This

procedure also results in some smoothing of the data since the mean value of the

final dimensions are used to normalize the data. Small variations from the meon

values actually realized in the final crater dimensions are averaged by this

process of presenting the data. The method is discussed in more detail in Ap-

pendix A -- Reduction of Data Obtained fron, Crater Growth Flash X-Re-'!iogrophs.

Several techniques were otternpted to obtain the best method of making

the required measurements on the x-ray films. The use of a s-cnning photoden-

sitometer was attempted, but the lack of contrast in the fi!ms, the granularity

introduced by the use of intensifying screens, and the type of measurement re-

qui red precluded the effective use of this instrument. The best way to read the

films was withou! magnification on a variable intensity light table as shown in

Fig. 14. Attempts to magnify the images resulted in an unacceptable loss of con-

trast and accompanying difficulty in interpreting the image.

"Tne c-ater diameter and depth in the profile radiographs were measured

with respect to the undisturbed target surface as illustrated in Fig. 15. The

reference line AA on the reader was aligned with the image of the undefarmed

target surface lying near +he oute, edges. Dividers and a scale were then used

4.o determine visually the crater diameter as observed along the line AA and the

depth as measured along the line BB to the intersection with line A4_

For the radiographs taken through the target rear, two separate read-

ings of the dic-meter were made along the lines DD and CC on the reader as in-

dicated in Fig. 15. The author and at least two other operators read each film.

The readings were averaged to obtain the final measurements and the multiple

readings were used to determine the accuracy and reproducibility of this tech-

nique. In addition, each radiograph was assigned a subjective rating cf qiality:

good, fair, or poor. On x-radiogrophs with good image quality, dimensions could

be measured reproduciuly to i±-0.5 mm while with poor images this error was

increased to --±-1.0 mm.
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Inaccuracies can arise through difficulties in interpreting the images.

The use of the rot;oing technique of presenting the dati heips to alleviate this

interpretation difficulty since a given operator tends to interpret both the final

radiographs and those taken during the event in the same fashion.

Framing Camera Films. B&W Mbdel 300 framing camera photographs

of the front surface debris plume were obtained in several experiments for com-

parison with crater diameter histories obtained from flash x-ray data. These

photographic records were read, i.e. translated into numerical data, in a special

purpose automated syste.'n avalable at this facility (Ref. 39). In this application,

the system produces the x-y coordinates of various points selected in each frame.

The film is placed upon a micrometer driven iwo-dimensional microscope stage

located at the object plane of a projection microscope. The image is projected

upoii a ground glass screen that provides a pair of perpendicular cross hairs for

a fixed reference position. The film is adjusted so that some reference line in

ench frame is aligned with the -xed reference on the screen. The operator then

selects points for reading, moves the point under the cross hair by turning the

micrometer dials, and records both the x and y coordinates (with respect to the

ruference chosen for each frame) on IBM cards by activating a switch.

Considerable interpretation is required to obtain data from this type of

experiment since the character of the debris pi•we changes with target material.

In some cases, the general shape may even change as a function of time during

an imoact. Fig. 16 illustrates the major features of the 4Ltbris plume and indicates

the points at which measurements of x-y coordinates were made on each frame.

The point 9 at the target corner was chosen as the origin with the x-axis lying

along the iarget surface. The distance between the markers 7 anr 8 was mea-

sured before the experiment and used to determine the magnification in te fram-

ing camera record, Two separate pairs of points were obtained from each frame,

each pair ylelding the diameter of a certain portion of the plume at that time.

The diameter of each portion could then be obtained as a function of time from

all the frames.
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ii I TA RGET[ Fig. 16. Primary Features of Debris Plume.

The pair of points 1 and 2 represent the outer limits of the base of the

plume, probably corresponding to an outward propagating Wulge in the targer
material. In some experiments, it was difficuit to measure these positions cc-

curately since the silhouette of the plume base was nearly tangent to the target

surface at these points. The character of the plume base varied considerab!y for

the different targets used in this study.

The points labeled 3 and 4 represent the minimum diameter of the stem

as determined by the operutor. In general, the curve of the outline of the -.tem

was such that these points were relatively vasy to determine. The height of this

minimum diameter point above the target surface varies somewhat as a functirn

of time.

Two separate measurements of plume diameter as a function of time were

thus obtained for each experiment. These measurements were judged to include
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I the most distinctive feature. of the piume and probobty repreenied mue Vily 0-

meters that could be m~a.ured with any consistency from experiment to experi-

ment.

SummI

Hypervelocity impacts into solids produce two featut es -- cavitation and

shock propagation -- etch of which is cmenable to separate experimental study.

Experiments to study the cavitation or cratering processes have been desciibed.

Techniques were developed to provide up to ten sequential flash x-radiographs of

growing cavities in several aluminum alloys; the required impacts were produced

by a light gas gun at the AFML Hypervelocity Ballistic Range. Electronic and

optical techniques were used to obtain accurate measurement of x-ray flash times

with respect to the impact of the target. Additional experiments were designed to

yield ultra-high speed framing camera pictures of the debris plume that is emit-

ted from the crater on the impacted side of the target. Data reduction techniques

were developed thot removed the distortion inherent in flash x-radiogrophs and

which relieved difficulties in interpreting the radiographs. The flash x-ray ex-

periments produced a record of crater depths and diameters as a function of

time. The framing camera record provided a time history of the diameter of

two distinctive features related to the debris plume.
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IV. Crater Growth -- .. erimental Results

The experimental techniques described in the preceding chapter were

employed in an extensive study of the growth of craters in aluminum alloys

under hypervelocity impact conditions. Flash x-ra-y techniques were used to

determine the dimensions of craters as a function of time after impact. A

high speed framing camera was used to study the dynamics of the front sur-

face plume created by a hypervelocity impact and to determine the relation

of this phenomenon to the crater growth. The remainder of this chapter de-

scribes the results obtained and presents an analysis of this data including

comparisons with previous experimental information and recent numerical

calculations of hypervelocity impact events.

Experimental Progrom

The experiments were selected to study several effects. First and

foremost was the effect of target strength upon the crater growth. This was

achieved by using three separate aluminum alloys with different heat treat-

ments as targets while keeping the projectile velocity constant (see Table i1).

Numerical calculations employing a purely hydrodynamic flow model of material

behavior will predict identical crater growth rates for all aluminum alloys.

This is incorrect since the final sizes of the craters in these alloys are

drasticaily different. The new numerical procedures that include material

strength effects (described in Chapter II) do predict different crater growth

rates for these alloys (Refs. 40:12, 41:18 and 42). The experiments described

below are, to the author's knowledge, the first set .onducted on several alloys

of one basic material and are specifically applicable to direct correlatior. with

the results of numerical calculations and to studying the effects of material

strength upon crater growth.

Outside of this racility, the only reported flash x-ray measurements

of the internal dimensions of growing craters in metals are those by
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Ge,,,ng",rr(R. ool whC TirsT appimea mhe fiash x-ray technique to hyperveicity

impact studies, Gehring's results indicate substantial rebound (elastic re-

covery) in the crater dimensions after growth, a process opened to question

by Smith's results (Ref. 34). Consequently, one set of experiments in this study

-- steel projectiles impacting aluminum targets at 5 km/sec -- was conducted

to comoare directly with Gehring's results and investigate the ex'stence of crater

rebound further.

It also appeared desirable to investigate the effects of p. )jectiie

velocity upon crater growth. therefore four sets of experiments using 1100

aluminum targets were performed at velocities ranging from 2.3 km/see to

7 kmn/sec. These experiments explore the regime wnere material strength

effects are expected to dominate the cratering process more and more as the

velocity is lowered. Table III describes the eight sets of crater growth data

obtained with flash x-ray techniq,.es.

Several authors, including Kineke (Ref. 8) and Gehring (Ref. 12) have

measured the diameter of the front surface plume produced during an impact

event and have inferred information regarding the crater diameter from these

measurements. Smith (Ref. 34) found indications that the correlation between

plume and crater diameter was not as good as might bn expected. Therefore,

it was decided to explore this correlation further and framing camera photo-

graphs of plume growth were obtained for cases !, 4, 7, and 8.

The experimental program consisted of 39 new, successful rounds con-

ducted in two phases. The first group of experiments employed 0.318 cm dia-

meter spherical projectiles. After further launch technique development, the

remainder of the experiments were conducted using 0.635 cm diameter pro-

jectiles. The experiments are tabulated in Table IV.

In each case, the actual projectile velocity was held sufficiently close

to the nominal velocity that no attempt has been made to scale the results
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Classification of Crater Growth Expe-iments

Case Projectile Nomi ocal Aluminum
Number Material Projectile Velocity (krn/sec) Target Material

1 2017 A1 7.0 1100-0

2 2017 A1 5.2 1100-0

3 2017 At 4.2 1100-0

4 2017 Al 2.3 1100-0

5 Tool Stae! 5.0 1100-0

6 2017 Al 7.0 6061-T6

7 2017 Al 7.0 7075-TO

8 2017 Al 7.0 7075-T6

with velocity for any single case. This results in errors weli within the experi-

mental errors that, arise from other sources.

Flash X-ray Results

Nearly two hundred flash x-radiographs of growing craters were

obtained in this study. All data was analyzed according to the procedures

described in Chapter IIl. Histories of crater diameter, D, and penetration (depth),

p, were obtained for each of the eight cases considered. The data was normalized

with respect to the projectile diameter, d, to facilitate size scaling and compori-

sons of the results. Cases I and 8 contain information obtained from experiments

conducted with both 0.318 cm and 0.636 cm diameter projectiles. When scaled

in the manner uezribed, the results are indistinguishable with respect to pro-

jectile size.

For each set of data a least squares technique was used to obtain an

analytical representation of the form:
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Table IV

Tabulotion of Crater Growth Experiments

Project' le Target Number
Rou-- i Diameter Velocity Material Thickness of Data

Number (cm) (krrV'sec) (Aluminum) (cm) Points

1043 0.3175 Al 2.22 1100-0 2.49 FC or.ly
1044 0.3175 A! 2.34 1100-0 2.54 5
1045 0.3175 AI 2.32 1100-0 2.54 4
1049 0.3175 Al 2.3e 1100-0 2.27 5

23841'> 0.3175 Al 6.90 1100-0 3.38 5
238§1, 2, 0.3175 Al 7.05 1100-0 2.38 -
23866-1> 0.3175 Al 7.04 1100-0 2.38 5
238i1> 0.3175 Al 7,0e 1100-0 3.18 3

2502 0.3175 Al 7.45 7075-TO 2.54 2
2503 0.3175 Al 7.16 1100-0 2.54 3
2504 0.3175 A• 7.22 11|00-0 2,54 4
2505 0.3175 Al 7.14 1100-0 2.54 4
2506 0.3175 Al 7.15 7075-T0 2.54 2
2507 0.3175 Al 7,35 7075-TO 1.59 6
2508 0.3175 Al 7.16 7075-TO 2.54 3
2509 0.3175 Al 7.29 7075-T6 2.54 4
2510 0.3175 Al 7.20 7075-T6 2.54 3
2510 0.3175 Al 7.25 7075-T6 2.54 3
2,15 0.3175 Al 5.40 7075-0 2.54 6
2516 0,3175 Al 5.03 1100-0 2.54 5
2517 0,3175 Al 5.07 1100-0 2.54 6
2519 0.3175 Al 7.27 7075-T0 2.54 2
2521 0.3175 Al 7.27 7075-T6 2.54 2 FC

S2521 C,3i75 Al 7.30 1100-0 2.54 2 FC
2523 0.3175 Al 7.28 7075-TO 2.54 FC only
2524 0.3175 Al 5.16 1100-0 2.54 FConly
2525 0.358 Steel 4.92 1100-0 2.54 5
2526 0.358 Steel 5.26 1100-0 5.08 2
2527 0.358 Steel 5.03 1100-0 3.85 4
2528 0.358 Steel 5.13 1100-0 5.08 4

2684 0.635 Al 6.63 6061-T6 2.54 7
2685 0.635 Al 7.Oe 6061-T6 4.13 8
2686 0.635 Al 7.01 6061-T6 3.18 5
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ii Table IV (Continued)

Projectile Target Number
Round Diameter Velocity MWterial Thickness of Data

Number (cm) Material kn/sec (Aluminum) (cm) Points

26813' 0.635 Al 6.70 6061-T6 4.01 10
2689 0.635 Al 6.90 1100-0 4.44 6
2692 0.635 Al 6.98 7075-T6 2.16 9
2,j 0.635 Al 6,98 7075-T6 3.56 3
2694 0.635 Al 6.80 6061-T6 3.56 8
269•4> 0.635 Al 6.96 1100-0 5.08 7
2698 0.635 Al 4.19 1100-0 3.02 5

2700 0.635 Al 4.03 1100-0 4.45 7
2702 0.635 Al 4.08 1100-0 3.30 8
2704 0.635 Al 4.20 1100-0 3.30 7

e indicates estimated projectile velocity
FC indicates framing camera experiment
(1) Experiments performed by Smith (Ref. 34) at this fociliiv.
(2) Time base very uncertain and data did nat agree with other experimental

results -- data not used.
(3) Time base incorrect. Each data point shifted by 5.08 tsec resulted in

good agreement with remainder of experimental data.
(4) Small pieces of sabot cap hit crater area several microseconds after

projectile impact. Effects of cap impact on crater formation appear
negligible, be:ause they occur after the x-rays were obtained.

(5) All aluminum projectiles were 2017 alloy.

(t/d)
(2) or d = A-B e (T/d)

' / (Eq. 1)

where A and B are dimensionless consfsaits and ( /d) is a quantity w;th di-

mensions usec/cm that represents an exponential pe-riod for the crater growth

process, i.e.,it indicates how fast the crater is approaching its final size. The

values A and B were picked based upon the physical argument that, at the very

earliest times, the projectile penetrates the target wi$ very little deceleration.

•.5
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A., / .. . ", riu:r :mo7 ;5eaIf in hargeT ki/a i and p/c-=0.

at t/d 0.71 /Asec/cm. Consequently, on the scale shown, it is not unreasonable

to assume that the D/d and p/d intercepts at t/d a- 0 are 1.0 and 0.5 respectively.

Likewise, at late limes the D/d or p/d ratios must assume a coiistant value

identified with the fina! crater diameter or depth respectively. Consequently

the following values wsre selected:

A- (Final crater diameter or penetration)/(Projectile Diameter)

B- A- I forD/d

)A - 1/2 for p/d

The constant ( -/d) was then determined using the least squares criteria. A

related form of analytical fit was used by Smith (Ref. 34). The values of these

constants for each case and the standard deviation for each curve are given in

Table V. The dashed lines in these figures give a measure of a, the standard

deviation of the fit in each case.

In several cases it was possible to obtain slightly better fits to the data

with a Prony series expression in the form:

n k.(t/d)

(D/d) or (p/d)= Y a.e I

i=1 (Eq. 2)

where the k. are constants selected empirically and the a. are determined using

a computer and a generalized least squares technique. The fits achieved were

not sufficiently better, however, to employ these rather complicated expres-

sions in place of the very simple analytic expression actually used.

The experimental data points obtained as well as the analytic curve fit

to each set of data points are shown for Cases I through 8 in Figures 17 through

32. The data points shown as circles were derived from x-ray films rated as

average or good. Those points marked with triangles were from the poorer

x-rodiographs and were expected to show more scatter -- though little dif-

ference is actually noted. The detailed data from these experiments are in-

cluded in Appendix B.
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Table V

Constants for Crater Growth Curves

(D/d) or (p/d) ýA - Be- (t/d)/( /dl

Case A B -/d Standard
( M sec/cm) Deviation

of fit,

1- Diameter 5.20 4.20 15.6
Penetration 2.89 2.39 14.5 .08

2- Diameter 4.42 3.42 14.9 .13
Penetration 2.52 2.02 14.7 .14

3 - Diameter 3.94 2.94 13.0 .16
Penetration 2.27 1.77 18.2 .18

4- Diameter 2.60 1.60 14,7 .11
Penetration 1.56 1.06 20.4 .11

5- Diameter 6.03 5.03 32.3 .13
Penetration 5.02 4.52 21.3 .18

6- Diameter 4.14 3.14 8.6 .12
Penetration 2.07 1.57 7.7 .08

7- Diameter 4.2' 3.27 13.0 .09
Penetration 2.48 !..98 14.4 .13

8- Diameter 3.38 2.38 7.9 .10
Penetration 1.63 1.13 7.5 .09
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The datc of Case I (1 iO0 Al target' was obtained from the highest

qquality x-radiographs -- those showing the largest craters and highest con-

trast. As craters become smaller due to lower projectile velocities (Cases

2, 3 and 4), the x-radiograph Quality decreased. This is most readily apparent

in the data of Case 4 where the projectile velocity was very low, 2.3 km/sec. and

the projectiles were all 0.318 cm spheres. The craters were small for these

experiments and the data shows considerable scatter. All data points obtained

in the program ore reported except those thai could be deleted for specific,

identifiable cause3 or which exceeded three times the standard deviation of the

analytic curves described below. Points .vhich lie outside the range of the plots

are indicated by darkened circles.

The accuracy of the reported ti.•ý- from irn,,act for any point is

a function of the measurement technique used. If the timing signal was

derived from the ionization switch on ihe x-ray source, the times are ac-

curate to approximately 0.2 u, sec while if the signal was derived from the x-ray

source trigger signal, the accuracy was about 0.7 A sec. In c few cases, neither

of these signals was available and an estimate of the time was made from other

sources. Appendix B lisks the estimated accuracy of the time as well as the

source of timing signal for each fiash x-ray data point.

Analysis

These results yield 3 good deal of quantitative information about the

crater growth process in aluminum and the qualitative model of the various

phases of the growth discussed in Chapter if. In addition to the primary

phenomena c" mate,'-ol strength effects, the experiments yielded data related

to such effects as variation in the (.rater growth with velocity, strength effects,

and the -- istence of rebound during the growth process. Each of these is

di.-cussed below.

Velocit. Dependence. Everything else being constant, it is expected

that the final crater size will increose cs a function of the projectile impact
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velocity since more energy is available to the process. A great deal of effort

has been spent in studying this velocity scaling iaw, which is usually written

in the form:

jlp/d =kv (Eq. 3)

where k may describe properties of the target and projectile, but is not a

function of v
p

It is usually assumed (in the hypervelocity regime) thot the crater

diameter, D, is simply twice the penetration p. The values of the constant

n range all the way from 1/3 to 2/3; from a momentum 4-ai-.Jence to an

energy dependence. The most generally accepted value for impacts thr, t are

truly hypervelocity is n = 0.58 based upon combined numerical and analytical

studies by Walsh and Dienes (Ref. 42). Thus assuming that n--.58, the results

of the present study for penetration into 1100-0 aluminum vield (p/d)fn-

(0.96 ±L- .03 )vp"58 and (D/d) (1.66 ±.06)v58 for the diameter. These
p final p

relations are in agreement with Halperson's data (Ref. 43). Nothing is revealed,

of course, about the dynamics of the crater formr.ation.

The results of Cases . through 4 illustrate the growth cf craters in

1100-0 aluminum created at four different projet.:i ie veloziities ranging from

7.0 km/sec in the hypervelcity regime down to 2.3 km/sec, which is in the

ballistic impact regirne. The curves derived from these results are shown in

Fiqs. 33 and 34. From these, three phases of crater growth can be

discussed. At early times (roughly t/d < 10) for the three higher velocity cases,

the behavior is dominated by hydrodynamic processes and the crater grows at

a high rate. Later (10 < t/d < 40) the target strength becomes increasingly

important and slows the crater growth completely.

At the lowest velocity, when the peak pressures are so low that no true

hydrodynamic phase should be encounter-d, target strength should affect crater

growth from the onset. The data obtained at 2.3 km/sec (see Figs. 23 and 24,

Case 4) ;s not of sufficient accuracy to estoblish the behavior at early times --
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in fact no readable data was obtained at t/d . 18. The exponential curve derived

fro.-r, this data is likely to be rather inaccurate and should not be taken to irr.ply

any more than a generui trend. Indeed, the justification for the use of the ex-

ponential form to fiM the Case 4 data must be based upon analogy with the Case

1, 2, and 3 data, not upon direct evidence.

The variation of the crater diameter jrcwth eime constant ( t/d)D with

projectilie velocity is either small or non-existent over the range of velocities

considered here. Since this time constunt reoresents a measure of the relati le

growth rate, i.e.,D (tVDfinal) this is a reasonable result. The absolute

growth, as indicated in Fig. 33, is higher at the higher projectile velocities

as expected.

The data indicates an increase in ( /d) with decreasing projectile

velocity, a somewhat unexpected result. Again, however, the absolute growth

rates (see Fig. 34) appear in the correct order. The data for Cases 3 and

4 are so sparse at early times for the penetration measurements that it is likely

Jhat large errors were associated with the determination of ( -/d) here. Itp

is therefore possible that the values cF -/d do not depend upon the projectile
velocity over the range considered.

Crater Shape At hypervelocities there is a strong tendency for the

craters formed to be approximately hemispherical in shape. Even though the

experiments conducted here extend only into the lower end of the hypervelocity

impact reg.-on (v was never more than fifty per cent above the sound speed ir.
P

the target material) this trend is clearly evident in the results of Fig. 35. The

data are taken from the crater growth curves for Cases 1 thrcugh 4. A

perfect hemispherical crater would grow alon g the dashed line. For the 1100-0

oluminLnm targets, there is a tendency for the penetration to exceed the crater

radius by about ten per cent. The data for the 4.2 kmn/sec projectile velocity

case indicate that the crater shape changes during the growth process at the

lower velocities. "he growth data on the 2.3 km/sec projectile velocity case

are sufficient to substantiate this trend. The data for Cases 1 and 2 (7.0 and 5.2
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Fig. 35. Crater Shape During Growth -- 1100-0 Aluminum

Target at Four Projectile Velocities.

km/sec projectile velocity) lie along the same curve.

Figure 36 shows equiva;ent crater shape data for the four alloys of

aluminum used, all with a projectile velocity of 7.0 km/sec nominally. The

harder alloys form more nearly hemispherical craters. At these velocities,

the crater shape remains nearly constant during the growth process. On these

figures, all craters "start" at the point D/d -=1, p/d =1/2 corresponding to

the projectile half imbedded in the target and continue alotig the lines" shown

to the end points marked with data symbols.

Target Strength. Cases 1, 6, 7, and 8 were conducted to explore the

effects of material strength upon the crater growth rates in aluminum. The

curves derived from the experimental data ai e redrcwn in Figs. 37 and 38.

The results agree quite well with the four phase description of impact cratering

described previously. The earliest penetration phase -., --. short at the impact

velocities studied her hot no information was acquired on this phase. The
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Four Aluminum Alloys.

hydrodynarnic phase, where pressures greatly exceed any material strength

(specifically where the pressure is substantially greater than the deviatoric

components of the stress tensor), is of relatively short duration, but definitely

exists at the 7.0 km/sec impact velocities. The peak pressure at impact

is nearly one megabar. This phase is illustrated rather clearly on Fig. 37

where the craters in all four alloys are shown to grow at nearly the same rate

until t/d - 8.

In the region 8<t/d < 25, material strength begi ns to dominate, slowing

the growth. Finally in the region t/d > 25, the crater growth is arrested com-

pletely. As expected, the stronger materials result in smaller craters and the

strength seems to affect the growth earlier in the process.

A brief examination of the variation of the final crater diameter and

penetration with the yield ,strength, Y, of the target material yielded the fol-

lowing approximate scaling laws for a projectile velocity of 7.0 km/sec.
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-. 2

(D/d) n 0.45 Y-final o

(p/d)final o:.21 (2fq. 4)

where Y is in kilobars.
0

These relations can be considered only approximate since the scatter of

the experimental data around the values predicted by these equations is re-

latively large and may not be valid at other projectile velocities. Additional

correlation of final crater size with moterlal properties is discussed ion Appendix

A.

Likewise, it was determined that the time constants, T/d, varied with
-2tha yield strength as follows: ( /d) - ( -/d)p 0.86 Y . Hence

Dfina/ T a5 0.39 cm/! sec

p fi nol/ . : 0.20 cm/ jsec (Eq. 5)

This implies ti t, at least to first order, the growth speed, insofar as it is

characterized by the time constant, 7 , remains about the same independent

of the material yield strength. This conclusion is consistent with the data shown

in Figs. 37 and 38. (See Appendix H for further discussion and dimensional

analysis implications.) The greatest deviation from this resuh" is displayed by

the 6061-T6 alloy which tends to groyw slightly faster than these scaling laws

would predict. The slightly higher density (-3%) of the ý061-T$ may explain

in part this tendency toward faster crater growth.

Crater Rebound a .d Previous Experimental Results. The applIcation of

flash x-ray techniques to the measurement of crater forma;ion in solid materials

has received only limited attention in the past. The earliest information was ob-

tained by Gehring (Ref. 33) who used 1i00-0 aluminum targets. These datc as
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well as new results in wax targets were reported in Ref. 8. Later studies

by Holloway (Ref. 44) and by Frasier, Karpov, and Holloway (Ref. 11) were

related to more extensive studies of the hydrodynamic behavior of the crater

formation and shock propagation in wax.

Each of these sets of data "indicated that significant "rebound" occurred

during the crater formation, that is the crater grew beyond its final dimensions

during the middle stages of its growth process and relaxed to its final con-

figuration at later time. Frasier's data indicates that, in wax there is little

rebound in the crater diameter, but that the crater depth grows to 35% larger

dimensions than its final configuration (Ref. 11:137-138). Frasier attributes

this to the high compressibility of the wax, but indicates that the rebound in

metals should be expected to be ;ess pronounced.

Gehring's data is shown in Fig. 39 and comoared with the results

obtained in this study for Case 5, a steel projectile with 5.0 km/sec velocity

impacting an 1100-0 aluminum target at normal incidence, Gehring's experi-

ments, conducted in 1960 when hypervelocity projection techniques were not

as well developed and when flash x-radiogrophy was a relatively new technology,

involved the impact of an 0.18 gram steel disk, traveling at 5 km/sec, upon o

2S aluminum (1100-0 aluminum equivalent) target. In attempting to compare

the results, the diameter of an equivalent mass sphere of steel, d -0.358 cm,

was used to scale the data. The differences in final penetration are rather large

and apparently due to projectile ,hcpe -- a disk as opposed to a sphere. The

disk impact results in rather significant attenuation of the on-oxis pressures

in the target due - the rapid onset of rarefaction from the rear of the disk,

thereby resulting in decreased penerration. On the other hand, the crater dia-

meter is determined largely by other processes such as the shear flow that

occurs at late time and its final value appears not to be a sensitive function of

the projectile shape.

Gehring's data indicates substantial crater rebound, both ir diameter

and depth. Th- -3ata obtained here (Figs. 25 and 26) indicates no such trend.
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Fig. 39. Compnrison of Experimental Flash X-Roy Crater

Growth Data with Gehring's Results (Scaled).

The impacts of olurninum spheres into 1100-0 aluminum targets at 7.0 km/sec

(Figs. 17 and 18) clearly indicate that no measurahle rebound phenomena occurs

for either the crater diameter or depth (penetration) to within the accuracy of

these experiments, which is roughly ±4%. At lower- velocities in this target

material (Cases 2, 3, and 4) the data is less complete, but agiin there is no

indication of any crater rabound. The data for she harder a!u, -inum alloy

targets (Cases 6, 7, and 8) show definite evidence that no rebound occurs.
Those results clearly indicate that crater reboune is not a typical feature of

the impact of sp.ierica! projectiles into alurn;um targets.

The only remaining explanation for the large rebound measured by

Gehring and shown in Fig. 39 is the difference in the shape of the projectile

used. No attempt was made to explore projectile shape effects in this study.
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As mentioned before, several researchers have used framing camera

mensurements of the front surface plume to determine crater growth rates.

It is very desiraHe to have a technique such as this available since most

metallic targets do not lend themselves to flash x-ray studies because of

x-ray absorption properties. Smith (Ref. 34) obtained results with framing

camera photographs that indicated a lack of good correlation between the

growth of the plume or outside dimension of the crater lips and the growth

of the inside diameter of the crater. Smith's work has been extended here to

additional impact situations and newly developed film reading and data reduc-

tion techniques have been applied to yield more accurate results.

The results obtained are presented in Figs. 40 through 44 for the five

cases where data was obtained. For Case 1, Gehring's framing camera data

employing .476 cm diameter spherical projectiles (from Ref. 12) it. super-

imposed for comparison. They agree quite well with the framing camera data

obtained in this study for what was tarred the "plume minimum". However,

the agreement of framing camera data with the flash x-ray data Is only quali-

tative at best. Gehring obtained results out to luter times (t/d > 100) which

indicate that Yhe "plume minimum" exhibits a rebound behavior of some five to

ten percent. In the case of this very soft and ductile 1100-0 aluminum target

the "plume minimum" seems io represent the outside diameter of the crater

lips -- an exact correlation with the history of the inside crater diameter need

not occur.

For the hardest material studied, Case 8, 7075-T6 aluminum, shown

in Fig. 44, the framing camera data extends to relatively late times when

equilibrium values have been achieved. Here there is no evidence of any re-

bound phenomena. Also the correlation between framing camera and x-radio-

graphic records of crater growth is quite poor. In this hard alloy, the craler

lips actually fracture and are ejected away from the target at late time although

this does not seem to ccm-nplicate the interpr-tation of the framing camera
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records.

The remaining data presents essentially the same picture; it is possible

to obtain good records of the growth of the front surface plume, but the car-

relation of this data with cratier growth data obtained using flash x-rays is only

qualitative at best. The measurements of the "plume base", that is the diameter

of the region of deformation on the target surface, show roughly the expected

behcrvior, but little correlation with the crater diameter. There is not much

likelyhood that any quantitative information regarding crater diameters can be

obtained from measurements of the plume base.

The ag eement between the framing ,:amera data on the plume and the

flash x-ray data ato crater internal diameter may be improved by assuming that

both diameters grow according to the exponential law discussed previously with
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the some time constant The magnitude of the diameter is found from (D/d)

final. That is, assume that

"(2) I - a(1 -e-t/' ) (Eq. 6)

and where the framing camera data takes the form

(2) plume 1 ý b (I - e (Eq. 7)
d diameter

In these equations the quantity (1 ý a) represents the final measured

value of D/d for the crater diameter ind the quantity (1 I b) represents the

very late time value of D/d for the plu.cne minimum which can be obtained from

the framing camera record. Eq. 7 is then solved for e-t/T and substituteJ

into Eq. 6 to obtain

(d) adi 1 a[ (D/d) plume I a(m -18
b (Eq. 8)

When adjusted in this manner, the modified results lie within fifteen percent

of the value calculated from the curve derived from flash x-ray data. This

indicates that, to first order, framing camera records of the plume growth can

be used to infer the value of the exponential period -/d, of the crater. This

scaling technique is not completely successful since some minor differences are

noied in the shapes of the x-ray and framing camera derived curves. Practical

dififculties exist in that sor . "cquilibrium" or nearly final value of the "plume

minimum" diameter must be known to apply the scaling. In Cases 2, 4,and 7

this information was not available.

All in all, the determination of crater growth rates from'framing

camea records leaves much to be desired, 'although for the aluminum alloys

used here, this approach does yield at least a qualitative picture of the process.

Under other conditions. or with other materials, the correlation between the

plume and crater diameter histories might be very different.
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Correlation With Numerical Results

Only in recent years hav-- i umerical schemes been available for pre-

dicting the behavior of materials subjected to hypervelocity impact where the

effects of material strength could be included. In fcct, through the last (Seventh)

Hyperveloci' Impac~t Symposium in 1965 no such results hod been reported al-

though several groups were developing the required techniques at that time.

Computer programs have since become available for handling this type

of problem (see Chapter i1). Due largely to the expense involved, the number

of thick target impact ca!culations performed has -been rather limited. One set

of calculations by Rosenbkitt (Ref. ".:) was commissiconed to complement this

research study. Result.,, are available at this time on three separate problems,
each involving the normal impact of an 0.635 cm diameter aluminum sphere onto

a thick aluminum target: (1) 7.0 km/sec projectile velocity, 1100-0 alloy target;

(2) 4.0 km/sec projectile velocity, 1100-0 alloy target; and (3) 7.0 km/sec pro-

"jectile velocity, 7075-T6 alloy target.

The results of an earlier calculation by Rosenblatt (Ref. 41) for the

impact of a large aluminum cylinder on a 6061-T6 aluminum target are also

available as are two calculations by Dienes (Refr. 40) involving the impact of

aluminum spheres onto two targets, 1 100-F and 2014-T6 aluminum, at 7.35 kin/

sec velocity. In each of these cases only limited detail is available. Even though

the latter two sets of calculations were not designed to match the experimental

conditions reported here, they still yield interesting results and are included,

appropriately scaled, for completeness. In the following sections, the portions

of the calculations described above that deal with the dimensicnal history of the

crater are compared with experimental results and discussed.

Results of Rosenblatt. The preliminary numerical results obtained by

Rosenblatt (Ref. 41) and specifically designed to correlate with the experimental

rosults of Cases 1, 3 and 8 of this study are shown in Figs. 45, 46 and 47 res-

pectively. For comparison purposes, both the experimental points obtained in
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this study and the curve fit to this data with an exponential form are shown on

these plots -- see Table V.

Note that little claim is made for the accuracy of the curve fit to the

experimental data at very early times when t/d < 4 since it was very nearly

impossible to obtain data during that phase. For Case 1, the agreement in

penetration history out to the point wher'e the calculations were terminated is

quite good. The divergence at early time may be due to a question of inter-

pretation in the numerical calculations as to what constitutes the bottom of the

crater until the projectile is completely consumed.

For the crater diameter, the agreement is considerably poorer, al-

though that is not immediately obvious from the few data points shown. The

dashed line is in fact, better because it is derived from data that extends to

much later times but which is not shown. The final value of D/d for Case 1

is 5.20 experimentally and even though craters in 1100-0 aluminum continue to
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grow for a very iono time (t/d > 60) the trend is clear -- the numerical calculation

for D/d will likely not agree with the correct final value as evidenced by the slope

of the growth lines at t/d - 15, and certainly the growth exponentiai period wilf

not be correct.

In the region of the crater lips and sides, there is considerable plastic

flow and hence a great deal of plastic work with resultant material he-ting. It is

possibie that f.is failure to predict the car: ,ct history of the crater diameter is

due to a poor model for thermal softening in the computer program. Since ffttle

is known about thermal softening (variation in yield strength with temperature)

under these shock loading conditions, a simple model of the variation was used

in the calculations. It was assumed that the yield strength, Y , varied linearly

with temperature between Y at room temperature and zero at the melting tem-
0

perature of the material. Calculations by Rosenblatt with a modified thermal

softening mode! failed to confirm this explanation of the *ncorrect prediction

of late time crater diameter history. It may be that the thermal softening pro-

perties of 1100-0 aluminum are more non. .linear than had been expected or that

some other processes are affecting the calculations.

At lower projectile velocity (Case 3, Fig. 47) the experimental data

is less complete, but the trends are about the same. In the region 4 < t/d < 8

the agreement between numerical calculations and experimental points is quite

good. For these conditions, crater growth continues to as late as t/d = 60-70.

Consequently, it is difficult to tell from the available information whether

crater final dimensions will be predicted correctly.

!n each of these calculations in 1100-0 aluminum it would have been

better to carry the calculation to the point where crater growth was essential-

ly complete. However, lack of funds dictated that the calculations be terminated

as soon as the information on shock wave propagation required for the second

phase of this effort was obtained.

The 7075-T6 aluminum alloy has such a high strength that the crater

growth terminates relatively quickly as evidenced in Fig. 47. In this case,
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the numerical calculations were carriej nearly to the point of completion of the

crater growth. The prediction of the final crater diameter of D/d = 3.25 com-

pared' with the exper;mental value of D/d = 3.38 is excellent. In fact the com-

plete histo'y of the crater diameter is good although there seeme lo be a slight

tendency for the code to overestimnPe the diameter in the region 5 < t/d < 15.

Several explanations are plausible, :, .uding the poss;bility that the calculations

are underestimating the effects of strain rate or viscosity at early times. In

any event, the difference is rather small ( < 10%) and is undoubtedly due in part

to the lack of accurate knowledge about the properties of the target material.

The experimental penetration data need explanation. The 7075-T6 alloy

is so brittle that the entire region of the crater displays fracture phenomena

after the impact event. A typical crater produced in this series is illustrated

in Fig. 48. The crater lips are completely spoiled and ejected from the

target. Likewise the sides and bottom of the crater are rough and jaggpd.

Inside the crater, the degree of surface roughness is typically two milli-

meters or so for craters produced by 0.635 cm diameter aluminum spheres

impccted at 7 km/sec.

After the impact, any measurement of final crater diameter by con-

ventional means is meaningless since the whole lip region has spoiled away.

In contrast, the flash x-radiographs of craters in this material, even those

taken after the impact, show a smooth wal! appearance -- obviously the result

of "nveraging" the mass in the fractur.ed region olý the crater walls. Con-

sequently, the final crater diameter D/d = 3.38 used to obtain a fit to the ex-

perimental data (Table V) was obtained by direct measurement of the final

crater diameter in x-radiographs with the taoget diameter as a dimensional

reference.

The same procedure was followed in obtaining the final p/d = 1.63

used in Table V. In this case independent measurements of final crater

depth ,ire possible (Appendix A) and yield the average value p/d 1.87. For
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Fig. 48. Crater in 7075-T6 Aluminum Alloy
Illustrating Fracture Phenomena.

these measurements, depths are measured to the deepest portion of the crater

bottom -- hence the difference in p/d of 0.24 (1.5 mm for the .635 cm diameter

projectile) obtained from these two techniques is apparently due to the large

fracture zone created in this alloy.

In view of these results, the history of crater depth in 7075-T6 alu-

minum predicted by numerical techniques and shown in Fig. 47 may not be

as bad as it appears at first glance. It is likely that the x-radiographic data

are related to the upper surface of the fracture zone on the crater floor

while the numerical technique is predicting the deepest portion. The final value

of p/d 1.95 predicted numerically agrees quite well with measured results.

Another interesting result of these calculations is the history of the

ratio of crater penetration to crater diameter illustrated in Fg. 49. Again

the dashed line indicates how the crater would grow iF it were perfectly hemi-

spherical at all times. In the region D/d > 2.5, the results for 1100-0
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aluminum agree rather well with the experimental data (see Figs. 35 and 36).

The results for 7075-T6 aluminum displuy some minor lack of agreementj again

probably related to the fracture zone in this hard alloy.

All in all, the numerical results of Rosenblatt show relatively good

agreement with the experimental crater growth data with a few exceptions. In

the softer aluminum there appears to be a tendency to predict crater diameters

that are too small at late times. Although it is perhaps naive to generalize

from the data available, there seems to be a tendency for the computer results

to yield crater growth rates that are somewhat too high at eurly times (t/d < 5).

Other Numerical Results. In Ref. 40 Dienes presents the results of

two hypervelocty impact calculations performed with a strength version of

-he OIL code, c two dimensional Eulerian formulation that included perfectly

plastic and viscous effects. The calcu!ations involved the normal impact of

0.4763 cm diameter spheres at a velc•ity oa. 7.35 km/sec onto I ','Y-.F and
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2014-TA calainaam" tornetq with yield strength correspondino to 0-75 kilobars

and 2.39 kilobars respect:vely. The results are presented in Fig. 50. The

experimental data obtained in this study is represented by the solid lines.

The final crater size for several alloys is also shown.

The crater growth (penetration) Dienes obtained for the 1 100-F

aluminum agrees well in shape but not in magnitude with the data of this study.

The material reported by Dienes has a yield strength !arger than the 0.26 kb

or the annealed 1100-0 alloy used here, yet he reports a larger value of D/d,

3.06, opposed to the value of 2.89 obtained in Appendix A. It appears there-

fore that Dienes' calculations tend to underestimate the role of the material

strength in halting the crater growth by almost 20 percent, i.e.,the crater

penetration is about one fifth less than that predicted numerically.

The predicted behavior of the 2014-T6 alloy during the rcughly hydro-

dynamic behavior phase, t/d < 15, follows the experimental data for the

1100-0 aluminum very closely. The strength of the 2014-T6 alloy is just

slightly less than that of the 6061 T6 alloy used in this study, so the general

late time behavior of the crater formation is 2014-T6 aluminum predicted by

Dienes is still somewhat high.

Finally, the results of one other calculation are available. Rosenblatt

(Ref. 41) calculated the normal impact of an 8 cm diameter by 8 cm high

right circular cylinder of 6061-T6 aluminum upon a thick target of like material.

The projectile velocity was 7.35 km/s6c. The diameter of an equivolert mass

sphere was used to scale this data which is shown in Fig. 51. Again the

general agreement with experimental data is relatively good eya:ept for the

region t/d - 5. The effects of the difference in projectile shape seem quite

trivial for this situation.

Summary

Flash x-rcy techniques have been used to obtain experimental measure-

,qenis of the growth of craters in aluminum targets subjected to hvpervelocity
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3impacts. Data on both crater diameter and penetration (depth) were obtained for

four alloys of widely vorying static strength properties: 1100-0, 6061-T6,

7075-TO, and 7076-T6. In all rases the projectiles were aluminum spheres with

velocities of ap.proximately 7 Km/ý-ec. Additional data were obtained for 1 100-0

z: iumirium targets impacted by projecti!es with velocities of 5.2, 4.2,and 2.3

krn/sec. One additional ccmbination, a steel projectile impacting an 1100-0

aluminum target at 5 km/sec was studied to explore crater rebound phenomena.

In each case a simple exponential growth law whose coefficients could be

related to the projectile size and final crater parameters was Fovnd to yield a

good fit to the experimentol data.

Additional information was obtained in the form of high speed framing

camera photographs of the expanding front surface debris plume produced

during the impact process for four situations. Measurements were made of

the history of the narrowest portion of this plume. When properly scaled, this

data yields a rough correlation with the inside crater diameter history as ab-

tained from the flash x-ray studies, but there is no good evidence that plume

measurements can be used to obtain reiiable measurements of the crater

growth histories.

Finally, the experimental crater growth results are compared with

the results of several numerical calculations of hypervelocity impact events.

The results show generally good agreement betwc...n theory and experiment,

but point to several areas where the theoretical behavior is in question.
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V. Shock Propagation -- Experimental Techniques

While cavitation data is important to the understanding of crater forma-

tion in thick metal targets, it represents orly a part of the picture. The hyper-

velocity impact also generates i strong shock wave which propagates into the

target, From a practical point of view, studies of impact damage are generally

concerned with the effects that toke place at material interfaces or the rear of

the target, such as spoil, debonding, or delamination, depending upon the charac-

ter of the mater-ial. It is the characteristics of the shock wave that determrne

the mode and extent of this damage.

The initial features of the shock wave are determined by the loading

occurring in the region of the growing crater. The shock wave travels outward

from that region through virgin mate.iai, changing in character as it moves.

The shock wave decays in amplitude due to: (1) the roughly spherical divergence

from the impact point, (2) release waves generated near the impact region, and

(3) attenuation related to the strength properties of the target material. Experi-

mental data on shock propagation variables provide additional understanding of

the ,verull impact processes and valuable information for correlation with theo-

retical predictions of impact.

For these reasons, the second phase of this study is concerned with

experiments designed to obtain data on selected features of the shock wave

generated by hypervelocity impact. The remainder of this chapter describes

several types of experiments and the techniques used to obl.•in data.

periment Selection

Requirements. In studying the propagation of shock waves created by

by hyperve!acity impact experiments, the vaiues of the flow quantities at the

shock front are of particuiar interest. These values reflect the effects of all

factors involved -- divergence, relaxation, strength -- but involve measure-

ments at only one point as opposed to the measurement of a field quantity. If
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the Hugoniot curve of the material is known, the measurement of any variable

behind the shock front (such as a , the normal stress; pH' density; UH, particlen H#HnH
velocity; DH, shock velocity; and elH specific internal energywhere the subscript

H refers to the Hugoniot values at the shock front) allows calculation of all the

others through the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions. Likewise, the peak values

of such quantities as normal stress generally occur r.1 the shock front and tend to

be most accurately predicted by available numerical techniques. it follows that

measurement of one of the Hugoniot values is the most useful in studying shock

propagation and in comparing theory with experiment.

Early analytical calculations (see Chapter VII) and a variety of two-dimen-

sional numerical calculations have shown that, for a hypervelocity impact normal

to a piane surface, the shock wave propagates in a nearly spherical fashion. The

results obtained indicate that on the axis (i.e.,dlrectl7 ahead of the projectile) the

flcw quantities are little affected by the presence of the free surface at the target

front. The analysis of most numerical calculations and all experimental mecsure-

ments heretofore has been restricted to the on-axis case. Clearly as the angle off

axis becomes large, the flow quantities will differ greatly from their on-axis values

because of the free surface. Since this study *s concerned with the two dimensional

aspects of the impact problem, it is imperative that measurements be made as a

funcdon of angle away frum the axis. The problem studied her- is restricted to

normal impact on a plane surface and the results ore assumed to be axi symmetric

about the projectile trajectory. There is, consequently, no azimuthal variation in

the above quantities. The geometry of the impacts studied and the associated nom-

enclature are shown in Fig. 52.

In solids, shock wave propagtion is a rkon-iinear process. The shock front

changes speed as it progresses -- in a way :',at .s related to Ahe peak pressure

behind the shock. Consequently, the position history of the shock front, shack

radius (R s) versus time (t), known as the shock trajectory is o useful experimental

quantity since it contains much of the history of the shock prc gotion. Unfortunate-

ly, the behavior of most solids is such that the shock trajectory is a luss sensitive
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measure of the flow variables than is, say, the peak normai stress.

The number of rounds fired in any study must be restricted be-

cause the light gas gun range is expensive to operate. Measurement of a quantity

at a variet/ of distances from impact, at several angles, and for several target

materials could quickly become prohibitive unless care were taken in the ex-

periment design. Experience has also indicated that it is highly desirable to

obtain enough data points that behavior trends can be established statistically.

Consequently, it is essential that each experiment be designed to yield multiple

data points.

In summary, the objective of this phase of the experimental program was

to obtain direct measurements of at least one of the shock variables directly be-

hind tie shock wave (Hugoniot value) as a function of distance From ths impact

point (R s) and the angle off trajectory (e). A secondary objective was to obtain

direct measurements of the shock trajectory. A normal impact and axial sym-

metry about the projectile trajectory were assumed.
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Technigues. Many techniquas have been de-eloped for measuring the flow

properties during shock wove propagation in one-dimensional (Flat plate) experi-

ments. The existence of the curved wavefronW and tangential stresses in the hyper-

ve!ocity impact problem makes the application of most of these techniques in-

feasible. Techniques reported in the literature include quartz (piezoelectric)

crystal gauges, Manganin wire, capacitance probes, streak camera/reflected

wire systems, and velocity interferorneters. Each was rejected because the

required development was prohibitive.

The method selected requires the measurement of the peak velocity of

the target rear surface. It then yields a measure of the material velocity, uH,

behind the shock front based upon the usual free surface approximation ''C,.- plane

waves:

vfs 2 uH (Eq. 9)

where vfs is the peak velocity of the free .. *,.ce. Observation of the free surface

velocity at some point on the rear surface of the target then allows a direci cal-

culation of all the material variables behind the shock front through the Rankine-

Hugoniot relations and the equation of state.

In many of the experiments conducted, the free surface motion was observed

directly with a high speed framing camera and the surface velocity was derived

from the framing camera record. In this application, framing cameras lack

sufficient accuracy to follow the complete velocity history of the free surface;

however, they can yield good data on the final surface velocity when the sirface

is accelerated to a high velocity quickly and does not then decelerate signif.-

contly. At high stresses (above about 70 kb in aluminum) the surface is ac-

celeroted to v. and continues to move at this velocity, fracturing into many small
ts

particles. At !ower stresses, the residuol strengti, of the material is such that

the surface will slow down following its initial acceleration. The technique

described above then foils to yield accurate results.
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A mocdified technique based upon work by Hopkinson and described by

Rinehart (Ref. 45:78-80) was required for the lower stress regions. This techni-

que simpiy allows a thin disk of the same material as the target to substitute for

tMe "free surface". An essentially zero strength bond be.-ween the disk and target

rear surface allows the disk to continue to travel with maximum velocity Vfs

after the actual rear surface has begun to decelerate. This "fly-off disk", or

"momentum trap," technique was first applied to hypervelocity impact problems

by Charest (Ref. 13).

Several techniques for measuring the time between impact -ind the arrival

of the shock front at a given point on the target were developed with varying deg-

rees of success. These include a high voltage contact pin, a quartz piezoelectric

probe, and an optical fiber cut-off device. This portion of the experiments was

considered secondary to the free surface veloc.ity measurements.

Materials. 1 he target materials selected were consistent with the

materials used in the crater growth portion of this effort. The experiments were

conducted usi:ig three alloys of aluminum: 1100-0, 6061-T651, and 7075-T6.

These materials should have nearly the same hydrodynamic behavior, but a wide

range of strength properties varying from soft and ductile to hard and brittle.

(See Table II). The projectiles were again 2017 aluminum spheres, all of .6-35

cm diameter in this case. The projectile velocity was nominally 7.0 km/sec.

Direct Free Surface Velocity Measurements

As mentioned previously, at sufficiently high stresses, an accurate mea-

sure of the material velocity behind the shock front can be obtained by directly

monitoring the target free surface velocity at a point. This technique has been

used many times for one-dimensional impact studies, although a framing camera

is not a common instrument for measuring velocities in this application. Recently

Billingsley (Refs. 14 and 15) has applied the technique to the defermination of

peak on-axis normal stress in aluminum and copper targets. He used flat plates

for the targets, v,:irying the plate thickness to -ibtain the stress (or material



velocity) at various radii from the impact point and measured free surface

velocity from framing camera photographs.

Spilt Cyinder Targets. Because of the desire in this study to determine

the shock decay as a function of angle off axis it was necess'iry to use a completely

different target geometry. This new design consisted of a cylinder of material

cut along the axis of the cylinder. The result is a "split cylinder" or half-

cylinder which is then impacted in the center of the flat face. Typical split-

cylinders before and after impact are shown in Fig. 53. In all cases the cylinder

was quite small so that very good aiming accuracy Nas required to impact the

target near the correct point. Consequently, these experiments were conducted

in a small target tank installed just behind the blast tank on the AFML Hypervelo-

city Ballistic Range; a procedure which allowed the target to be placed much

nearer the gun barrel.

The target was mounted in a holder as illustrated in Fig. 54. The front

of the holder and the flat side of the target faced the light gas gun muzzle. The

holder was mounted directly on the bottom plate of the small target tank for easy

access. The sides of the holder were made of transparent plastic and ware re-

placed after ecch experiment. Lines for film reading reference and magnification

determination were placed directly on the plastic. The BecKman and Whitley

Model 300 camera used in these experiments was sufficiently far away from the

target, about 10 meters, that no parallax corrections were required using this

arrangement. The characteristics of the Model 3C0 camera and associated data

reduction techniques are described in Appendix G.

The target was back-lighted using a custom-made spark light source

(Ref. 37) that provides a very intense light pulse of controlled duration. In

these experiments, the light duration was about 70 usec, sufficiently short to

prevent rewrite on the Model 300 camera film record. A lens placed between

the light source and target was used to focus a large fraction of the available

light into the camera lens, With thls arrangement good results were obtained

using Kodak Tri-X film with standard development in Acufine®.
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Fig. 53. Typical Split Cylinder Target -- Before and

After Impact.

Fig. 54. Holder for Split Cylinder Targets.
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The overall layout of this series of experiments is illustrated in Fig. 55.

The placement of the target precluded using the normal range system for measur-

ing projectile velocity, so another system was employed. A pair of flash x-rays

were token of the projectile in flight. The time between the x-rays was mea-

sured by using an oscilloscope to monitor the trigger signals to each x-ray

unit. The distance the projectile traveled between the two x-ray pulses was ob-

tained from the double exposed x-ray film record. This system yielded velocity

measurements accurate to about 5%. A thin foil switch (see Chapter ill) consist-

ing of two layers of 25 tm aluminum foil separated by a sheet of 50 P m

Mylar® was attached to the rear of the sabot stopping plate. The signal de-

rived from this switch when the projectile penetrated it was used to trigger

time delay generators which provided signqls at the appropriate time to actuate

the x-ray sources and to turn the spark light source on. As with the crater

growth experiments, all timing was critical since the events of interest were

completed in a few tens of microseconds.

In most cases, the Model 300 camera record of the event contained

several frames showing the projectile approaching the target. This data was

used to obtain another measure of the projectile velocity, again accurate to about

5% (see Appendix G).

Free Surface TraiectoEy The film records obtained from the experimental

setup described above yielded a silhouette, back-lighted view of the curved target

surface. The sequence of photos shown in Fig. 56 is typical of the type of infor-

mation obtained. The films show the maximum dimension of the expanding sur-

face. Therefore, the point of impact along the axis of the target is unimportant.

The accuracy of impact in the vertical direction (perpendicular to thý target axis

and the projectile trajectory) is quite important, hiowever, since an off-center

impact alters the distance from impact to the point upon the rear surface where

motion is measured. Likewise, the direction iri which a given particle leaves the

rear surface is less well defined if the shock wave does not impact the rear sur-

face almost normally. A detailed description of the effects of off-center impacts
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and methods for reducing the data from the split cylinder targets fre kon-

tained in Appendix C.

Briefly, the study of rear surface trajectories for slightly off-center im-

pacts involved placing solid material barriers (rods or wires parallel to the

target axis) in the path of the expanding rear surface such that points on the sur-

face were "marked" and their subsequent motion could be determined. This

technique is also described in Appendix C and is related to the debris cloud

":dissection" techniques developed by Swift e, cl.(Ref. 46) to study the dynamics

of thin plate impact. The results indicate that -or relatively well centered im-

pacts, the particle trajectories pass through the axis of the target. Distances

from impact to the rear surface (R s) must, however, be calculnted from the

actual impact point.

Even though so" histicated techniques have been developed for obtaining

and reducing the data from the split cylinder targets, the data still shows some

scatter. This is inevitable because these targets are quite sinal! -- ranging in

diameter fron, 2.0 to 3.2 cm -- and the /Vdei 300 Q-amera records can provide

position data accurate io only about ±0.1 cm at the magnification employed under

good conditions. On the smoinr tc Gets t',s can result in inaccuracies in mea-

suring the impact to surface distance of as much as 20%. In a small number c¶r

cases, for shock radii of less than 1.25 cent meter, fiat plate targets were em-

ployed in a setup like that described above. Measurement of the leading edge

velocity of the expanding rear surface then yielded a single value for free surface

velocity on oxj.s only.

The methods described above have resulted in a relatively accurate

technique for measuring free surface velocities as a function of both shock

radius and angle off ,rojectory for those cases where the'peak of the stress

pulse reaching at the rear surface unequivocably exceeded the dynamic yield

strength of the material. At lower stress levels, other techniques must be em-

ployed as described below,
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Fly-off Disk Technique

The primary technique used for measuring peak shock wave properties

at various points in the tr'-get was the fly-off disk technique mentioned earlier.

All measurements made in the region of pressures or stresses where material

strengths might affect the orocesses were obtained with this technique. The

basic theory of operation of a fly-off disk is explaine:l in Appendix D which

a!so includes a discussion of the validity of the free surface approximation,

"fs - 2 u, the effects of the stress wave amplitude, shape, and duration on disk

performance, and the Hugoniot data necessary to derive the material properties

behind the shock front from the disk velocity.

Technique Evaluation Experiments. The initial effort was devoted to a

short devel,,ment program to optimize experimental techriquez and aoplications

of instrumentation and to expiore the factors which might offect fly-off disk

performance. A simpuified target geometry -- a flat plate -- was employed in

a configuration illustrated in Figs. 57 and 58. A row of disks was placed, on a

vertical line on the target rear surface directly behind the anticipated impact

point. The bolt shown in Fig. j7 was used as an alignment and distance reference

in reading the photographic record of the experiment. Both framing cameras (de-

scribed in Appendix G) were used in the development tests, always with the target

back-lighted and with a pulsed light source to provide sufficient illumination

and prevent rewrite. With the Model 300 camera, the spark li.jht source mention-

ed befre was used. For use with the Dynafax Model 326 camera, a xenon flash

tube source (Beckman & Whitney Model 358) provided u nearly constant intensity

light pulse or -2 milliseconds duration. Either light source was triggered by an

uprange foil switch activated by projectile penetration. For a description of

the framing cameras and techniques used to reduce the data obtained, refer to

Appendix G.

The purpose of these development experiments was to investigate: (1)

fly-off disk attachment, (2) disk diameter-to-thickness ratio (i.e. edge) effects,

(3) disk tumbling, (4) disk thickness effects, (5) projectile velocity scaling, and
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(6) reproducibi!ity. Due to th3 geon'retry, .hese experiments wei e not expected

tc yield velocitv data as r function of cngie off ax*s since the leading edge of the

shock front did not inter-ect the rear surface normally. The data was inter-

preted by con-paring th* results of separate rounds where parameters were

vuried. For those disks located or, axis, the shock impact is normal to the disk

and vaild data is produced. The on-axis data obtained in this sequence is irn-

cluded ;n 4he data reported in Chapter VI.

A total of ten successful impact events were conducted in this develop-

ment series, The characteristics of each round fired ,3re described in Tabie Vi.

The series successfully demonstrated the application of available instrumenta-

tion and the fly-off disk technique to the measurement of shock properties.

The raw data from this series hos been inciuded in Appendix F for com.pleteness

along with several other flat plate irpaccts described loter.

Development Results. The fram;rig camera sequences shown in Figs. 59

ind 60 were typical of those obtained in this experimentol program. The data

obtained from these and other photographs were used to evaluate various aspects

of the performance of the fly-off disk technoque.

Data taken from Rounds 2619, 2_620, 2621, 2639, and 2640 were used to

determine the effect of disk thickness on the measured velocity. The results are

shown in Fig. 61. The variable rp, which reoresents the distance from the pro-

jection of the impact point onio the target rear surrace out to the location of the

disk, yields a measure of both shock radius and angle off trajectory for each

point -- consequent!y it is the comparison of the two curves that is important.

The results show that the 600 jum (24 mils) thick disk is measuring reduced

velocities -- due possibly to two effects: (1) edge effects c-eated by the larger

thickness-to-diameter ratio of the 600 pm disks, and (2) these thick disks may

be averaging a rather sharply peaked stress pulse. This data as we!l as that

obtained in Round 2642 (at reduced projectile impact velocity) indicates that

300 p m and 130 pm thick disks yield essentially the same performance to

within experimental error. Similar results were obtained using 2.54 cm thick
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Table VI

Description of Fly-off Disk Development Rounds

Projectile Target
Round Velocity Thickness Camera Number of Remarks

No. (km/sec) (cm) Model Disks

2587 6.69 4.51 326 5 Exploratory
shot

2610 6.56 1.27 300 9

2614 6.93 2.49 300 11

2618 7.02 2.54 300 11 Note (1)

2619 7.20 4.42 326 9

2620 7,03 4.42 326 10

2621 6.93 4.42 326 10

263.0 7.14 4.45 326 12

2640 7.07 4.45 326 6 Note (2)

2642 5.42 4.45 326 8 Velocity
Scaling

(1) Sobot cap hit target -- datc did not appear to be affected.
(2) Included bent flyers to check performance of poor attachment, etc.
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Fig, 61. Comparative Performance of Disks of Three Thick-

nesses from 4.5 cm Thick Fict Plate Targets Using Dynafax

Model 326 Camera.

targets as shown in Fig. 62. In this case the disk velocity data was obtained

using the Model 300 framing camera.

Figure 63 shows the effects of using disks with like thickness, but

different thickness-to-diameter ratios. For this particular comparison, the

data does not indicate a aignificant difference in performance due to this effect.

The somewhat larger scatter in the data is related to the greater difficulties

encountered in follow'.iq the motion of the small .316 cm diameter disks during

the film reading.

On these same experiments, two differert methoýds were used to attach

the disk to the target: Dow C,,rning siiicon based high vacuum grease and East-

man 910®, a quick settir.g adhesive with high tensile strength. Over the range

of stresses seen in these experiments, the disk performance was unaltered by

attachment method.
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A standard fly-off disk configuration was selected for the main experi-

mental program on the basis of the results presented above. The disk size select-

ed was .63 5 cm in diameter and 250 pm (10 mils) thick since the development

program proved the performance of this size and also showed that smaller disks

were difficult to follow in the film re=c'ds in some cases These experments

also demonstrated that the resilts weree reproducible from round to round with

a scatter of a few per cent. The vacuum seal grease was used exclusively in the

remainder of the program, providing a bond of essentially zero strength.

Tumbling of the disks was observed in some of the experiments, parti-'

cularly where the shock wave interacted with the disk at high angle, The maxi -

mum tumbling rate observed was 6000 radians per second. In that case the energy

stored in the form of rotation was oquivzlent to the translational kinetic energy

corresponding to a disk moving at -10 meters/sec. Rotation rates of this magni-

tude were observed only when the disk velocity was relatively high ( > 150 meters/

second) so that the error introduced by tumbling could amount to only a few per

cent as an upper bound. In practice, the tumbling observed in later experiments

on multi-faceted targets was much lower -- more than an order of magnitude less

than that described above -- such that the effect on the measured disk velocity

was negligible.

Comments regarding the scaling of the fly-off disk results with projectile

velocity and on the effect of the angle oaf incidence of the shock wave with the disk

upon its performance are contained in Appendix E.

The development experiments resulted in confidence in the fly-off disk

technique and well controlled procedures -- both in the experiment and in the

data reduction -- for application of this technique to the main experimental pro-

gram that followed.

Shoci Arrival Time Measurement Techniques

The second porilon of this phase of the experimenta! effort involved mea-

surement of the orrival time of the impact generated shock wave at selected dis-
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tances from the imonpct noint- The c! e-4io ofme dat vnr.euc dethsfk y•.e~d the

relation between the shock radius, Rs? and the time, t. known as the "shock tra-

iectory". As wit•h the,ý other shock property r.-k:.asurements, it was desirable to

S~measure the shock trajectory as a function of ang!e off axis. The shock trajectory

is an interesting quantity since it is one of the fundamental relations pridicted by

certain theoreticai treatments of hypervelocity impact processes. Consequently

an accurate measure of shock trajectory helps to verify the theoretical predictions.

Since The shock -rajectory is related to the variation in shock speed, it is not as

sensitive a measure of the shock propagation as is the material velocity or shock

stress.

To be useful, it was necessary to measure the time between impact and

shock arrival to an ac•.uracy of a few tenihýs of a microsecond. In cddition, it was

necessary to be prepared for the existence of an elastic precursor for stresses

below 100 kilobars in some of the materials used, and to insure that the time of

arrival of the plastic front was recorded. F.irthermore, it was essential that the

method used be relatively inexpensive since many measurements were con-

temp!ated. A: a result, two techniques were developed and used -- a high volt-

age discharge switch employed in the high stress regime and a piezoelectric

probe used for the lower stress experiments. Exploratory research was per-

formed on a third, optical technique.

Pin Probes. The primary range timing instrurnentotion used a Fastax®

streaking camera to record optical signals derived from high voltage discarges

through small xenor, flash tubes. Other apnlications of this timing system have

already been discussed in Chapter III and Ref. 35:18-19. In this application, the

target was electrically grounded and an electrode (a "pin") was placed against

the rear surface, but separated from it by a 127 a m (5 mril) thick sheet of Mylar®

insulation, at I$e point where the shock wave arrival time was to be monitored.

The pin and targei were then connected to a pulse formir.g network and power

supply which placed a potentiai of some 500 volts between the pin arid target.

Shock wave arrival at the rear surface moved this surface, puncturing the Mylar®
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and causing an electrical discharge between the pin and the target. The fast rise

time signal produced was then monitored on an oscilloscope and, as a redundant

measurement, with the range Fastax® system. The target impact signal was ob-

tained from a foil switch a-tached directly to the target face (as described for

the x-ray experiments in Chapter ill). This signal was recorded on ihe range

Fastax® sysiem and was used to trigger the scopes used to monitor pin probe

signals.

At high stresses, the rear surface moves at velocities of roughly 0.1

cm/ t sec and the rear surface will contact the pin within less thnn 0.05 t± sec

after the shock wave reaches the rear surface. Likewise the rise time of the

pulse generated by the pin circuit is less than 0.1 tsec. The impact switch mea-

sured impact to an accuracy of ±0.05 tsec as indicated in Chapter Ill. The net

result :s that this system is capable of measuring shock time-of-arrivals to an

estimated accuracy of less than 0.2 Asec not counting whatever erro-s might be

introduced in the recording apparatus.

At lower stresses, two potential problems arise: (1) the wave may exhibit

an elastic precursor which could cause the pin switch to close early, and (2) the

Mylar® insulation will offer mechanical resistance to the movement of the target

surface thereby slowing the time response of the system and destroying its ac-

curacy. TI-p. upplication of this design was therefore restricted to those experi-

ments where the expected stresses were above approximately 50 kilobars.

The design of the probes is illustrated in Figs. 64 and 65. They were

manufactured from cloth phenolic and designed such that the pin was held against

the Mylar® insulation by a spring. The head of the "pin" was relatively sharp to

ersure clean penetration of the Mylar®. The pin probe was attached to the target

with Eastman 910 ® adhesive. The block diagram of the discharge Din measuring

system for shock wave arrival time is shown in Fig. 66.

Piezoelectric Arrival Time Sensor. A shock wave arrival time sensor

operating upon the piezoelectric effect in quartz was developed for application

at lower pressures (Ref. 47). The probe is a simple, inexpensive, and easily
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Fig. 66. Block Diagram -- Pin Probe Circuit.

mounted device which produces a real-time voltage output designed to yield not

only timing information, but a qualitative indication of the normal stress during

the critical rising portions of the stress pulse.

The sensor consists of an X-cut quartz crystal of 0.25 mm th ckness

and 6.35 mm diameter cemented between a flat surface on the target and a short

aluminum rod of like diameter (see Fig, 67). '.- ression of the quartz disk

by the shock wave produces a pie7oelectric charge separation between the crystal

faces that is proportional to the appi,tJ stress. The charge mngnitude, Q

(coulombs), can be compo.ted from the following once the shock wave has reached

the second surface:

Q f fA n

Where , n is the normal stress (kilobars), A is the area of the crystal fcm 2)

and f the X-direction piezoelectric constant (coulombs/cm2 - kilowatt'). The
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Fig. 67. Piezoeiectric Arrival Time Sensor C•cfigurotion.

resultant open circuit voltage observed by an osc'|loscope whose input is con-

nected between the target and rod becomes:

Q fAan
C C

where C is the capacitance (farads) of the crysta! and detecting system.

The sensor produces a finite rise time signal due to the time re-'quired

for the shock wave to traverse the crystal th•lckness, T. This rise time, "1

which represents the fundamental sensor resolution time is then 1 = T/D

where D is the shock speed in quartz -- in this case was on the order of 50g1

nsec.

The length of the backup rod det. -mines the time interval during which

the pressure pulse can be recorded unar.ibiguously. The aluminum rod was em-

ployed as the rear electrode of the sensor and, in addition, extended the record-

ing time of the quartz disk. The recording time can be calculated approximately
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by calculating the double transit time of the shock wave through tho rod, assuming

that it moves at sonic velociiy. For the 2.5 cm iong rod used here, the recording

time is roughly 10 jsec, much longer than is required to obtai'n nr-ival time

signals.

As a stress measuring device, this sensor yields only a qualitative pic-

ture of the stress variation. Rarefractions from the edges of the crystal, multi-

pie reflections in the crystal, and any cc-r.bined states of stress that might exist

in the crystal make a quantitative interpretatia of the rec-Fits impracticai. In

addition, the exponential leakage of the charge on the crystcA through #he detecting

circuit limits the accuracy of any pressre-time measurement -- although in this
opplicaion the decay time constant is so large (- 10-4 sec) that the leakage has

little effect.

The production of these sensors was simple and inexpensive. One end of

a;a aluminum rod was ground flat and a quartz crystal was cemented to the rod

with Eastman 910® adhesive. A center conductor of a coaxial cable was attached

to one end of the rod and the outer conductor was grounded to the target. The

completed rod and crystal assembly was then cemented to Cie target. The crystals

were obtained from Valpey-Fisher Cor.oretion, Holliston, Massachusetts. The

cost of materials in each sensor was less than two dollars.

A block diagram of the electrical circuit employed is shown in Fig. 68.

The signal for triggering the oscilloscopes was derived from a foil discharge

switch as described previous!y. A precision time mark generator (Tektronix

Type 184) was used to provide- calibrated timing for each oscillos:ope trace. On

each event, one oscilloscope was set up separately, using a fast sweep to measure

precisely the time between the impact signal and tha first time mark. Typical

sensor records are shown in Fig. 69, Reading accuracy for these records depends,

of course, on the sweep speeds used in a given experiment. The accuracy was

generally abcut 1% of full scale on the oscilloscope plus the response time of the

sensor.

Optical Fiber Sensor. One additional shock arrival time measurI"ng tech-
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nique was investigated and pursL,-'d to the point where practical application is

promising. This particular technique was, however, developed so late in the pro-

gram that it was used on only two experiments. The technique is represented

schematically in Fig. 70. One end of an optical fiber is illuminated with a strong

light sourc-e while the other end is viewed with a streck camera. The light source

is pulsed to avoid rewrite on the camera record. The center portion of the optical

fiber touches the target surface where an arrival time measurement is desired

and is backed by a knife edge. Rear surface motion on the target severs the fiber,

extinguiihing the light on the end vi -wed by the streak camera. Impact time is

recarded directly by another fiber viewing the irrm.act flash and monitored by the

streak camera in the same ma.,ner as the prob', fibers.

In principle, this technique is capable of measuring the arrival times

quite accurately -- to better than 0.1 jusec. Several practical problems, however,

prevented successful application to this study. The major difficulty Y.as corcerned

with the control of the intensity of the light transmitted through the fibers. A

record obtained during an impact event (Round 2837) is shown in Fig. 71. Agree-

ment between this record and results obtained with quartz probes was promising,

but not really satisfactory. The discrepancy is appcrently due to the lack of con-

trol over V~e intensity of the light from each fiber -- resulting in blooming or fad-

ing on the streak re.ord. The use of glass instead of plastic fibers ,nd increased

mat;ufacturing quality control could hopefully aleviate these difficulties.

Multi-Faceted Targets

The bulk of the experiments in this series were performed at pressure

levels where fly-off disks were required to obtain reliable peak rear surface

velocity measurements. In this case, it was necessary to provide targets with

flat surfaces at the point where the disk (or arrival time probe) was to be mount-

ed. Each target was designed such that the distance from the nominal impact

point to each of tFLe flattened rear surfaces was eaual. Surfaces were provided at

selected angles off axis so that the angular variation of surface velocities and

arrival times could be determined.
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The target design is shown in Fig. 72. For the smaller radius targets

only three fazets were provided at the indicated angles because of the small

width of the facet at these sizes. Each facet was machined parallel to the long

axis of the targetl and for the complete length of the to-rget to allow the framing

cameras an urnbstructed side view of the disks.

This design ensures that the shock wave impacts each free surface and

disk normally, provided the actual impact is near the nominal impact point. Tar-

gets with three facets were used for those tcrgqes with radii between 1.45 cm and

1.9 cm. Targets wi'-h five facets ranged in radius from 1.75 cm to 10.0 cm, pro-

viding some overlap with the three-facet design.

TIt.k target in Fig. 73 is shown attached to a mounting plate which is in-

stalled vertically in the range. The projectile impacts the front of the target

through a 7.8 cm diarwiter hole in the mounting plate. After installation, the ight

gas gun was aligned with the nominal impact point marked on the target front en-

:,uring impact near that point. The detcils of determining actual distances from

the rear impact point to the point of rear surface measuremnent are described in

Appendix C.

Also shown in this photograph are the installation of the fly-off disks ',d

quartz arrival time sensors on each facet. Before installation of these devices,

the rear surface was pre'ared by carefully polishing and cleaning the area where

the sensors were to be attached. The fly-off disks were prepared from sheet

aluminum with a sheet metal punch. The disks were then flattened in a custom

built din. Finally the disks were polished by hand, yielding a flat. smooth surface.

A micrometer was used to sample the thickness of the disks, ensuring that their

thickness remained 250 pm L-- 20 gm. After attachment, the positions of the

disks and arrival time sensors were carefully measured and recor-ed.

Since the three-faceted targets were rather small and a clos-l-, con-

trolled impact point was desired, these targets were installed in the small

target tank on the AFML Hypervelocity Ballistic Range in a manner almost

identical to that described earlier in this chapter for the split cylinder targets
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came, a. The light source and velocity measuring x-ray sources were triggered

by a foil switch placed on the rear of the sabot stopping plate. Framing camera
records of the incoming projectile were used to check the x-ray measurement of

projectile velocity and to determine the vertical component of the impact coordinate

at the target face. The impact coordinates were also obtained by measurement on

the target after impact -- modestly accurate determination of the impact point

(:Q2 mm) could be made even on completely penetrated targets. Errors in these

measurements undoutbtedly contributed to the scatrer in t'e dara from these targets.

A ivpical sequence of frames from the Model 300 camera is shown in Fig. 74.

Fly-off disk and arrival time experiments were performed separately on these

targets to avoid crowding the target rear and creating interactions between the

two types of measure.'nents.

For the larger five-faceted targets, the experiments were moved back to

the main target tank and set up in a geometry as shown in Fig. 58. The choice of

camera-light source combination employed depended, of course, upon the radius

of the target installed.

The framing camera setup and arrival time sensor instrumentation for

these experiments has been described previously. A foil switch directly on the

target face provided a trigger signal for the camera light source and for the ar-

rival time sensor instrumentation. The impact point was determined by direct

measurement on the recovered target (see Appendix C). Projectile velocity was

measured on the standard range Fostax() system.

Summary

The decay of the peak shock wave normal stress generated by hyper-

velocity impact is of great importance in understanding the impact dynamics and

effects of material strength as well as determining the validity of numerical cal-

culations of impact events. Two techniques have been developed for measuring

peak free surface velocity -- and consequently Hugoniot stress -- as a function
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of distance from fie impact point and ungle off the target axis (projectile trajec-

tory), Direct measurement of the rear surface motion of a "split-cylinder" tar-

get was employed when expected stresses were greater than approximately 50

kilobars. At lower stresses, thin "fly-off disks" were attached to the target rear

surface. The velocity imparted to the disks by the shock wave interaction then

yielded a measure of the peak free surface veloci;f. In each case high speed

framing cameras were employed to measure the velocity of the particles in

question.

In addition, two methods were developed for determining the time between

impact and arrival of the shock wave at a given point on the target. One method --

the pin probe -- employed a high voltage discharge through an insulating sheet

penetrated by the shock wave to prodsice an arrival signal. The second technique

-- a quartz piezoelectric sensor -- yielded a direct, active voltage signal that

corresponded to shock arrival time. These arrival time sensors were employed

in experiments to determine the shock wave trajectory, R vs t.
1
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] VI. Shock Propgation -- Experimental Results

] The experimrnta* techniques describAd in the previous chapter have been

applied to a study of shock wave prcpaoation in ihree aluminum alloys. Major

emphasis was placed In measuring the peak norma! stress across the shock

front through measurements of free surface velocities or fly-off d'sk velocities

as appropriate. Considerable success was achieved in th;s endeavor. Secondary
effort was placed upon mE:)surement of the shock trajectory using time-of-:,rrival

probes. The remainder of this chapter presents a description of the experirmenial

program, the results obtained, and a discussion of the results. The comparison

of the results with hypervelocity impact theory is contained in the following chapter.

Experimental Program

-( The prinmary experiments, those involving measurements of peak normal

stress, were designed to study the effects of material strength upon t.e shock

•i3 ' propagation aord to explore the variation of stress as a function of angle off axis.
.-i Neither of these Fecu+ures of a normal hypervelocity impact has received systematic

experimental study before. Only with the advent of the numerical techniques thai

include strength torms in n two.-d;mensiona! geometry as described in Chapter II

has it even been possib!e to calculate these effects -- and these numerical tech-

niques are a -elativey recent development, dating from about 1965 in their early

forms. The experimental data obtained here provide a realistic test of the ability

of these numerical techniques to predict impact results.

The results of the crater growth experiments presented earlier provided

data on the effects that occurred in the region of the crater and provided several

useful comparisons with numerically generated results. The data described in

this chapter yieids analagous information on the behavior of the material in

-i regions far removed from the crarer where the shock wave prcpagated a-a-/

from the impact point at high speed. The combination of both types of r iults

provides a more complete set of experimental impact data.
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dimensional conditions created by hypervelocity impact have been perfor~med

by Charest (Ref. 13) and by Billings!ey (Ref. 14). Charest used techniques

similar to those emp.oyed here to measure the on-axis normal stress in 1100-0

aluminum targets. Billingsley obtained limited stress data in 6061-T6 aluminum

as well as other metals using only measurements of free surface velocity. The

lowest stresses he could accurately monitor were therefore restricted by the

technique employed. The emphasis in his study was on the very high stresses
and the comparison o, those data with numerical, pure hydrodynamic calculations.

The present study extends the available data over a wider range of stresses for

a wider variety of aluminum alloys it, addition to providing off-axis data. It

is hoped also that the refined experimental techniques used have resulted in an

improvement in the accuracy of the data produced.

The experimental program was performed at the AFML Hypervelocity

Ballistic Range and consisted of over seventy successful rounds or. the light-gas

gun. All experiments were conducted with a nominal projectile velocity of

7.0 km/sec although actual projectile velocities ranged from 5.8 km/sec to

7.3 km/sec. In each case the projectile was a 0.635 cm diameter sphere of

2017 aluminum alloy. Three aluminum alloys were selected for target materials

on the basis of their widely varying strength properties and the availabilit7 of

quality material: 1100-0, 6061-T6, and 7075-T6. The Pi-operties of these materials

have been described in Chapter M11 in conjunction with tL-; crater growth experi-

ments (Table I). The experiments conducted in this portion of the program cor-

respond to Cases 1, 6, and 8 of the crater growth experiments. Whenever the

target configuration and available equipment would allow it, both stress and

time-of-arrival experiments were performed on the same round. Those experi-

ments that yielded data are listed in Table VII.
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Table VII

Tabulation of Shock Propagation Experiments

Target Projectile lnstru-
Round Target Target Radius Velocity mentation

Number Material Type (cm) (km/sec)

2719 1100-0 5 4.00 6.95e D-D
2720 1100-0 5 4.00 6.30 D-D
2726 1100-0 C 1.60 6.92e FS
2728 1100-0 C 1.60 6.95 FS
2729 1100-0 C 1.45 6.89 FS

I 2730 1100-0 C 1.25 6.82 FS
I 2733 1100-0 3 1.60 6.17 D-300

2734 1100-0 5 2.50 6.53 D-300
2750 7075-T6 C 1.00 6.09 FS
2752 7075-T6 C 1.45 6.09 FS

2760 7075-T6 FP 1.25 5.80e FS1,!2763 1100-0 FP 1.25 6.56e FS
2766 7075-T6 C 1.60 6.75 FS
2767 7075-T6 C 1.45 6.67 FS
2769 7075-T6 C 1.25 6.80 FS

277? 6061-T6 C 1.60 6.98 FS
2774 7075-T6 C 1.00 6.71 FS
2775 6061-T6 3 1.75 6.77 D-300
2776 6061-T6 3 1.90 6.92e D-300
2777 7075-YL 3 1.90 6.77 D-300

2778 7U75-T6 3 1.75 6.56 D-300
2779 1100-0 3 1.90 6.80 D-300S2780 1100-0 3 1.75 7.01 D-300
2781 7075-T6 F P 1.25 7.01 e FS
2784 7075-T6 3 1.90 6.80e ET

2785 6)61-T6 3 1.90 7.05 ET
2787 7075-T6 3 1.75 6.71 ET
2789 6061-T6 3 1.75 6.68 ET
2791 1100-0 3 1.75 6.71 e ET
2796 6061-T6 5 1.75 7.05 D-300
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Table VII (Contd)

Target Projectile It
Round Target Target Radius Velocity mentation

Number tMterial Type (cm) (km/sec)

2797 7075-T6 5 1.75 6.98 D-300
2798 1100-0 FP 1.25 6.70 FS
2799 6061-T6 5 2.50 7.01e D-300,QT
2801 7075-T6 5 2.50 6.46 D-300
2804 7075-T6 5 4.00 6.70e QT

2806 6061 -T6 5 4.00 6.70e QT
2807 1100-0 5 4.00 6.46 OT
2809 1100-0 5 4.00 6.77 D-D, QT
2811 l100-0 5 4.00 6.99 ET, QT
2815 1100-0 5 2.00 6.74 QT

2817 1100-0 FP 1.25 6.35 FS
2818 1100-0 5 2.50 6.89 D-300
2820 1100-0 C 1.60 6.19 FS
2821 7075-T6 5 3.00 6.85 QT
2822 7075-T6 5 2.00 6.98 D-300, QT

2823 7075-T6 5 8.00 7.00 D-D
2824 7075-T6 5 8.00 6.95 D-D, QT
2825 7075-T6 5 6.00 6.41 D-D
2826 7075-T6 5 10.00 6.71 D-Dr QT
2827 7075-T6 3 1.60 7.10 QT

2828 6061-T6 5 3.00 6.31 QT
2829 6061-T6 C 1.45 6.46 D-300
2831 7075-T6 C 1.60 7.10 D-300
2832 7075-T6 5 3.00 6.95 UT
2833 1100-0 3 1.45 6.52 QT

2834 1100-0 5 3.00 7.12 D-300, QT
2836 1100-0 5 10.00 6.45 n-D, QT, 0T
2837 6061 -T6 5 6.00 6.26 D-D, QT, 0T
2838 6061-T6 5 10.00 5.93 D-D, QT
2842 6061 -T6 5 8.00, 5.89 QT, 0T
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Table VII (Cont'd)

Round Target Target Target Projectile lnstru-
Numbe Target Typget Radius Velocity mentatuon

Number Material Type (cm) (km/sec)

2851 1100-0 5 5.00 6.43 D-D, QT
2854 7075-46 5 5.00 6.61 D-D
2857 7075-T6 5 4.00 6.45 QT
2850 7075-T6 5 4.00 6.44 D-D
2860 1100-0 5 8.00 6.77 D-D

2863 6061-T6 5 8.00 6.70 D-D
2864 1100-0 5 6.00 0D-D, QT
2865 6061-T6 5 4.00 1.2 D-DO, QT
2867 1100-0 5 3.25 6.67 D-300
2869 7075-T6 5 3.25 6.89 D-300

e -- Estimated projectile velocity.
D-D -- Fly-off disks measured with Dynafax framing camera.

D-300 -- Fly-off disks measured with B&W 300 camera.
ET -- Electrical pin time-of-arrival probes.
QT -- Quartz time-of-arrival probes.
OT -- Optical fiber time-of-arrival probes.
FS -- Free surface motion meosj-ed with B&W 300 camera.

Target Type: 5 -- Five faceted target.
3 -- Three faceted target.
C -- Split cylinder target.

FP -- Flat plate target.
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Stress Measurement Results

Over 240 data points were obtained from either direct measurements cf

free surface velocity or fly-off disk velocity employing the techniques described

in Chapter V. The experiments emphasized obtaining data on the two aluminum

alloys 1100-0 and 7075-T6 which represent the lower and upper bounds of strength

properties for the available materials. Somewhat less complete data was obtained

on the 6061-T6 alloy which has intermediate strengtit properties.

For each alloy, the disk velocities were measured at five different nominal

angles, 0 , 250, 400, 55, and 700, with respect to the trajectory (axis). Actual

impact points did not generally correspond with the nominal impact point, hlence

a distribution of angles was actually achieved.

The measurements of free surface velocity taken from the spiit cylinder

targets were made at a variety of cngles. The data for each alloy has been broken

into five angle ranges for presentation. The ranges were determined by the

actual angular distribution of the data and by consideration of the nominal

angles. The ranges are: (1) 00 - 17.50 representing points nearly directly be-

hind the impact point; (2) 17.5? - 32.50; (3) 32.50 - 47.50; (4) 47.50 - 62.50; and

(5) 62.50 - 900 with the nominal angles lying roughly in the centers of these

ranges.

The method for calculating stress from the measured disk or free surface

velocity and the assumptions employed in these calculations ore discussed in de-

jail in Appendix G. It consists essentially in assuming that the disk or surface

responds ultimately to the peak normal stress and in employing the velocity

doubling rule, i.e.,that the free surface (or disk) velocity is equal to twice the

material velocity (v fs-2 2 u). The aluminum Hugoniot data required for the cal-

culation was obtained from Ref. 48 which also corresponds very closely to the

Hugoniot data used in the numerical calculations to be described in Chapter VII.
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Presentation of Results. Each experiment was designed such that the

nominal projectile velocity would be 7.0 km/sec and so that the expanding shock

front (assumed spherical) would strike the free surface or disk where measure-

ments were being made a,, normal incidence (i.e. the incidence angle, 8 ,

between the shock front and rear surface being zero). In no case were the

nominal conditions achieved exactly. Every data point presented below was

corrected for these deviations from nominal performance by means of the

scaling relation

vf = (v~ /cos 8 ) (3.471-0.353 v )
scaled measured

where vp, the actual projectile velocity, was given in km/sec. This scaling law

is largely empirical and is explained and justified in detail in Appendix E. The

law is believed to be quite accurate over the small range of the variables em-

ployed in this study.

Measurement errors can carise from a variety of sources. While most

of these sources have been discussed previously, the major ones are summarized

here for comparison:

a. Impact Point. Can be determined to about--.03 cm in I.u-ge targets,

but to only about -. 05 cm in small targets where significant de-

formation of the whole target occurs. For the split cylinder, targets,

impact can be determined to approximately -t: .1 cm.

b. Impact Point to Rear Surface. A physical mieasurement that can be

made to an accuracy of about rCO.3 mm.

c. Framing Camera Speed. Accurate to t I count, amounting to a

percentage error varying from -0.1% to ±0.03% depdnding upon

the camera speed.

d. Disk or Free Surface Velocity. Accuracy varies depending upon

image quality, trav,.I distance, camera speed, etc. An rms error is
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cornouted in the data reduction program and varies from ahout---0.5%

to over -10% depending on circumstances. This rms error is re-

ported for each data point in Appendix F.
e. Camera Magnification. A potential systematic error estimated to

amount to approximately 1.5% for those films taken with the B&W

300 camera and approximately 21% for films taken with the B&W 326

camera.

i. Conversion of Free Surface Veloci.Lt Stress. Less than 1% --

see Appendix F.

The data obtained is shown in graphical form in Figs. 75 through 89 dis-

playing both free surface velocity (or disk velocity) versus shock radius, Rs, and

peak normal stress, a, versus shock radius for the" three aluminum alloys in

five angle ranges. The detailed datoa from each round are included in Appendix

F. Estimated errors have been calcu!ated for several data points based upon

the above sources and are shown in Fig. 75. These can be considered typical

for the bulk of the data presented in the remaining figures.

Velocity-Distance Relations. The most obvious feature of the data is that

the measured free surface or disk velocity decreases exponentially with increas-

ing distance into the target and that the decay law changes sharply at some dis-

tance '.to the target which varies with the target material. This behavior is

emphasized by the straight lines shown on each plot of velocity versus R . InC

each case the straight lines were obtained from a least squares fit to the daiO in

the region indicated. The consistency between all the sets of cdtu is startling and

strongly emphasizes the essential correctness of this dual decay law behavior.

The change in behavior of the de&.-y law is be!ieved to be associated with release

waves generated in the region of the crater. The different position of this knee

in the cajrve for different alloys indicates that the effect is also material strength

dependent, i.e.,9nat non-hydrodynamic attenuation is occurring at this point. This

aspect of the data is discussed in more detail later in this chapter.
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If the velocity-distance relation is expressed in the form
Vfs a

then each set of data can be characterized by two sets of the constants a and b,

each set applying to one section of the decay curve, and by the specific.arion of

the value of R .at which the transition between the two decay laws takes place.S

This decoy loa, data is shown in Tabie VIII. The parameter b.specifies the slope

of the decay curve and is the most important parameter in these relations.

in the angle range 0 - 17.50, the data indicates similar behavicr for all

three alloys for those portions of the curve corresponding to the higher free

surface velocity; consequently the curve was derived from a composite of the

data from all three alloys in this angle rnnge. in this free surface velocity

regime, the corresponding peak normal stresses are quite high, ranging from

20 kbar to over 200 kbar. Therefore, it is not surprising that the three alloys
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behave alike. The overall resoonse of the materials is dominated by the hydro-

dynamic behavior -- and the strength properties of the different alloys do not

affect hydrodynamic behavior.

In the angle range 17.5 - 32.5 degrees the data indicate that the same

phenomenon is also occurrirg. To within experimental error, the slopes of the

lines are same for all three alloys again and the curves shown were derived

from data t in from all three alloys. For the remaining angle ranges, the data

is consistent with nearly identical behavior by all three alloys in the upper pres-

sure range, but there is insufficient data to be conclusive. In these remaining

cases, the curv,.s were derived separately (whenever sufficient data was avail-

able) for each alloy and angle range.
The Hugoniot relation between the stress and free surface (or disk)

velocity is sufficiently non-linear that some curvature can be seen in the stress-

shock radius plots, especially in the higher stress range. Up to a stress of roughly

50 kilobars, the free surface velocity-stress relation is nearly linear. Consequently

the log-log plots relating peak normal stress to shock radius yield straight lines

in the lower stress ranges. The slope of this line is identical to that gSven in

Table VIII (the constant b2 ) for the velocity-distance relations.

As an alternative, it is possible to obtain straight line fits to the log
stress-log shock radiusc data. Relatively small differences in the curves result

if this approach is taken. In any event, it does not appear possible to make a clear

choice of the two curve fitting approaches on the basis of the available data. The

choice of the linearized log velocity-log shock radius relations use," was quite

s,;bjectlve and based on the opinion that slightly more consistent results were

obtained. In addition, the disk velocity is the measured quantity, while stress

is a derived quantity here.

Variations With Off-Axis Angle. It is a common observation that the shock

wave produced by a hypervelocity impact expands from the source in a nearly

spherical manner, e.g.,see Ref. 11. Empirical observations, such as spall

effects, also indicate that the stress in the expanding shock 4Cront must be a
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relatively slowly varying function of angle off pxis. These facts form the basis
for attempts to simplify, analytical studies of hypervelocity impact cratering by

essuming that the problem has a one-dimensional spherical geometry. T..s

suggests physically that a hypervelocity impact into a thick target is equivalent
to a sudden, confined energy release in a small region of an infinite medium.

Using this type of aissumption Roe (Ref. 18) oppileJ point source bl~r.C

wave theor, to studyhtng the hypervelocity impact problem. Hit approximate

methods for so1ving the symmetric problem 0re discussed in Chapter Vii. In
addition,, he explored +,e effects of s-ymmetry (i.e. ihe existence of the free.

surface at the target face) and showed that, for this approximatt- theory, the

variations in shock variables such as peak pressure off cods Fad only a minor

effect on those some variables measured on axis.

Physically, it would be expected that the maximum peak normal stress

would occur or" -. is, that the stress would decrease slowly with increasing
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angie off axis, and that it would then drop more rapidly to zero as the region

of the free surface is reached. This general trend is confirmed by the data

obtained here -- see Fig. 90 which compares the results of the experimental

data reported earlier for 1100-0 aluminum for the various angle ranges and

Fig. 91 which makes the same comparison for the 7075-T6 alloy. These r-sults

indicate that the velocity decay (or stress decay) does not change with angle in

the higher stress region to within the accuracy of the experimental data, although

the absolute velocity (stress) does drop in about the expected way as a functioai of

angle off axis. In the lower stress range, the magnitude of the curve varies with

off-axis angle in roughly the same manner as before, but here the stress

seems to decay at a higher rate as the off-axis angle g.s-s large. There was not

sufficient experimental data obtained to determine the desired decay curves for

the large-angie case (-700 off-axis) for 1100-0 aluminum or for the high stress

range of the 7075-T6 aluminum. The individual data points actually obtained are

plotted, with several typical error bars, to i!lustrate that the data follows the

qualitative trend discussed.

The variation of peak normal stress (normalized to the on-axis value)

with angle is shown in Figs. 92 and 93 for three shock radii, 2, 4, and 8 cm

for 1100-0 and 7075-T6 aluminum targets respectively. The approximate curves

drawn through the data points show the type of behavior discussed earlier. The

disk velocity (or peak stress) varies only a few percent from its on-axis value

out to off-axis angles as high as 25-30 degrees. The stress then drops smoothly

with increasing angle to zero at ninety degrees which corresponds to the free front

surface.

An anomalous behavior is displayed by the data from the 1100-0 aluminum

at a shock radius of 8 crr, when the :stress decreases towcard zero with increasing

angle very suddenly at about 40 degrees. This peculiar behavior implies that the

s'ress decay rate changes with the angle off axis at large shock radii. One ex-

planation is that rt, refaction waves originating along the free: front surface have

overtaken the shock wave by this time and are creating further attenuation. It is
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not ciear why the other alioys do not show this behavior.

Previous Experimental Results

Results of Charest. The earliest direct measurements of stresses from

hypervelocity impacts into a metallic target were those obtained by Charest (Ref.

13) who used a fly-off disk technique similar to the one described in Chapter V

to obtain the measurements. All impacts were 0.476 cm diameter aluminum

spheres into 1100-0 aluminum targets at a velocity of approximately 7 km/sec,

and only on-axis measurements were made. For years, this has been the only

direct experimental data on stresses in a metallic target available to researchers

for correlation with theoretical or analytical studies. Charest's data has been

scaled linearly with size to the nominal 0.635 cm diameter projectile used here

and has been scaled with projectile velocity to the nominal 7 km/sec in accordance

with the procedure of Appendix E. The scaled results are compared with those

obtained ii this study in Fig. 94.

The agreement is quite good, especially at the higher stresses. In the

shock radius range of 2.5 < R < 5 cm, Charest's data tends to fall slightly
s

lower than that obtainec in this study. The net result is that the change in slope

of the stress decay curve reported here is not apparent in Chorest's data. The

consistent results shown earlier for various angles with respect to the trajectory

covering three separate aluminum alloys strongly substantiates the conclusion that

the knee in the decay curve actually exists. Charest's results are consistent with

the curve of Fig. 94, but displ(c, more scatter than the data from which the curve

was derived.

Based upo.a his data, Charest derived the following expression for the

decay of the peak normal stress, :

S/'H 1.234 forR > 1.14R
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where vH is the one-dimensional Hugoniot pressure at irmpact, and Rs(=d/2)

is the projectile radfus. The upper limit of validity was obtained by simply

extrapolating this equation to the point at which

Expressed in the same form, the results of this study are as shown in

Table IX. For these experiments, •H = 962 kilobars and R = 0.3175 cm.
H sc

To derive these decay laws, the experimental data reorted earlier (Figs. 75, 80

and 85) was converted to log stress vcrsus !og shock radius and straight lines

were least squares fitted to these data points over the various ranges of interest.

For the lower stresses, the results (i.e. the exponents) compare closely with those

obtais-gd in Table VIii. For the higher stresses, the increasingly non-linear re-

lotion between disk (or free surface) velocity and peak normal stress leads to a

slightly altered exponential decay law. The results of Table Vill displaying the

velocity versus distance decay law is preferred here over the stress versus

distance decay law since the former appears to be the more fundamental quantity.
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Tabie ""X

On-Axis Stress Decay Laws

1100-0 A!uminum

a n/ OH) =1.116 (Rs/Rso-1464 2. <(R s/R so)< 151

a On/ H) 11.39 (R s/R so )-2"-303 15.1 <(R s/ Rso )-,-31

6061-T6 Aluminum

n/ aH)--1.116 (Rs/R so )-1464 3.1<(R s/R so)<8.2

172.132
a )=4.54 (Rs/Rso 8.2 < (Rs/Rs o)<31

7075-T6 Aluminum

( /O)=1.116 (R siRs)-1o 6 3.1<(Rs/Rs/o-<7.9

(r n aH)--3.125 (Rs/Rso 7.9 - (Rs /R so)< 31

Results f Billingsley Wore recently Billingsley (Ref. 14) reported oa.-

axis measurements for the impaot of aluminum spheres onto 6061-T6 aluminum

targets. He obtained two sets of data, one involving 0.476 cm diameter projectiles

with a nominal velocity of 7.32 km/sec, the other using 0.635 cm diameter pro-

jectiles with a nominal velocity of 7.63 km/sec. (Billingsley also obtained data

for impacts into 6061-T6 and 2024-0 aluminum at impact velocities of 4.42

km/sec and 1.52 km/sec respectively as well as data on copper onto copper

impacts at 6.1 km/sec. Not being of direct interest here, this additional data

will not be discussed.)
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The technique empioyed by Biiiingsiey was to measure directly the rear

surface velocity of the flat plate target with a high speed framing camera. This

procedure is valid for relatively thin targets, but at some point the strength of

the material will retard the rear surface motion and destroy the validity of the

experiment. In this study, experiments with fly-off disks showed clear separa-

tion between the target rear surface and the di,,k for shock radii as small as 1.75

cm. It therefore appears unlikely that the procedure employed by Billingsley

can yield valid data for shock radii of greater than about 2 cm for a 0.635 cm

diameter p ojectile. Applying linear size scaling to adjust the 0.476 cm pro-

jectile diameter data to the nominal 0.635 cm diameter, and applying velocity

scaling in accordance with Ar.)endix E, a portion of Billingsley's data is pre-

sented in Fig. 95 along with the on-axis 6061-T6 aluminum alloy data obtained

here and presented earlier in Fig. 80. A plot of all the 6061-T6 aoumintlm on-

axis data on a different ?.ale is shown in Fig. 96. in ench case the curve is

obtained from the decay law data of Table VilI.

For R < 1.0 cm, Biilingsley's data agrees well enough with the expecled

behavior of the decay curve, while for R > 2.5 cm the agreement with the results

of this study is fair, with Billingsley's data tending to foil below the decay curve

measured here. This is as exrected, since his measurement techniaue should

lead to low results or these shock radii. In the middle region, 1.0 cm< R< 2.5

cm, where the results should be at maximum accuracy the agreement is at its

worst. The agreement with Charest's data is no better. Billingsley notes this

latter difference (Ref. 14:8) and attributes the difference to maerial strength ef-

fects. The data obtained in this study on the 6061-T6 aluminum refute this inter-

pretation and indicate thct at least this portion of Eillingsley's data must be re-

evaluated.

Billingsley also reports the results of several numerical co!culations

corresponding to his experiments performed with a puee b),irodynamic (no strength)

formulation, These results will be discussed in Chapter VII.
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Effects of Material Properties on Stress Attenuation

The effect of material strength upon the propagation and attenuation of

stress waves was of prime interest in this portion of the experimental program.

Little exper-imental work on this subject has been accomplished previously in

hypervelocity impact studies although considerable work has been completed in

one-dimensional (plate slap) impact research. In the following section the results

obtained in this aspect of the study are described, some of the implications of

previous one-dimensional research are discussed, and finally an attempt is made

to explain some of the effects evident in the two-dimensional hypervelocity impact

case.

Stress Attenuation Results. For discussion purposes, curves derived

from the experimental data presented earlier in this chapter (Figs. 75 through

89) are given here again in a form more convenient for direct comparison of

the behavior of the three aluminum alloys. The curves derived from on-axisdata

are shown in Fig. 97, while the curves for 250, 40°, and 550 off axis are shown in

Figs. 98, 99, and 100, respectively. Although the data is less reliable and exists

for only the 6061-T6 and 7075-T6 alloys, the information for the 700 off-axis

case is also shown in Fig. 100.

,-he main features of the stress decay are quite apparent for each alloy

and show considerable similarity in the decay behavior for the various off-axis

angles. In each case, the stress shows two distinct regions of different rates of

stress attenuation. In the upper region where the stresses are relatively high,

the behavior appears to be hydrodynamic in the sense that the decay for the three

alloys is identical to within experimental error. As mentioned previously, the

curves in the higher stress region in Figs. 97 and 98 were derived from a com-

posite of data from all three alloys. At the higher angles (Figs. 99 and 100) there

was not sufficient data to justify this procedure and only the results of the data

obtained from 1100-0 aluminum are shown.
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5 'r.; cruiuS wnhicn does nor nuhnge u* u runcriun v ungic

off axis (tu within experimental -iccuracy) there is a distinct change in the snope

of the decay curve for each alloy. Beyond this knee in the curve, the attenuation

rate is then larger for each alloy, being greatest for the soft 1100-0 alloy cnd

smallest for the very hard 7075-T6 aluminum. It would appear, therefore, that

the experimental d-ta shows significant non-hydrodynamic behavior in the at-

tenuation of the shock wave produced in alumir'urn by a hypervelocity imoact.

The effects of variation in the angle off axis, briefly discussed before,

are quite evident in the experimentoa data. The net effect appears to be simply

o shift (lowering) of the curve on the log-veloc'ty/log-shock-radius plots as the

off-axis angle is increased. To frst order, the decay rates observed (the slope

of the curve) do not change with increasing angle for the 6061-T6 and 7075-T6

alloys, but show a rather substantial increase with increasing angie for the

1100-0 alloy.

Several possible sources of error have been examined to ensure that the

above phenomena really exist and are not si.-iply created by the experimental

methods:

a. Instrumentation. At a target thickness of approximately 2.5 crm, a

transition was made from the use of the Model 300 camera to the

Dynafax Model 326 camera for measuring the fly-off disk velocity.

There was a region near R = 2.5 cm where there was over-lup ins

the camera coverage and the results were consistent. The use of

two cameras could not account for the knee in the curve for the

1100-0 alloy since only the Dynafax camera was used in the region

of R =- 5 cm.
S

b. Experimental Error. It is possible that scatter in the experimental

data coupled with the error associated with each data point might

lead to the behavior shown. This is highly unlikely. The errors as-

sociated with each data point, particularly at the lower pressures,
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are substantiaily smaller than the differences in the curves noted.

Likewise, the scatter of the data in this region is small and has been

taken into account, at least partially, by the statisticatl technique used

to derive the curves. The consistent behavior between the data taken

at various angles -- which constitute essentially separate experi-

ments -- also speaks strongly against random error- in the data

leading to the observed behavior.

c. F!y-Off Disks. The performance of the fly-off disk technique in

the presence of a two-wave structure (i.e., an elastic precursor) has

been questioned. This subject is treated in Appendix D and the twc,-

wave structure was found not to significantly affect the fly-off disk

velocity. Likewise, spoil in the target will not affect the measurement

of peak rear surface velocity by the fly-off disks since no tensile forces

can be transmitted across the target-disk interface.

Based on these facts, it is felt that the experimentai data obtained and

the method used to present that data here represent an accurate portrayal of the

true attenuation of the peak of the stress waves as they propagate into thick

aluminum targets. It now remains to explain the various features of the results.

One Dimensional Planar Stress Attenuation. The attenuation of shock

waves in a planar, one-dimensional strain situation has been studied by various

researchers in an effort to develop models of the materiol behavior under the

shock loading conditions. Some of the basic results of this research are reviewed

here and wilt be used later in discussing the hypervelocity impact results,

The early models of shock loaded material behavior assumed purely

hydrodynamic behavior, i.e.,that the material had no shear strength. Among the

earliest documented evidence of the elastic-plastic behavior- of materials at high

stress levels was the work of Fowles (Ref. 49) who performed plate slap experi-

ments in aluminum (2024) at stresses up to 200 kilobars. He used several tech-

niques to monitor the velocity of the rear surface of the targti. The results in-

d&cated an attenuation of the stress pulse that was premature when compared to
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hydrodynamic theory. The appiication of simpie eiastic-piastic theory yieided

setisfactory agreement with experiment provided the yield strength of the mater-

ial was allowed to be a linear function of the compression of the material.

The basic mechanisms by which this non-hydrodynamic attenuation occurs

are illustrated in Fig. 101. Upon impact, both elastic and plastic waves of com-

pression are created and travel in t` - x-direction through the tcrget and in the

negative x-direction through the imoacting plate. Upon reflection off the free

surface of the plate at A, an elastic unloading wave travels back into the target

at local sound speed in the compressed medium, which is higher thar. the speed

of the compressive plastic wave in the target. Eventually, the elastic unloading

wave catches the plastic compressive wave at the point B, unloading it partially

and reflecting to the left. In addition, a series of plastic unloading waves wns

created at the point A (the plastic rarefaction fan) and the components propagate

in the x-direction at velocities greater than that of the plastic compressive wave.

Eventually, multipi, reverberations of the elastic reliei wave occur between

the head of the rarefaction fan and the plastic compressinn wave, further de-

creasing the amplitude of the latter in stepwise fashion.

Shortly thereafter, the head of the rarefaction fan catches the plastic

compression wave, resulting in further attenuation as more of the fan overtakes

the wave. In the purely hydrodynamic case, nothing analogous to the elastic waves

exists and attenuation does not commence until the head of the unloading wave from

point A catches the compressive wave and starts to unload the pressure continuously.

The general situation encountered in terms of stress attenuation in the

planar one-dimensional situation is further illustrated in Fig. 102 which gives

a general picture of the type of results obtained by Curran (Ref. 50) and others

(Refs. 51 and 52). The figure is not intended to present any specific data, only

to illustrate trends.

With this background, the basic effects can be understood, but further

complications arise. Curran (Ref. 50) found that to predict correctly the

magnitude of the experimentally observed attenuation using simpOle elastic-plastic
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Iinory, ii was necessary io assume har tThe yield sirength of rhe 2024 aiuminum

used varied with the compression of the rnmoerin'. He proposed that the tensile

yield strength varied linearly from its value of less than 1 kilobar at zero

r.c-sure to over 12 kilobors at an imposed pres-ure of over 200 ki lobars.

Similar results were also reporied by Mader (Ref. 53) who obtained good agree-

ment between elastic-plastic calculations using a variable yield strength model and

detailed measurements of the stress wave shapes obtained experimentaoly with

capacitor gauge techniques.

Erkman, et al (Ref. 52) performed additional attenuation experiments in

2024 and 1060 aluminum and confirmed the essential correctness of an elast!c-

plas:ic treatment of the shock wave attenuation in addition to exploring the effects

of a sheur modulus that varied with compression. As shown in Fig. 102, calcula-

tions with the usual elastik-plastic theory show a rounded, step-like decrease in

the stress at the point where the elastic relief wave overtakes the plastic com-

pression wove. Further, there is a region of constant stress associated with a

distinct separation belween the elastic relief wave and the plastic rarefaction fan

that follows. Erkman et al., found no evidence of the existence of this step-like

behcvior in their experimental data. On the basis of his evidence, Erkman con-

cluded that a Bauschinger effect (lack of distinct yield point upon relief) in the

aluminum was spreading the elastic relief wave so that the attenuation became

one smooth process, In addition, Erkman discovered significant differences in the

behavior of the 2024-T351 and 1060 aluminum alloys employed in the experiments.

The 1060 alloy indicated a more fluid-like behavior at the higher pressures.

Somewhat better agreement between the theory and the experiment0ol

determination of the point at which attenuation starts can be obtained by allow-

ing the elastic modulii to vary as a function of th.i hydrostatic pressure (Ref.

54:86). This results in an increase in the bulk modulus, K, and consequently

in the speed at which the elastic relief wave propagates.

More recent experiments by Seaman, et al (Ref. 55) were conducted

in measuring the complete stress-time profile of the wave at various positions
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concluded that (Refs. 55:92 and 98):

a. A pronounced Bouschinger effect in both alloys governed the speed

of the ,-irefaction waves and the stress attenuation rate. A gradual

transition from elastic to plastic behavior, rather than a specific

yield po;n*, was observed upon unloading, with a continuously de-

creasing shear modulus.

b. No stress relaxation effects were observed, although this does not

preclude their existence at early times.

c. A large elastic-plastic transition region was also observed upon

loodinr for both alloys. This leads to a gradually rising non-i'eady-

state profile between the precursor and main wave.

Thk variety of studies cited above serves to illustrate the complexity of

the shock wave propagation and attenuation processes, even in the simple, planar

geometry of the plate imoact experiment. It has been amply demonstrated thut

elastic-plastic theory leads i a relatively good description of the propagation,

but the details depend upon the behavior of the material. Even in such a simple

material as aluminum, such things as the Bauschinger effect, strain hardening,

stru;n-r*ie effects, and a non-linear transition between elastic and plastic states

may affect the shock wave.

Spherical Geometry. The divergent geometry typical of the hyper-

velocity impact of a compact projectile onto a large target severely complicates

the situation. Here it is more difficult to visualize the e-.ents since the nearly

spherical symmetry imposes a geometric attenuation on top of tInt oroduced by

material effects. The initial loading conditions are also much .'j-)re complicated

than in the plate impact case. In the latter, one-dimensional strain can ýe as-

suhfed, while a hypervelocity impact creates c crater that grows in the presence

of flowing material right in the region where the loading that will create a shock

wave is taking place. Few really complete analytical or nur-ericol studies of
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strength dependent shock wave propagation in this comp!*cated hypervelocity case

have been carried out.

By making several simplifying assumptions regardireg geometr,, Mok

(Ref. 56) was able to provide some insight into the wave propagation phersomena.

U] He assumed a one-dimensional, spherical geomnetry. The inside of a spherical

cavity in the medium was assumed to be loaded Ly a pressure pulse of finite

amplitude and fixed duration. The equations of motion and an elastic-plastic

Smater;ol model were then solved numerically (finite difference techniques) to

determine the subsequent material motion. In this situation it is, unfortunately,

imircctical to construct a rea.c;onably accurate r-t plot of the wave interactions

to check the numertcal calculaqions (as wis done by Currar[Ref.50] in the

planar case), since the characteristics of the equations of motion are curved

paths due to the geometry.

The features of the stress attenuation results obtained b., Mok (Ref. 56:35)

ore illustrated in Fig. 103. No scales ore shown since only the shape of the

curves and relative slopes are of int,'rest. Th- upper portion of the decay curve

represents the propaocation of the plastic (or hydrodynamic) wavefront prior to

its being overtaken by unloading waves. In this region the slope of the curve is

nearly -I, implý;ng that the free surface velccity (or particle velocity, u) varies

as 1 /R. The approximate slopes of these curves ore shown in porentheses.

Assume that the shock thickness remains constant in this regime and

that the energy within the shock wave is conserved. If the sho.?k pulse is suf-

ficiently uniform that it can be assumed to be at constant density, the specific
2internal energy, e, of the shocked material is proportional to 1/R . Likewise,

it can be shown from the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions that, behind she shock
2front, e =(I /2)u-. Consequently

u I /Rs (Eq. 10)

agreeing with the results of Mok's calculations. This result is also obtained at

much lower pressures, where acoustic approximawions may be employed.
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Fig. 103. Shock Wove Attenuation Results for One-
Dimensionel Spherical Geometry According to Cal-
culations by Wlok.

___ The numerical results reported by Wck are, unfortunately, not of suf-

fkicently Pine resolution that the behavior of the stress waves in the region of the

knee of the curve con~ 6e examined in detail. The change in slope at this point is

clearly d- - to re,'eose waves catching the main compressive wave, but the dis-

tinction between the elastic and plastic unloodi..g waves and the separation be-

tween the two are not apparent in the results reported. This might have been.

affected by the size of the zones used in the numerical calculations.

The lower portions of the attenuation curves show a substantial difference

in slope due to the variation in the postulated material strength. W~ok (Ref. 56:39)

notes that: "This difference in pressure is about the same order as the yield

strrss of the material and appears to be nearly constant throughout the propaga-

tion. According~y, the influence of the yield strength becomes more significant

as the strength of the shock wave becomes weke. This is apparently caused
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by the fact nat" the strength dependent attenuation ..- cuuSEaJ 6V T-66 elulrbc ui-

loading wove and that the amplitude of this wave is related to the tensile yicld

strength of the material.

The net affect is that for two materials with the same Hugoniot, the

material with greater yield strength exhibits a lower stress at large shock radii

once the elastic rarefaction wave has overtaken the plastic compression front.

Comparison with Experimentel Results. In view of the descriptions of

strength dependent wave propagation just given, the experimental shock attenua-

tion results obtained here will be discussed in more detail. The reader is again

referred to F'gs. 97 through 100, particularly the first of these where the on-

axis attenuation is displayed.

In the high stress region, the behavior of the attenuation is substantially

different (more severe) than that calculated by Wok for his idealized one-dimen-

sional simulation of a hypervelocity impact. The higher attenuatlor, recorded irn

the experiments probably indicates that the loading history is unlike that de-

scribed by Mok due to the processes occurring in the cratering region. The ex-

periments appear to produce a stress pulse whose amplitude drops sharply with

distr.m.ae behind the shock front, whose components travel at different velocities

ia.d which, hence, tends to spread out as it progresses, leading to increased at-

tenuation. The two-dimensional aspects of the impact, the lateral flow in the

crarer and rarefactions originating from the edges of the deformed projectile,

are undoubtedly the source of these differences. The results indicate that con-

stont pressu,*e loading, such 6s that studied by Wok, is not a good simulation of

the hypervelocity impact loading. The technique developed by Wok is, however,

extremely useful in studying and understandrng the hypervelocity impact behavior.

it would be very interesting to explore further the effects of different loading

histories on the subsequent wave propagation and, with fixed loading history,

to study the effects of different models of the materials behavior.

In each case, the change in slope of the stress attenuation curve appears

to be due t- -he overtaking of the plastic compression wave by an unloading wave.
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behaves plastically (nearly hydrodynamically) down to very low pressures. The

point of catch-up is about 5 cm into the target. This corresponds to a time of

o•out 8,3 &,ec after impact -- see Fig. 104 later in this chapter. Assuming that

during the impact the projectile deformed such that it was roughly 0.5 cm thick,

the rcrefaction must travel about 6 cm in the 8.3 u±sec period, representing an

riverage velocity of about 7.2 mmni Isec. This is not an unreasonable number con-

sidering the highly compressed mater'al that the rarefaction had to traverse.

Similarly, it appears that the knee in the stress attenuation curves for the

6061-T6 alloy represents the arrival of the elastic unloading wave at the com-

pression front. In this case, the knee is about 2.5 cm into the target, requiring the

,elastic unloading wave to travel a distance of roughly 3.5 cm. According to Fig.

104 again, this occurs at a time of about 3.7 Asec after impact. This represents

an average elastic unloading wave speed of slightly under 10 mm/ ±sec, which again

is reasonable (see Ref. 52:45).

Once unloading has occurred, the slopes of the stress attenuation curves

are more difficult to explain. In fact, the slopes lie in inverse order of what would

be expected on the basis of .MWk's results, i.e., tne soft 1100-0 alloy shows the

highest attenuation rotewhile the strong 7075-T6 alloy shows the lowest attenua-

tion rate. In all likelihood, this phenomena is related to the unloading history of

the original stress pulse in each material. The flow of material and two-dimension-

al rarefaction effects in the region of the impact point vary greatly for the soft

and hard alloys (see Chapter IV, for example) so that the stress unloading is also

probably quite different. There does not seem to be enough information available

here, ai least without employing cdditional computer calculations, to verify the

effects of loading history on the wave propagation.

Note that in none of the data is ihere any evidence of the ramp behavior

(see Fig. 102) discussed earlier for the one-dimensional case. This seems to

confirm the ear!ier findings that no specific yield point -"ists in unloading for

these aoloys.
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angle off axis is remarkably different from the other alloys. This effect may be
.a least portly related to the apparently unusual unloading history of the 1100-0

material in the crater region, althougi: it is unlikely that this unloading history

continues to manifest itself at such large distances from the impact point.

The experimental results obtained in this study have led to a more thorough

description of the attenuation process and their strength dependence in the hyper-

velocity impact situation. Certainly, not ali the observed behovior has been satis-

factorily explained. t/k (Ref. 56:39) pointed out that, due to the sensitivity to loud-

iing history, spherical shock wove experiments represent a complicated configura-

tion for examining the basic effects of material behavior upon shock wave propaga-

tion. The results presented above confirm his proposition. I. must be pointed out,

however, that experiments such as these are essential to the full understanding of

two-dimensional wave propagation (as opposed to studies dealing solely with mater-

ial models) where the load history is not known a priori and it is in this context

that the results are believed to be -ya•iable. In reality, practical problems must

employ computer codes that calculate all the processes, including the load history,

and experimental confirmation of proper operation of these extremely complex

codes must be available.

Shock Wave Arrival Time Results

The arrival time instrumentation described in Chapter V was applied to

many of !he experiments cited in Trable VII, either as an add-on, or in some cases

as the primary experiment. Some 28 experiments yielded decipherable data. The

data obtained is contained in Appendix F, Table XXI.

It was the original intent of these experiments to-measure the shock tra-

jectories in each of the three aluminum target alloys, 1 iO-O, 6061-T6, and

7075-T6 and to use this data to study differences in the shock propagation be-

havior of these materials. In each case, it was desirable to measure the arrival

ti.,ne of the steep fronted plastic wave if a complex wove structurewere present.
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The results obtained have not been compoetely consistent with this objective, al-

though much useful inforrmation has been obtained.

The shock trajectory is not a sensitive measure of shock propagation

phenomena (as will be discussed in Chapter Vii), consequently extreme accuracy

is required to separate the effects of alloys of the same basic material based

upon the trajectory of the plastic front alone. It would not appear from the data

obtained that such accuracy is possible with the techriques employed. In fact, it

is probably impossible to perform this task with any realistic experimental tech-

nique that does not resolve the structure of the wave front.

A variety of phenomena, some experimental, some physical, affected the

shock wave arrival time results. These effects are most easily discussed by

inspecting the data obtained -- shown in Fig. 104. The data for all three alloys

has been shown on one plot to make the discussion easier. The solid line is the

theoretical shock trajectory for a hydrodynamic shock wave as derived from a

blast wave model of the impact due to k. -Y -- see Chapter Vii and Ref. 11.

This shock trajectory agrees well with simi lar data obtained from the "variable

energy" model developed in Chapter ViI. The shock trojecrtory data obtained from

pure hydrodynamic (OIL code) numericcl results from Ref. 14, and from the

STEEP code calculations of Ref. 32 also show good agreement, although reliable

results are available only for the region R <3 cm. The dashed line indicates thes

approximate expected trajectory of an ekastic precursor traveling at the acoustic

sound speed in aluminum, approximately 6.40 mm/ p sec.

If the instrumentation were properly sensing the arrival time of the piastic

shock front at the target rear surface, the data should all fall near the hydrodyna-

mic trajectory shown. Obviously, much of the data does not. Several different

effects must be invoked to explain these discrepancies. First, the groups of data

that lie to the left of the plastic wave trajectory at about R - 2 cm and R -4 cm.I S

wern apparently caused by the early closure of the foil switch used to signal im-

pact and to trigger the oscilloscopes. It is likely that small parti,ulate debris

hit the switch ahead (-2 Asec) of the projecti!e. The quartz probe records of
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seve-al of these events yield some plausible confirmation of this phenomenon --

a small pressure pulse (apparently) precedes the main pulse caused by the pro-

jectile-generated shock wave. This debris may have been caused by the worn

gun ports employed during a portion of the experimental program.

The optical fiber probe data is internclly consistent, but does not agree

well with quartz probe data obtained on the same round (2837). This is probably

due to difficulties in interpreting what constitutes light cut-off from the fiber

optic probe. Further development would be necessary before this type of probe

could be used with confidence.

The remaining data does indicate significant trends if certain assump-

tions are made regarding errors or inconsistencies in the oscilloscope records.

First of all, the electrical pin switch probes yield data that is consistent with the

theoretical shock trajectory and, also, the resusts of the quartz probes in the

region R < 3 cm when those rounds involving gross early switch closure are re-
s

jected. The record obtained on round 2811 at R - 4 cm where both electrical
s

switch and quartz probes were mounted on the some target shows that, at this

stress levwl, the electrical switch probe is responding more slowly than it

should. It yielded signals about 1/2 ILsec late with respect to the quartz probe

signal. At higher stress levels, no such delay in closure was detected.

At small shock radii and high stress (R < 4 cm) the quartz probes general-
S

ly yielded good data that is consistent with the predicted shock radius. There is

scatter in the data in this region, probably due largely to errors in measuring

the value of the shock radius R . The exact impact point was hard to determine5

accurately for the small targets, all of which suffered severe deformation or

penetration during the impact process. Errors in measuring R of at leas-s

-- 0.15 cm are quite realistic.
The quartz probe records at the larger shock radii are the most inter-

esting. As explained earlier, the signal omitted by the quartz crystal is pro-

portional to the stress induced in the crysial. The existence of edge effects,

combined states of stress created by the divergent shock wave geometry, and
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multiple reflections in the thin crystal all combine to preclude the use of the

quartz probe device to measure directly the stress amplitude.

The probe does, however, give a qualitative picture of the stress am-

plitude history and yields surprisingly consistent results. Typical oscillo-

scope traces for each of the target materials obtained at shock radii of R -10 cm

are showrn in Fig. 105. The shape of the v-.veform is characteristic of the target

alloy, although there is little difference between the results for 6061-T6 and

7075-T6 aluminum. The shape of the waveform persists all the way down to the

smaller shock radii. In particular, the voltage ramp that appears on the leading

edge of the pulse in 1100-0 aluminum has the characteristics of an elastic pre-

cursor: (1) the length of the romp increases with increasing shock radius; (2)

the ratio of the amplitude of the ramp to the voltage peak increases with increas-

ing shock radius and (3) the leading edge of the ramp travels at the acoustic wave

speed in aluminum, 6.4 mm/,/sc.c. The latter effect can be observed from those

data points on Fig. 104 marked with the symbol E. Likewise, the data for the

leading edge of the main voiTage spike, marked 0, agrees well with the predicted

shock trajectory, so that the main pulse is seen to correspond to the plastic wave-

front.

The set of four pairs of data points from Round 2851 lying to the right of

the dashed line are believed to be off by about one gsec based on other quartz data

from the same round. When adjusted by this amount, the results are consistent

with the remainder of the data on 1100-0 aluminum.

There is no evidence of any well defined "precursor" on the quartz probe

records for the 7075-T6 and 6061-T6 alloy targets. The leading edge of the pulse

rises quickly, but not discontinuously, to the peak value. The rise time is slighly

faster in the 7075-T6 aluminum. For both alloys the rise time becomes longer as

the shock radius increases. The bulk of the data indicates that the trajectories of

these waves lie somewhere between the calculated shock trajectory of a hydro-

dynamic wave ana an elastic wave. The data lying in the region 7.9 cm•-zR <9.1
s
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Fig. 105. Waveforms at Large Shock Radii
Measured with Quartz Crystal Probes.

cm does not appear to be consistent with these conclusions, but is believed to be

in error. No explanation can be derived from the available records.

The quartz probes have a good time response, and the slopes of the !ead-

ing edges of the stress pulses observed are probably realistic even though the

crystal cannot reach stress equilibrium until the wave has traversed the crystal

and reflected off the aluminum interface at least once. The time resolution of

these probes should have been about 0.1 jLsec and appeared to be that good. The

leading edge of the stress wave in ihe 7075-T6 aluminum was characterized by a

very fast, almost discontinuous, rise to about half amplitude followed by a slower

rise to t-ie peak value. In the 6061-T6 alloy, f.e rise was more continuous and

smooth (and possibly slightly slower) to the full amplivude. The stress decay

measured by the quartz probes is consistent with the general picture of the wave

shape expected from this type of impact, i.e., a rou9. y triangular shaped wave.

No attempt has been made to analyze the details of the stress history from these
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records.

The difference in waveform detected for the three alloys is 5ign;;icant.

The soft 1100-0 aluminum displays a distinct elastic precursor while the hard

alloys -- where any elastic component would be expected to be of higher am-

plitude if present at all -- exhibit no precursor at all. The latter two do seem

to exhibit some stress relaxation in !he rising portion of the wavefront, however.

Since the 1100-0 aluminum is considerably more strain rote sensitive than the

other alloys, it may be that strain rate effects are influencing the structure of

the rising portion of the stress pulse.

tn any event, the quartz probe data has pointed out wave propagation

phenomena that are worthy of additional study with more quantitative instrumenta-

tion. The experience gained in this study can furnish severcI valuable guide-

lines for such efforts: (1) the sensor chosen should have a small area to avoid

errors in the calculation of the shock radius; (2) the sensor should be calibrated

cover a wide range of stress; (3) the sensor should be chosen, and he instru-

mentation designed, so that both shock time of arrival and stress history infor-

mation are obtained; and (4) orthogonal image converter photographs (or similar

arrangement) should be taken viewing the projectile at the time the impact switch

closes, thereby yielding precise information on the impact point and precise

timing of the impact with respect to the sensor signals. The most promising

candidates for sensors at this time are either the laser velocity interferometer

or the use of piezoresistive foil gauges compensated for divergent flow conditions

if necessary.

Summary

A series of seventy hypervelocity impact experiments was completed in a

program designed to study the propagation (trajectory) and attenuation of stress

waves in aluminum alloys. Aluminum projectiles of .635 cm diameter were

launched at a velocity of about 7 km/sec and allowed to impact targets of 1100-0,

6061-T6, and 7075-T6 aluminum. Measurements were then made at various angles
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and distances from the impact point of the wave arrival time and its peak am-

plitude employing the techniques previously described.

The variation of peak stress with angle off axis has been measured and

found to be in general agreement with the qualitative picture of a hypervelocity

impact as being similar to a point source wave expansio:n. Beyond 40° off axis,

this picture breaks down rapidly.

Measurements of the attenuation of the peak normal stress in tht wave

with distance demonstrated the existence of a knee in the attenuation curves as-

sociated with significant non-hydrodynamic attenuation in the 6061-T6 and 7075-

T6 alloys. The 1100-0 alloy exhibits essentially hydrodynamic behavior down to

relatively low stress levels. The behavior of these alloys is interpreted in terms

of existing one-dimensional shock wave propagation theory and experiments.

Measurements of the shock wave arrival time at various distances, al-

though not completely successful due to timing inaccuracies, yielded confirma-

tion of the postulated elastic-plastic behavior of the materials. The data de-

monstrated the substantial difference in behavior among the three aluminum

alloys employed.
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VI!. Comparison of Experime.ntal Shock Pressure Results
with Hydrodynamic Theory and Numerical Results

The experimental program just described has yielded a large quantity

of data relating the peak normal stress in the shock wave to t6e distance into

the target and the angle away from the projectile trajectory. This informa-

tion has been sý_.fricientiy complete to establish detailed stress decay laws for

three aluminum alloys of widely varying strength: 1100-0, 6061-T6, and

7075-T6. Additional information has beer, obtained on the shock wave tra-

jectory and, in a very limited fashion, on the wave shape. The results have

been interpreted in terms of the physical processes occurring during the wave

propaqation. It now remains to compare these resu!ts with selected theoretical

predictions of this hypervelocity impact situation.

An impact such as that described here is quite complicated--as was

discussed in Chapter i1 and elsewhere. Consequently, attempts to treat this

problem with moderately simple analytic theory have been either unsuccessful

or of limited applicability. The most promising approach to treating thp hydro-

dynamic portion of the impact has been to use the similarity method for scoving

the point source blast wave problem in a periz.:t gas and to modify this method

to make it more pertinent to the ictual solid material of interest. This method

is described in some detail in the fist part 4,F this Chapter. Modifications to

the basic theory by several authors and a new modification proposed by Torvik

and this a,:thor are discussed. The results are compared with the available

experimentol results.

Currently, the most complete way to treat the entire impact process is

numerically, through the use of c computer program to solve the pertinent

equations by applying finite difference techniques. The second portion of the

Chapter is devoted to a comparison of the experimental results with the limted

number of comouter calculations that are available for direct comparison.
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problems that were designed specifically to correspond to the experiments con-

iuzted in this study. The actual performance of these computer calculations was

riot o part of this effort.

3lost Wave Solutions to the Impact Problem

Analytical solutions of even the simplest impact problems are most

difficult because the equations are non-linear. One of the most detailed

analytica! approaches was taken by Rae and Kirchner (Ref. 18, !9, and 20)

who adapted gas dynamic solutions of the point source blast wave problem to

imn-acts into solids. Their approach assumes that the materials involved be-

have as perfect fluids (no heat conduction, no viscosity) with a ý-.ydrodyncmic

equation of siate, and spherical symmetry. The hydrodynamic o- fluid-like be-

havior of the material, at leasi during the early phases of a hypervelo:ity im-

pact, is justified on the basis that the pressures greatly exceed the yield or

shear strength of the material During the later stages of ihe imoact process,

this will not be true. A point source release of energy at the center of the co-

ordinate sys tem, is then assumed to approximate an impact -- and the results

are .,sed to help justify this assumption. In the following sections, the essential

elements of Rae and Kirchner's approach are outlined and the results are applied

to the impact of a 0.635 cm diameter aluminum projectile with a velocity of 7.0

km/sec upon an infinite halfspace of aluminum. The discu-sion here is based

primarily upon Ref. 18. Modifications to Rae and Kirchner's app-oach are for-

r.ulated and discussed and the results ere compared with experimental data.

S;milarity--The Perfect Gas Solution. The approach is founded upon

the concept of similarity which states that (for certain problems) properly

normalized quantities (pressure, density, etc.) at any instant are the same when

viewed on a scale defined by the sho,;k radius cit that instant. That is, each

quantity depends upon the ratio
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r

RS(t)
(Eq. I )

where, r is the distance from the impact point and R (t) is the distance from
s

the impact point to the shock front, rather thar. upon r and t, the time, explicitly.

The quantity ,j is called the similarity variable, and in certain cases may be

used to eliminate the explicit time de-endence from the problem.

The dynamical equations of nmotion in spherical coordinates with no

angular deps.ndance are:

+ U-- D F-- + =0U

31t + au- + p 0r

,ae be _U ('_buF=

±t + U r/ r

- +t (Eq. 12)

obtained from conservation of mass, .nomentum, and energy respectively and

where

p density

u r - component of velocity vector for a particle

p = pressure

e specific internal energy

In addition, an equotion of state in the form e - e(p, p ) is required to complete

the set of equations,and the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions at the shock front

represent a boundary condition on the problem.

Next, a set of dimensionless similarity functions is defined.

f ( .Rs = '/Po As

3P/ P
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.2
g9(7 ,Rs) -- (e- eo) /R

(Eq. 13

where R D the shock velocity. Substituting into Eq. 12 then:
S

± + + =-R a

-R1 f 0 _7

(2R- I-7 :RS 3-g + R ? (Eq. 14)_S 372 R R S
For similarity to apply, the variables of Eq. 13 must not be a function of the

scale of the probiem, R . The basic assumption of self-similar flow then re-s

quires that 0 = (,-), f-=f(71), etc. and consn-.uently that the right hand side of

Eqs. 14 must be identically zero. In addition, to reduce this set of partial dif-

ferential equations to a set of ordinary differential equations there must be no

explicit time dependence in the equations, hence in the similarity solution it is
- - 2

further assumed th'+t the term fl-- R R /R must be constant. Double inte-

gration shows that this requires R s- t where N need not be an integer. For5

the similarity case, the final form of the ordioary differential equations of motion

are:

(0,-0,0.' + ,/(,6'+20!,7) = G

(- , +.- ' + Lf' - 0

2 g-) +• -' g - I(W-,i)#, =0

(Eq. 15 )
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where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to y In terms of the

similarity functions the Ranklne-Hugoniot conditions become [W ('-, R

POD = P (Du) 0(1- Of, -

- 22 g
P -P:, --PDu fi _'Of ,pR

e f +fO( )

*9 
H

(Eq, 16

In addition, when the equanon of state has the general form e - e (p, p

explic:t time dependence may enter into the equation of state R 2g= F( p. A sf,

P0 ,) through the existence of the R term,. If the equation of state

takes the form e = p L(P) ,then g = p, f() and the explicit

time dependence disappears. In the case of a perfect gas, the equation of state

satisfies this condition taking the form

P(v-1) p
(Eq. 17

where "Y C Cp/Cv is the ratio of specific heats of tie gas. Explicit time

dependenc.e may enter the problem also when the term p p0 R2 is of the

order of H , Consequently at low enough pressure ratios, a gas dynamics pro-

blem is not similar.

In solids it is safe to assume that p, the pressure in the undisturbed

material,;s negligible compared to the pressure behind the shock wave. Eq. 17

can then be used in conjunction with Eqs. 16 to obtain

OH 4H)4'H(1 -- ¢H) = 1

fH O: H

1 (Eq. 18)
0 H 2
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Given the function ;(?,) this set can be solved explicitly for 0H' H' and f..

which means that the density ratio 014= p/po at the shock front is con-

stant for the problem. This result is a consequence of assuming a similarity

solution and implies that the solution is exact only in the region of limiting

compression, corresponding to a strong shock wave in a gas. The result is

categoricafly not true for solids except at extreme pressures (tens of mega-

bars).

Eq. 17 rewritten in sim;lority variables can be differentiated with

respect to y, and solved for g'. This result can then be used to eliminate g'

from Eq. 15 reducing these to three linear equations in the three unknowns

0', 0', and f'. The set can then be solved for the unknown derivatives in the

form:

S~f)
0' - '( , , 17 , f)

f' = '(Q ', 4,, f)

(Eq. 19)

Using N as a parameter these equations may then be solved to determine •,

p, and f. For any value of -i , the equations moy be integrated numerically

using Eq. 18 as starting conditions. The set of equations has an acceptable,

single-va!ued solution only for N = 2/5 and, for that situation, an analytic

solution has been worked otit by several authors as discussed by Rae in Ref.

20:26. This is the clbss;cal blast wave problem as first described by G. 1.

Taylor. (Ref. 57).

The results for ',arious values of -y ranging from 2 to 100 are dis-

played in Fig. 7 a-j of Ref. 20 and Fig. 12 a-c of Ref. 18.

The relation between R and t may then be obtained as follows. The

total energy in the system is (assuming only a hemisphere):
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0Rs u2 pr 2 dr

0 (Eq. 20)

In terms of the similarity variables this yields
•*2 3

E 2)rp, Rs Rs IY)
(Eq. 21)

where

I v) *1 7 -1)~ J 72 d
0 (Eq. 22)

Hence, once f( • ), 4( / ), and 7 ( / )are known for a given 1 , this

integral mcy be evaluated for that value of v' . The shock trajectory is then

found by integrating Eq. 21 to obtainL 25
Rt 25 E t215

(Eq. 23)

the classical result for a strong bias;- wave in a perfect gas. Equation 23

also determines R i(t) which, when combined with the equation of state ands

Eq. 18 allows a direct calculation of OHOH, and H"

App!ication to a Solid -- The Equation of State. As noted above, the use of

similarity to treat the blast wave problem implies that the density ratio across

the shock front is a constant--a state which is known to be incorrect far shock

wave propagation in solid materials. To see how the non-similar nature of

flow in solids arises, consider the Mie-Gruneisen form of the equation of state

for solids-

e(pp) e 1W(p) = pr(p) P (P

(Eq. 24)

where the Gruneisen factor F(p) depends only weakly on o and the sub-

script H refers to the value on the shock Hugoniot. This can be rewritten in

the form:
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p r( p) P

(Eq. 25)

where
/ PH( P )kp)- __ eH(P)

P N P) (Eq. 26)

Equution 25 has the desired form for a similar~ty treatment of the

problem provided A ( , ) is very small. Except at extreme pressures (many

megabars) the term A ( , ) is not small compared to p/p[" and consequently

the problem of shock propagation in solids is characteristically non-similar.

In a so!id, the density ratio across the shock front will vary considerably as

the pressure chang:s.

In what follows it will be convenient to employ a simplified form of the

functional rel tion that describes the Hugoniot or shock adiabat states of the

material. This expression relates the shock speed to the particle speed in a

linear manner:

- C + S U
(Eq. 27)

Roe terms any materiul whose Hugcniot obeys this relation a c,s medium. The

relation itself is usually termed simply the "linear Hugoniot." A wide variety

of materials have Hugoniots that are well approximated by this equation, although

in every case the relation fails at very high pressures. In particular, Eq. 27

yields good results for aluminum, at pressures up to roughly 200 kilobars. and

yields only modest errors up to pressures of a megabar. Physically, the con-

stant c represents the low pressure limit of the bulk sound speed if the material.

The interpretation of s is more complicated, but it is related to the zero pres-

sure Gruneisen parameter, 1'.

Quasi-Steady Solutin. One approximate method for treating the non-

similar nature of impacts in solids is termed the "quasi-s.eadyv" method and

was developed by Rae and Kirchner (Ref. 19 ). The method rmplays the
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basic results of the similarity solution For a perfect gas, but forces the results to

match properly the Hugoniot of the solid material at the shock front by letting the

"" of the "gas" vary as a function of shock radius. This varying -/ introduces

non-s:milar features into the results as desired and ensures that the flow vari-

ables take on mutually consistent values at the shock front.

An importan° result arising from the perfect gas eqyation of state is

that, for any fixed value of -y, there is associated only one value of the density--

that is, the density across the shock front is constant and uniquely determined

as mentioned before. Combining Eq. 17, the perfect gas equation of state, with

the third member of Eq. 16 the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions:

•,!I( i,-- ) P 2 P, o E . 8
(Y1)pP 0 Pj(Eq. 28)

If the compression, p, is defined by
• p

F-- 1•~Po

P' (Eq. 29)

then the above can be solved to yield the relation:

+ +2 2

S-Y "-1 (Eq. 30)

One obvious way to account for the varying comoression that occurs

during the propagation of a shock wave in a solid is to let v vary. Conversely,

note that when '1 is specified, Eq. 28 is indeterminate in the pressuru, p. A

perfect gas may have. any number of pressure states corresponding to a given

compression if the compression is created by a strong shock (po= 0). This sort

of behavior does not exikt in a solid except at extreme pressures.

The employment cf the linear Hugoniot form (Eq. 27) now allows the

convenient use of dimensionless flow variables which are defined as follows

(see Appendix H for a dimensional analysis justification for these variables):
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, compression, related to density

u/c -- dimensioniess particle velocity

D/c -- dimensionless shock velocity

p/poc2 -- dimensionless pressure

c t/Ro-- dimensionless time, where R is a scale length defined belowo

These arise naturally when the linear Hugoniot form is combined with

the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions to obtain the following expressions which

are termed the "Hugoniot values" and which are valid at the shock front in the

solid:

IL +

D/c t-- -, S (Eq. 31)

u/c- I s (Eq. 32)

P/ PC2 4- .1)0p (p+1 - ' s)2  (Eq. 33)

For a given value of "Y , the most :mportant relation derived from

similarity theory is Eq. 27:
D23

E=2 p D P R 3 1()
0 5

If the projectile energy is defined as E and a scale length, Ro, is

defined by

Ro0  2 E c 11/3 (Eq. 34)
0

this relatio,i can be written in dimensionless form as

)=' 2 1 •) (Eq. 35)

;.-here E is the energy chosen for the similarity solution and where the option

is left open here to let E differ from the actual projectile energy, E . Thiso

feature of the solution is new with thiý, author's discussion of the problem. Its

ramifications wiil be discussed laier.
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The foiiowing descripfion of the quasi-sieudy model represeni5 s =

author's interpretation of the processes involved cnd is believed to be con-

sistent with Rae's presentat'on. This particular approuch to discussing the

quasi-steady n-ode! leads -..inveniently into the discussions of modifications to

this basic model.

For a similarity solution, E/E and Y are constant, while D/c and
0

Rs/R vary. Note that the shock speed vcries even though the compression

remains fixed. Combining the first and second Rankine-Hugoniot jump condi-

tions across the shock front (of the perfect gas), the following is obtained:

0 (Eq. 36)

Now, since 1 is assumed c constant for this process, combining this with

Eq. 35 yields

p2 = constant
P 0(Eq. 37)

along the similar expansion. This shows that for fixed V (or ,) the similar

solution yields straight lines of slope -3 on a log ( p/ p0 c2 ) vs log (R/Ro)

plot. These straight lines vary only in separation as p or E/E are changed.
o

The methk7d developed by Rae for applying this perfect gas similarity

solution ir. an approximate way to a solid is illustrated in Fig. 106. Slarting

at some point A which corresponds to a compression +A ' the shock front can

be thought of as being allowed to follow the path A B, at constant compression,

obeying the similarity solution for a perfect gas and with a Y that co.-responds
to gA through Eq. 30. The values (p/po c 2 ) and (p/p'c2')B(p/ PoC2)c

to~A 0 'A 0P c B pc)C
are found from Eq. 33 knowing yA and 1uc =" A, A'i .

Next the quantity (R,/Ro )B is determined from Eq. 3. which yields:

(R/Ro)3B _(R/R3 a A 1
(p/ ,C J (Eq. 38)
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Fig. MU6, Illustration of Method for Introducing Non-
Similar Corrections for Applying Bicst Wave Calcula-
tions in a Solid Material.

T 6 shock -.ed at B is determined by using Eq. 35. Then the transit time for

the shock wave between the points (R s/Ro)A to (Rs/Ro)B is given approximctely

by2 /t sR oRB

by~~ (C)+ -1 (Eq. 39)

At this stage, the process has followed a similar expansion at constant

compression and now lies at a state B off the Hugoniot of the material. Rae and

Kirchner then proposed to correct this false state by forcing the process back to

thz Hugoniot along the path BC at constant pressure. In the pressure-shock

radius plane this implies that the process is now moved along BC to a new

similarity curve characterized by a new -iC derived from uc

After adjustment along the path B C, the new variables must saisfy

the similarity Eq. 35, but now with the new value iC , yielding
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•- -11/3

R(E /EO)

\ROj)= (D/c)2  I(j
C(Eq. 40)

where (D/c) is obtained fror., Eq. 31 using the new value iA for the com"eý.-

s:. n. If Eq. 40 is evaluated at (R /R ) using the new value "I = '- , the
s o B C

value for (D/c)B will, of course, not agree with that obta;ned previously when

7'-"/B * Hence, it can be said that the quasi-steady model leads to a variation in

the shock speed over the path BC. The time taken for the shock to "traverse"

this path is given approximately by

B = + rco )C° +
BC ( (Eq. 41)

The net result of this procedure is that the value of 7 used is con-

tinuously changed to force the solution to lie on the solid material Hugoniot

curve. The large variation in v' actually encountered is the result of

accounting for non-similarity. The actual pressure variation calculated by
this method is as indicated oy the dotled curve in Fig. 106.

The results of one step as described above, then yield the necessary

startinZ condition for the next step. Except for the calculation of shock tra-

jectory, the step size is unimportant because the flow quantities turn out to be

dependent only upon the end points of the step.

The starting conditions for the firs- .- an be obtained from the

initial (one-dimensional) shocked states. For like material impact where

the impact velocity is qiven by v

U) ( 2- (Eq. 42)

Applying the Rankine-Hugoniot equation at the shock front and using the linear

Hugonrot for the material:

I v/C)
'npact 2 -(s-1)(v/c) (Eq. 43)
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Eq. 31 and 33. The quasi-similar method will predict infinite shock speed

and pressure at R = 0, consequently this unrealistic situation can be avoided
S

by assuming that the one-dimensional impact conditions described above are

maintained out to that shock radius where the quasi-similar solution corresponds

to these conditions. The st ock radius corresponding to this transition can be

obtained from Eq, 35 where the values of D/c ond t used are deri%-cI from Eq.

43.

Varying EnerMC Method. The method just described involves the self-

consistent joining of a sequence of similarity solutions b), varying the values of

-" . The variation of the energy, E, driving the similarity snliton produces

the same sort of effect. In fact, it seems reasonable that the quantity E/E is0

as valid cn adjustable parameter as is -'. It is therefore proposed that a.

alternative development caon be achieved by letting both v and E/E vary in a

plausible manner.*

Referring again to Fig, 106, the process starts at a given compression

,A and a value of (E/E)A determined from the previous step. The first port

of the process, from A to B, is the same as explained fnr the quasi-steady method.

In the varying energy method, the expansion over te path B to C is col-

caluated somewhat differently. It is assumed that tfie shock velocity remains

constant over the path, assuming the value it must have at the point C to be con-

sistent with the solid material Hugoniot, (D/c)C. A discontinuous change is

mode in the energy at the point B. Along the path AB, the energy remains con-

stant at the value (E/E )A. At the point B, the energy is changed to (E/E)C and

remains at that value over the interval B to C. Apply',,g Eq. 35 at points B and

C with (E/Eo) ---(E/E ) and (D/c)-• (D/C) and notf.ng that -- the fol-
o B o C B C .1 A

lowing expression for the shock radius at the point C is obtained:

*This approach was suggested by Prof. P. Torvlk, AF Institute of Technology.

Helpful discussions with him on this theory are hereby gratefully acknowledged.
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rRI R: TR~ 7__W

(Eq. 44)

Once this is solved for (R /R )c, Eq. 35 can be used to obtai.. the new

j value of (-/E o)C This new energy is then used to start the next step in the solu-
I ticn of the problern.

One additional alteration affecting the selection of 'y for any given

expressson was mode in arriving at the va-ying energy r-,odel. It may be

.1 observed that the perfect gas equation of state (Eq. 17) when combined with

tha energy Rankine-Hugonict .ondition (Eq. 16) results in the elimination of

both the specifc internal eniergy and ihe pressure from the equation. This means

that for a specified Y and compression, u r the pressure is indeterminate; a

number of pressure states may correspond to any given compression. This is

the some as stating that all strong shocks in a perfect gas, no matter what their

pressure, propagate at the limiting compression of the medium. This feature

of the perfect gas equation of state is distinctly incorrect when applied to solids.

In a normal solid, the Hugoniot curve represents a unique, single valued functional

relation between the pressure and the compression.

The use of an equation of state in other than the e =pf(P) form would

destroy the requirements for a similarity soiution in this development. There is,

however, a simple way to ensure a one-to-one correspondence between the pres-

sure anrJ compression as is required for adequate treatment of a solid. In cam-

plete fbrm, the energy Rankine-Hugcniot condition takes the form:

(e/c2V-(eo/c
2)= (p/poc2 ) I (/25

g I (Eq. 45)

The second term on the left side has been ignored to this point, but can be used

to accomplish the task described above. In this application let e /c2 be defined0
as a parameter, A, and the normal physical interpretation is ignored. Given

this form, the combination of Eq. 45 with the perfect gas equation of state .ields
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(v-/)(°±+) --- A F ~i o--'/ 7

(Eq. 46)

Although it may be necessary to change A oa a function of /, this equation can

be soived uniquely for ( p/p. 02 ) in terms of jL when "f is given. In the ap-

plication to the problem of an impact into a solid, the equation of the Hugoniot

curve for the solid was known, and it wa.. desired to solve Eq. 46 for 'i when

some value of p was specified. To accomplish this, once 4 was specified the

values of ( P/P 0 C2 ) at the points - p-f'81 and p =- p•, 8  was calculated from

the known Hugoniot, keeping 8A very small. This yields two equations that ,an

be solved simijitaneously to yield approximate values of / and A at the point I.

In particular,

h(, 2+ 2) -(,l-* 2)

h,-- P1  (Eq. 47)

where
(p/pc 2 ) (2:+ 1)

p/p~c2)1  j.2+ (Eq. 48)

The above revised method was used to calculate T as a function of a in the

varying energy model. The result is that a local piecewise fit to the Hugoniot has

been obtained in the perfect gas equation of state form.

Quasi-Steody and ri ner.M Model Results. The blast wave ex-

pansion models discussed above were calculated with a digital computer program.

The vljes for I ( -Y ) used were obtained from Figure II of Ref. 18 using a

combination of table interpolation and algebraic functional form to generate the

desired values. The p'oblem considered was the impact of a 0.635 cm diameter

aluminum sphere traveling at 7.0 km/sec and impacting an aluminum targe.t.

Other data is shown in Table X. The results of these calculations are shown

in Fig. 107. The experimental results shown ore those from Chapter VI for

1100-0 aluminum targets measured on-axis, see Fig. 75.
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Table X

Properties ot Impact

Aluminum Density 2.75 gicm3

Linear Hugoniot Constants
c 5.25 x 105 cm/sec
s 1.3718

Scaled Projectile Ersergy, E/:2 .332

Scaling Length, R .267 cm

Scaling Pressure, pc 2  768 kb
Im.act Conditions

D/c 1.915
q/uic .667

P/Po C€ 1.?76
F *534

The quasi-steady model produces results that do not agree pariicilarly
well with the experimental results, especially in predicting the siope of the pres-

sure-distance curve. Changing t6e value of E/E used does not change the slope;
0

it merely translates the curve to the right or left. Beyond the value of R /R =0
o 0

the experimento; results show that non-hydrodynamic behavior of the target is

severely affecting the pressure decay. Since none of the similarity models dis-

cussed here include any non-hydrodynamic behavior, no agreemrent with experi-

ment in this region should be expected. The apparent agreement between the

quas;-steady model results and experiments in the region 10 -< Rs/R < 25 is

believed to be simply fortuitous and physically without significance.

Some experimental evidence (see Fig. 96) suggests that the pressure

curve slope becomec smaller (less steep) at values of Rs/Ro< 4. Consequently,

the iesults of the quasi-steady model and experiments will differ even more in

the region R s/R < 4 than they do in the region shown. This is somewhat dis-

appointing since the quasi-steady model should work best in the higher pressure

regime. Agreement at R s/R less than roughly 2 should not be expected since ct

this small radius the actual impact-generated steess field has not smoothed out
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to look like it was created by an apparent point source.

The varying energy model 7ields imp-aved agreement between theory and

experiment, a!though deviations ore opcrent at either end of the pressure regime
illustrated. The slope of the p. essure-.is:•ncý curve (the pressure decay'law)

is improved over that produced by ihe quasi-steady model.

The appiication of the varying energy model requires, as does the quasi-

steady method, a knowledge of the value of E/E used to start the problem.
0

There is no clearcut physical basis for choosing this parameter, unfortunately,
1 other thai: empirically. For this calculation, the following tine of r:oasoning was

used to select E/E : Consider the spherical projectile of radiuv r to be ap-

proximated by an L/D =1 right circular cylinder of the some volume and

equivalent radi,,-, , ,c that impacts the target end-on. At the center of the

cylinder, the shocked state is a region of one-dimensional flow until such

time as rarefactions from the edge of the cylinder reach the axis of the pro-

pagating shock wave. It can he snown that for the impact condition treated Iere,

the rarefaction starts to attenuate the on-axis pressure after the shock wave has

reached a distance of R s/Ro= 1.61. If the one-dimensional impact conditions are

used to calculate D/c and -', this corresponds to (E/E).n.ial 0.87. Because

of the shape difference, rarefactions will start earlier in the process and the on-

axis pressure should be affected at smaller radius for the spherical projectile

actually used. Consequentiy, there is at least some justification in choosing an

(E/E ) initia with a value less than 0.8X. Based upon the agreement with the

experimental data, (E/Eo)!n*tioI was chosen to be 0.5, a number that is at least

plausible based A-=on the above argument.

Even though the selection if the parameter (E/E I) has to be chosen
a inital

emp)irirally, the varying energy model does succeed in improving tHe agreement

between theory and experiment at the higher pressure region Cud ý'ields better

agreement in the pressure-distance curve slope out to a shock radius of about

R /R° = 18 where non-hydrody-samic processes become important. Further

investigation of the selection of the starting energy parameter will be required
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before this model can be used with any confidence for other materoals or pro-

jectile velocities.

Korpoy Model. In evaluating Roe and Kirchner's quasi-steady model,

Karpov (Ref. 11) examined Eq. 35 and noted that it involves a physically un-

realistic singularity in the shock velocity at R s/R0 = 0. He therefore sug-

gested that the coordinc~tes be shifted such that the shock - -ocity remains finite
at R =0:

s•2 SRs ItRs3 I('E /Eo= D/C) !

(Eq. 49)

where R' /R is a ccnstant whose value is to be determined by th'e one-dimensional
S 0 -

impact conditions, i.e.

Sj' ~ ~ E' 0 D0 ~S- (D/ci impact)

(Eq. 50)

If the qu't'.ity R' /R is c.lculated as indicated, and Eq. 49 is used ;n
5 0

lieu of Eq. 35 in the Quael-steady model: the results of Fig. 108 are obtained

for the impact problem defined in Table X. The results are presented for

several values of E/E since again this is a parameter that can. be varied, al-
0

though once chosen it does rot change during the calculation. The "natural" value

E/E = I yieids poor results. The more or less arbitrary selection of E/E = 2,
0 0

however, y-elds surprisingly good results. The agreement between the E/E= 2
O

curve and the experimental results is excellent except at the high pressure end and,

)f course, at radii of R /R 20 where non-hydrodynamic processes alter the
5 0

behavior. Even in the region R /Ro< 4, the agreement between iNis model and
S0

experiment is relatively good since the few experimeral points available in this

region predict roughly the behavior demonstrated by the E/E = 2 curve.
0

Agein, however, good cgreement between experiment orad theory is obtained

only when the parameter F/E° :s pe-operly chosen empiricaily. Applications %o
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different impact cases are required to establish a more rational basis for the

selection of this parameter.

Other Results. in each of the similarity models discussed, the value of

, used in the perfect gas equation of state has been allowed to vary io com-

pensate for the fact that a solid does not really obey this form of the equation of

state. Figure 109 illustrates the large changes in I required by each of the

models to account for, in an cpproximate way, the non-similar effects in the

hydrodynamic 'iow in a solid. Extremely large values of Y ore encountered

in the Rae cnd Karpov solutions, while the varying energy model developed here

exchanges a portion of the variation in I/ for changes in the driving energy, E.

In explanation of the variation in E/E , the interpretation is made that increases

in E/E do not imply energy is being created, but that a similarity solution cor-

responding to a higher energy is necessary to match the behavior of the solid at

larger shock radii.

A-nong the models, the behcvior of the shock speed is different at small

shock radii. As mentioned before, for the quasi-steady and varying energy

models, the shock speed is somewhat artifically limited so that i4 does not exceed

the shock speed predicted at impact with one-dimensional theory. If left un-

constrained, the shock speed in these models would tend toward infinity as R5

approaches zero -- a situation which does not occur in real impacts. The

fundamental assumption of the approach taken by Karpov removes the singular

behavior of the sound speed for this model. For each model, the shock speed

approaches the bulk wave speed, c, at large shock radii as would be expected,

These effects are shown in Fig. 110.

As shown in Fig. 111, the shock trajectories predicted by the various

models are very similar. Measurements of shock trajectory do not, therefore,

represent a very sensitive test of the relative merits of these models.

Cyrindrical Blast Wave Model. An additional similarit,-type model was

developed by Heyda (Ref. 23) based upon a semi-empiricol combination of
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cylindrical and spherical blast wave solutions. The model was derived on the

basis of a cylindrical projectile of length L and radius R impacting the target
p p

nornv)lly. If it is assumed that L p = J' R p and t;-e resulting cvlinder is replaced
3 -with a sphericol projectile of equal volume and diameter 44/3/2 L P, then

Heyda's results, in dimensioniess form, are as follows:

-1/2
D/c =4 -a k (Z Z)

(Eq. 51

R R
where Z s so (Eq. 52)T - K_

0 0

a = 1.055(.2). as oblained from thte c-.ne-4,mensional resultc impact

+ -1 derived from Eq. 43
c Impact 2 'c
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" =0.368 [(/ 0 (,/6 -1/13 (Eq.. 53)

R R

Rso_ R si 6.717 T2(Eq. 54)

R R
o 0

R (t (_D )(Eq. 55)

R 0 )R c impact
o 0

Ct1 _ V3- (d/Ro)

Ro (cHic)2 -(D/C)impact - 1/2 (v/ce (Eq. 56)

cn H speed of the rarefaction wave behind the ,'hock front at impaot
conditions.

The shock trajectory is given by

ct Z/3"2 Z---2 1/2 [- k 3 In(z 1 2 -"k)
R 2o 2

ct (Eq 57)
+-2ct- (•-LL k (6.67 In 1.59

0

The required empirical constants were derived from the results of

numerical calculation of hypervelocity impacts.

The results of the above method applied to the impaoi described in

Table X are shown in Fig. 112. Several values of c /c have been used

since good data is not available on this parameter. The values obtained with

CH/C = correspond closely to those obtained by Billingsley (Ref. 14:23),
although this appears to be physically unrealistic.

The results are clearly quite inaccurate for this imoact situation no

matter what value of cH is chosen. While the CH/C = 3 curve may provide a

reasonably accurate fit of the data at very early times (Rs/R< 5) it fai Is
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catastrophically at this point yielding unrealistic behavior in terms of the shock

decay. It appears, therefore, that this model does not properly describe the

impact except possibly at very ecrly time and in regions of very high siress --

a regime not investigated experimentally in this study,

Remarks. The similarity-like models are useful in understanding the

processes involved in certain regimes of the shock propaagation -- and in de-

termining • t what point and to what extent some of the simplifying as:urnptions

fail. The results obtained here describe the major features of the wave pro-.

pagalion phenomena out to a shock radius in the region of R s/R 0 15 or so

relatively accurately and indicate the relevance of the hydrodynamic model of

the behavior of this solid. The breakdo.on of i~he model when strength and

multi-dimensional factors became .mportan" is also shown. The data has also been

valuable in th- evaluation of the experimental shock trajectory data -- see
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chapter VI.

The three models described above clearly illustrate the difficulty in

trying to predict analytically from reisonabIy tractable models the results of

a hypervelocity impact into a thick target. The quasi-steady solution first

proposed by Rae and Kirchner does not appear to yield accurate results, al-

though it represents a dramatic imorovement over a straight similarity solu-

tion (constant vY ) to the problem. The modification of Karpov and the varying

energy model proposed here yield substantially improved results, but each in-

Svolves the use of an empirical constant to obtain good agreement. Ali of these

models are based upon several simplifying assumptions discussed earlier. As

pointed out, they cannot properly predict (1) behavic.- -nr the origin, (2) multi-
dimensional effects such as the values of the voriabie. off t- •Jxis or the results

of oblique impact, (3) effects of rarefaction waves criginating at free surfaces or
material interfaces, (4) flow propertiec far behind the shock front, as is required

to study crater growth, (5) any effects where material strength properties are

important. The more complete description of the hyperve!ocity impact crater-

;ng and shock propagation problem requires the application of modern finite -

difference numerical methods where many of the above restrictions can be re-

moved. The price paid is very dear, though, since numerical solutions are orders

of magnitude more complicated and expensive and --re still subject to a variety of

restrictions and uncertainties.

Comoarison of Experimental and Numerical Results

The similarity theory developments just discussed have clearly indicated

the extremely difficult problem of descrijbing the complex hypervelocity impact

event using an analytic approach. When complex geometries and strength of

materials are considered, the problem becomes absolutely intractable in that
fashion. The alternative -- numerical solution of the equations of meolion by

finite difference methods -- has produced fruitful results and is the fcv;,datuon
of much of our current understanding of hypervelocity impact ard multi-
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dimtnsional shock wove propagation phenomena. These numerical techniques

are currently finding wide pr cctical application beyond the study of hyper-

veloci./ imoacts into thick targets. The concepts, applications and limitations

of the computer programs based upon these numerical techniques have been dis-

cussed briefly in Chapter II and will not be repeated here. It is merely noted

again that the ultimate test of the numerical techniques is their correlation with

experiments.

The remainder of this chapter deals with the comparison of the experi-

mental data on shock wave propagation and attenuation generated in this study

with those few numerical results available in a form suitable for such direct

comparison. These calculations have already been examined to some extent in

Chapter IV where comparisons with experimental crater growth were made.

Here the region of interest is in the vicinity of the shock front and, except for a

very short vime after impact, is far removed from the growing crater. The varia-

tion of the peak stress at the shock front as a function of shock radius is of

primary importance because of the available experimental data and the over-

all check this provides on the performance of the numericol scheme. Addition-

al porameter;ý, such as peak stress variation with angle off axis and the shape of

the stress pulse are discussed insofar as available data allows.

Results of OIL/ RPM Codes. The OIL code (Ref. 58) represented the

fir!% in a fam;ily of two-dimensional continuum mechanics codes written in

Eulerian coordinates and designed specifically to ca!culate impacts into solid

materials. OIL is a one-material code that treats only hydrodynamic behavior.

A later member of this far"iiy, called RPMt inco.rporated a rigid plastic model

of strength behavior. Many of the best theoretical studies of hypervelocity im-

pact phenomena by Walsh, Dienes, and Johnson (Ref. 8, 59, and 60) were based

upon the application of these codes.

Fortunately, two sets of calculations that correspond roughly to portions

of the experiments conducted here have been reported In sufficient detail io allow

direct comparison. The first was an OIL code calculatito (Ref. 14) of the
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impact of a .435 cm aluminum sphere onto an aluminum target at a velocity of

7.63 km/sec. The results of the predicted variation of particle velocity (taken

in the form Vfs 2u) with distance into the target, Rs, on axis are shown in

Fig. 113. In addition to applying linear size scauing, each point has been

scaled to a projectile velocity of 7.0 km/sec by the technique developed in

Appendix E. The on-axis experimental data is from Fig. 75 and Fig. dO

for impacts into 110C-0 and 6061-T6 aluminum at a projectile velocity of 7.0

km/sec. Since this calculation was purely hydrodynamic and only extended to

a shock radius of 2.15 cm the choice of alloy for comparison is unimportant

since the data from 1100-0, 6061-T6, and 7075-T6 alloys are indistinguishable

in this region.

Although the OIL results lie slightly below the experimentally derived

curve, they agree quite well with the experimental results, predicting both the

magnitude of the particle velocity and the rate of decay with distance quite well.

The behavior at R < 1 cm is roughly as expected, though no experimental data
S

is available in this region. This comparison is quite pleasing in that the expected

purely hydrodynamic behavior at pressures above approximately 75 kilobars is
verified.

The second set of results presented on the same figure are from an RPM

calculation by Dienes (Ref. 40) of the impact of a .4763 cm diameter aluminum

sphere into an 1100-F aluminum tc-get at 7.39 km/sec. The results were

linearly size scaled to the .635 cm diameter projecti it, size of the experiments
and the data was adjusted as before to correspond to the 7.0 km/sec projectile

imoact velocity condition.

In the purely hydrodynamic regime, R" < 2 cm, only two calculated points

are available, but the agreement with the experimental data is excellent. At

lower pressures (R >3 cm) tfe calculated values of the partitle velocity are
S

sonme 25-30 percent lower than the experimental values for the 1100-0 alloy.

However, the most striking feature of the data is the- apparent agreement with

"hk" slope of the experimental curves in the region R >5 cm. Not enough compu-
s
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tational results were reported to determine the exact slope of the computer pre-

dicted curve in the region 2 cm<R <5 cmr, or to determine if there is a rela-

tively abrupt change in the slope of the curve in the region of R s 5 cm.s

The yield strength of the 1100-F aluminum used in Dienes' calculations

was taken to be 1.3 kilobars while the yield strength of the 1100-0 (annealed)

aluminum used in the experiments was 0.26 kilobars and that of the 6061-T6

alloy was 2.76 kilobars. Cconsequently, while the correlation is not perfect by

any means, it does appear likely that the RPM code is predicting the strength-

dependent attenuation in a fashion simiier to that described in Chapter VI. The

sources of the somewhat large scatter in the region R >4 cm of the computer-

generated data points may be due partly to coarser zoning used in this region

and is affected by this author's tronscription of the data. It is somewhat un-

fortunate that more RPM data po ints are rot avai lable in the transition region,

2 cm<R < 3 cm, since this would help to decide just to what extent the RPM
s

and experimental results agree. Indeed, additional calculations with altered

material yield strength would be most useful in interpreting the mean-ng of the

numerical results.

Based upon the ovailob!e information, however, the on-axis predictions

of particle velocity (or pressure) as a function of shock radius by the OIL and

RPM codes are quite good. There seems to be a slight (roughly 10 percent)

tendency to underestimate the pressure at any given position. Later members

of the OIL family of computer codes treat elastic as well as plastic materia'

behavior and may be expected to yield even better results.

Results of STEEP Code. Ancgher series of continuum mechanics co-Aes

based upon the numerical finite difference approach has been developed and aD-

plied by B1'.rk, Rosenblatt, Kryenhagen, and others (Ref. 41) to a variety of impact

problems. One .'ne-nber of this group, the STEEP code, was used by Rosenblatt

(Ref. 32) to calculate iropact problems for direct cor.,parison with the shock

wave propagation experiments described herein. The STEEP code is w'ritten

in a two-dimensionol Eulerian coordinate system with cylindrical symmetry.
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It includes an elastic-plastic model of material strength behavior and a va.-iety

of other advanced features related to models of material behavior. The general

features of this code as well as the problems calculated ore described in Chapter

I1L

Specifically, the STEEP results include the impact of .635 cm diameter

spheres at a velocity of 7.0 km/sec onto both 1100-0 and 7075-T6 aluminum

targets at normal incidence. The yield strength used in the calculations varied

slightly from those reported in Table I1: 0.31 kb instecd of 0.26 kb for the

1100-0 alloy and 4.14 kb instead of 4.86 kb for- the 7075-T6 alloy.

The results obtained are shown in Fig. 114 which describes the posi-

tion history of the peak normal stress in the target, ore axis. The experimental

data was derived from that presented in Fig. 75 and Fig. 85 of Chapter VI.

In the high stress region, R < 1.1 cm, the numerical results for the 1100-0 andS

7075--"6 alloys are nearly identical, confirming the essentially hydrodynamic

behavior of the materials at these stresses.

For the I .00-0 alloy, the STEEP code results tend to underestimate

the measured peak normal stress by roughly 20 percent. Except for this off-

set, however, the agreement between the theory and experiment for this alloy is

quite good for the on-axis data, i.e., the slope of the stress decoy curve is

predicted quite accurately out to R - 5 cm. At this point, a change in the slope
s

of the decay curve is expected, but is not appar ant in the numerical calculation.

Unfortunat,4y-, the numerical calculation hcd to be terminated at R ,,- 6 cm for

economic reasons and the zoning was rather course at this radius, so it is not

possible to either confirm or deny the proper behavior of the code in this region.

In similar fashion, the STEEP results for the 7075-T6 alloy are o~ffet

from the experimental results by 10 to 15 per cent. Aside from this, the agree-

ment with the experimental results is grod. Even the expected change in slope

of the stress decay curve at about 2.5 cm depth is predicted well, although the

slope changes smoothly and not in the mare abrupt manner indicated by the

experiments. Again it would have been instructive to have carried the 7075-T6
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cclculation out to a larger shock radius. Since only partial results are avail-

able on the ST EEP calculations at this time, it is not possible to interpret these

cclculations, other than in an overall sense, in terms of the behavior discussed

in Chapter VI.

Finally, the results of a very early strength code calcuiation by Read

(Ref. 61) has been included for comparison. This calculation was performed

for the imoact of an aluminum projectile onto a hard (believed to have been

6061-T6) aluminum target at 7.35 krrVsec. The results have again been size

scaled and adjusted to an impact velocity of 7.0 km/sec as before. The results

show poor comparison with either the experiments of this study or the later,

more sophisticated calculations by Rosenblatt shown on the same figure, at

least in the region R S' 1 cm. It was, however, the comparison of the resultss

of this calculation with the experimental results of Charest (Ref. 13; see also

Fig. 94) that led Read to postulate that the existence 3f a two-wave structure

in the target was causing the fly-off disk technique :o record a reduced and un-

realistic stress measurement. Had the more recent numerical results been

available, the question ci the response of the fly-off disks to the two-wave structure

would probably never have been raised. This phenomenon is discussed from a dif-

ferent point .t view in Appendix D.

At this time, there are not sufficient details of the co.cuiations avail-

able to construct complete peak normal stress vs shock radius plots as ir,

Fig. 114 for angles off the ax.:. Results are available, however, at several

selected shock radii and are presented for an 1100-0 aluminum target in Fig.

115 and for a 7075-T6 aluminum target in Fig. 116. The light data points

are from the numericnl results, while the dark data Point5 we.-e taken from the

straight line fits to the experimental data. Where error bars are shown, the

points have been obtained by extrapolation of These straight line fits into a

region of nonexistent or unreliable experimental results. The error bars in-

dicate a crude estimate of the reliability of these particular points, but are not
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intended to be typica! cf errors ao ;ociated with regions where actucl data existed;

there the errors are much smaller.

For the 1100-0 alloy, the results for the on-axis case again show the

roughly constant percentage differente between the experimental and numerical

results previously indicated on Fig. 114. The percentage difference becomes

somewhat larger at R - 5 cm after the decay curve has changtd slope. At the
s

250, 400, and 55 stations the agreement between the numerical results and

experiments is even better than it was on axis, except at the iargest shock

r..dius where some deviation occurs. Since there seems to be no physical

reason why the stress should ever be larger anywhere than it is on axis in

this geometry, it may be that the boundary conditions imposed at the position

of the axis in the numerical calculation are disturbing the results slightly. In

any event, the effect is quite minor.

At the highest off-axis angle measured, 700, the experiments measured

stresses substantially higher than those predicted numerically. This ind-.zted

that the code is not properly treating the effects of release waves in the pro-

blem. At the larger shock radii, 3 cm and 3 cm, this same type of deviation

may be occurring even at smaller off-axis angles. More Jetails )f the num-

t'tical results ar6 required before this can be confirmed, however.

The results for th6 7075-T6 aluminum targets tell olmost the same

story and are surprisingly consistent. Again the agreement between theory

and experiment is improved at the intermediate off-axis angles and again the

code predicts results at large angles which are too low by a substantial margin.

Ir ihis case, the calculations were not carried out to a shock radius of 5 cm,

but the trend is clear and the experiments are consistent.

Finally, an attempt has beer, made in two cases to compare the complete

stress hisiory obtained From the numerical calculations with the records ob-

tained from the quartz disk arrival time probes. Since the quartz probes were

not calibrated for measuring stress, the results have been norrnailized to the
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peak value in each case and should be viewed with some caution. The first

case, involving measurements at 400 off axis in an 11,00-0 alloy target is shown

in Fig. 117. The agreement between theory and experiment in the central

portion of the pulse ýI extremely good -- in fact, it is probably too good since

there is a difference of about 4 mm between the positions at which calculations

and measurements were made. Nevertheless, the agreement in waveform is

quite encouraging, especially since the quartz probes were not designed with

this type of measurement in mir.4:

There is a substantial difference in the behavior of the precursor part

of the stress pulse. It is difficult to say which is more correct, the gouge or

the calculation, since the uncalibrated gauge might be responding non-linearly

in this region. On the other hand, it is at least equally likely that the code is in-

correct. Finite difference schemes such as those used in STEEP tend to smear

the leadirg edge of a pulse like this over several zones, and here the zoning was

large enough that this effect could have produced the longer precursor. Like-

wise, models of material behavior -- such as work hardening -- can affect the

structure of the elastic precursor. Based upon the available data it is not pos-

sible to assign reasons for the discrepancl ts, but these records do point out t:he

IL desirability of perform~ng well controlled stress history measurements for

e-nmparison with the calculations.

The second records compared are shown ;n Fig. 118. Here, as in-

dicated previously, no well defined elastic precursor is evident in the hard 7075-

T6 alloy. T 2- ugreement between the calculations and gauge records is obviously

not very good in this case. This is probably due to the fact that the probe measured

the wave at 840 off axis, an extremely high angle where the stress is substantially

lower than that at 70 off axis. Rosenblatt (Ref. 32) notes the apparent existence

of several weil defined and separated waves emanating from tie region of the

impact in the STEEP code results; 1his is rather obvious in tiie code results

shown in Fig. 118. The quartz record does indicate the possiHLe existence of a

second wave, although the behavior of these gauges upon stress relief is much in
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doubt. The question of whether the multiple waves are real or numerically gener-

ated oscillations is still unanswered, but worthy of further irvestig.'3tion.

Summary

Existing analytical techniques based upon the similarity theory of gas dynamics

have been applied to the hydrodynamic behavior of solids and the results have

been compared to the experimental results of this study. The similarilty-like

models employed are useful in understanding the processes involved in certain

regimes of the shock propagation and in determining at what point and to what

extent some of the simplifying assumptions fail. In the intermediate stress

regime, down to within roughly an order of mogniiude of the material yield

strength, either the Karpov or varying energy model yield respectable agree-

ment with experiments, ph-ov'ded one constant in the calculation is correctly

chosen. Extensive modifications to the basic theory were necessary to get even
the most rudimentary agreement with experiments because of the basic non-

similar behavior of solid materials. Even so, the models describe purely

hydrodynamic behavior and are unable to account for any of the many potential

effects of material strength upon the shock wave propagation.

Fairly detailed comparisons have been made between ovailob!e numerical

calculations (particularly the STEEP code) and the experiments with favorable

results. Although differences in stress magnitude exist, the numerical tech-

niques were able to predict with fair accuracy the attenuation of the on-axis peak

normal stress in the ,-iget as a function of depth, including the effects of target

strength. The resulis were comripared for several angles off axis and found to be
good except for the higher angles (--70P) where the code pred&s stresses that

are much too low. Two quartz probe records of stress history were compared to

numerical results ".d found to be in good agreement, although these results must

be considered preliminary.
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ViII. Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusions

The primary objective of this research study, to determine -xrerimental-

ly the role played by material strength in an idealized hypervelocity impact situa-

tion, has been successfully accomplished. Experimental data regarding the

phenomena associated with the region of the crater, including crater growth

rates, have been obtained for three alloys of aluminum under ,varying conditions.

Similarly, accurate experimental measurements of the propagation of the shock

wave (the peak normal stress) into the target have been made for the samne three

alloys. An analysis of the results has yielded reasonable explanations for the

phenomena observed. Correlation with numerical calculations has shown that

the comptter codes produce generally valid result. but that many of the details

are in question.

The following specific conclusions apply to the results of this research:

1. The experimental techniques develoned t.ove yielded highly accurate

results describing the time variation of the geometry of craters pro-

duced in aluminum by hypervelocity impacts. The techniques are

applicable to future studies with other geometries or mcr-,rials

provided the target is sufficiently transparent to the x-rays to pro-

vide a good image.

2. The history of crater growth (e;ther diometer or penetration) in al!

the aluminum alloys studied can be approximated quite accuratoly

by a simple exponential growif, law of the form D/d or p/d=A -

Be-/T where - is the exponential periol characteristic of the im-

pact such that, to first o.der, D)finol1 and pfin)!/7 are constants

independent of material strength.

3. In aluminum, rebound of the crater dimensions at late times did

not occur to within experimental error.
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lip in the cases investigated yields an approximate measure of the

exponential period, -,, for that case, but cautiori is urged in applying

this concusion outside tile range of velocities and materials in-

vestigated.

5. Computer calculations (STEEP) tended not to predict crater growt`1

rates accurately, particularly at intermediate times. Predictions

cf final crater dimensions were generally not much better, yielding

results in several cases that would appear to be in error by ten to

twenty percent.

6. As expected, the experiments show different crater growth rates in

materials of different strengths. This is the first experimental

evidence on transient cratering behavior demonstrating the details

of these growth rate differences.

7. The fly-off disk technique coupled with a statistical treatment of the

results yields an accurate, reproducible, and relatively convenient

method for measuring peak normal stresses in solids. It can measure

a wide range of stress levels, usually would not require direct cali-

bration, and could be applied to a variety of situations.

8. The results show that, for the cases treated, the peak normal stress

varies as *he shock radius to some power to high accuracy once the

initial projectile penetration has ceased. The stressz varies only

weakly with angle off axis out to about 300. The stress then drops

monotonically with increasing angle reaching the required value of

zero at 900 off axis.

9. Definite non-hydrodynamic stress attenuation has been detected in

the experiments. To the author's knowledge, this is the first

experimentazl evidence of such material strength dependence obtained

in a diverging geometry (the effect has been observed in plane

geometry, see Ref. 49).
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10. The quartz arrival time probes proved effective and demon-

strated the existence of considerable structure on the leading edge

of the propagating stress pulses. The results obtained are con-

sistent with the elastic-plastic model of wave propagation described

in the text.

11. The comparison of Mok's one-dimensional calculations (Ref. 56)

and the results obtained here show that the stress attenuation is

sensitive to the loading history in the crater region as well as to

material effects.

12. The results of analytic methods (modified similarity theory) for

c-alculating shock wave propagation in this irropact situation have

been compared with experimental results and found to yield good

results only in limited regions.

13. Comparisons of numerical calculations of shock propagation have

been mode with the experimentol results with generally acceptcble

agreement. Again, many of the details are in question. In parti-

cular, the numerical calculations fail to predict correctly the

stress attenuation ct large angles off axis and do not clearly

indicate the point at which elastic or plastic unloading alters the

stress attenuation. It is extremely difficult to determine why

ce,-tain effects are (or are not) occurring when only a very few

calculations are available.

Recommendations

Two types of adoitional studies are feasible and would contribute material-

ly to extending the mainstream of the effort reported herein. The first is the de-

velopment of techniques for monitoring the complete stress history (rather than

merely the peak) at various positions in the target. Techniques which are at the

forefront of the state of the art, such as compensated Manganin wire jauges and

las.•r velocity interferometers, have become ovailable only very recently and

could be applied directly to this problem. Secendly, it would appear useful to
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extend Mok's work (one-dimensional spherical calculations) to explore the effects

of both loading history and various material models on the stress attenuation

history. This lype of study is far too complicated and expensive to perform using

the two-dimensional computer codes. Theoretical parameter studies are very

important in interpreting the results of experiments in this field.

In addition, the fol~owing specific studies could be performed using the

techniques developed herein (or minor variations thereof):

1. Studles of oblique hypervelocity impacts could be performed and

transient measurements taken. Very little is known about shock

wave propagation under these conditions, yet the phenomena are of

practical interest.

2. Normal impacts into compos;te and/or porous materials could be

studied. In many instances, it is the details of the shock wave pro-

pagation through materials such as these that is of prime interest.

3. Dynamic measurements of impacts with projectiles moving at

ballistic velocities (armor impacts, etc.) are of increasing impor-

tance. Many of the techniques described herein, both experimental

and numerical, are directly applicable to such problems. In

particular, one such study involving the determination of the effec:ts

4f projectile strength upon target response (at ballistic velocities)

is already being performed under AFML and AFIT sponsorship.

4. Further experiments should be performed to determine if flat plate

targets could be used when additional shock wave propagation ex-
1! periments are desired -- see Appendix E.
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4ppendix A

Reduction of Data Obtained

f'rom Crater Growth Flash X-Radiographs

In this appendix, two problems associated with the reduction of x-ray

data on crater growth ere discussed. The first of thete problems occurs be-

cause the x-ray source, target, and film were not arranged identically for the

variouc channels; consequently the apparent magnification in each radiograph

was different and separate calibration was reqired. The second problem arises

because it wa' necessary to use smell, thin targets to obtain an accurate measure

of the crater size at early times. For such targets, the size can actually affect

the crater growth process. Methods were devised as desc.ribed br"low to pro-

perly account for each of the-ze problems in the data reduction.

During each imoact event in the crater growth study a sequence of

flash radiographs was taken at predetermined times after impact. The dif-
ference in magnification on each x-ray created by the geometrical arrangement

of the x-ray sources, target, and film holders was such that some distance ref-

erence in the field of view was necessary for calibrating each flash x-ray.

Each x-ray channel had a substantially different magnification at the plane

of the crater and small changes in the placement of. the target on the experi-

ment iolder could change the magnification from round to round. The use of an

x-ray of the final crater for each round obtained after the event, but before the

target was moved in any way, proved an expedient way of obtaining the desired

r fference data. Whenever possible the data frori the flash x-ray films was

expressed as a ratio of the instantaneous crater dimensions to the dimensions

measured in a post-event x-r-adiograph. In certain cases where target damage

precluded obtaining valid post-event x-ray data, the diameter of the target in

the instantaneous x-radiograph was employed as a distance reference.
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An inherent problem in hypervelocity impact studies is that identical

impacts into identical targets display a characteristic scatter in the final

crater dimensions. The ratio technique of data reduction used also contributes

to reducing such scatter in the crater growth data since the data for a given

round is normalized to he actual final dimensions for thct round.

Certain app!*-,ctions require that the data be presented directly as the

crater diameter, D(t), or the crater depth, p(t), as functions oF time. These

are usually ratioed to the projectile diameter, d, so that the impact of different

sized projectiles can be compared. The procedure is to multiply the r-atio oF

the diameter D(t)/Df, by a "standard" final diameter, D fo for ;Nat material,

i.e.

DUt) 1)(t)1 Df1`
d [Df d d (Eq. 58)

D f is c mean value obtained from many measurements. The use of Df instead of

Dfo in this expression would fail to provide the reduction in scatter mentioned

above. In addition, measurement of a single crater diameter Df (or depth pf)

implies inherent inaccuracies due to the slight irregularities of individual

craters coupled w;th the fact that for any given x-ray the Df required would be

that in the plane through the crater center and perpendicular to the line between

x-ray source and film holder. This is a different plane for each x-ray a

given round.

There are exceptions to the above procedure. In several cases it was

necessary to use thin targets to obtain adequate contrast in the x-ray pictures

at very early times when the forming crater was still quite small. In these

cases, the final crater produced was not representative of craters in truly

quasi-infinite targets. Absolute measurements of the instantaneous crater size

were made and compared to a "standard" final diameter to obtain the ratio D(t)/

D fo Also for sufficiently smal! targets, edge effects may alter D(t) after
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The situation described above required that a "standard" final or post-

event depth and diameter be defined for each oluminum alloy tested. Over the

years vast quantities of experimental information has been gathered on impacts

into auasi-infinite targets. Unfortunately, the descriptions of the exact experi-

mental conditions and the characteristics of the target materials were many

times not well documented. Certain empirical formulas that describe the crater

depth have been developed. One of the earliest was that due io Charters (Ref.

62):

d RP (7) (Eq. 59)

where p and pt are the projectile and target densities respectively, v is then- 1/2
projectile velocity and c is the bulk sound speed in the material, (E /It)

-whare E is the target modulus of elasticity. The material cratering coefficient

Z varies slightly from material to material but always lies near the value of 2.0.

Clough (Ref. 63) indicates that for 7075-T6 aluminum, E = 6.96 x 1011 dynes/cm2

and C-2.00. Using these figures, for a 7075-T6 aluminum target, an aluminum

projectile, and an impact velocity of 7.00 kry'sec, p/d assumes the value 2.50.

Halperson (Ref. 43) develops the formula p/d =2.36 v1/3 -1.60 ,cr 1100-F

aluminum (Brinnell Hardness Number 25), however he only claims goed results

up to a projectile velocity of 6 km/sec. Indeed the v 1/3 is no longer the accepted

scaling law for hyperve!ocity impacts although it may well fit the data in the range

Halperson discusses. In any event, application of this formula with v -- 7.00 km/sec

yields p/d-2.91 for 1100-F aluminum.

More recently Chri stman (Ref. 64) obtained another relation where the

target strength was accounted for by a parameter B which is the maximum
max

Brinnell Hardness Number (BHN) measured in the vicinity of the sectioned target

crater after the impact:
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ptv2 i1/3
2p\2 '3 Ipt v

-2.05 (.P/ I (Eq. 60)
d \Pt/ ax

2
For 1100-0 aluminum (BHN25) the B was found to be 45 kg/mmmax

Then for 7.00 km/sec projectile velocity, a p/d of 2.97 is obtained.

Unfortunately, the material parameters for the other alloys in this sfudy

were not available in the literature surveyed nor was information on crater dia-

meters. Consequently, it was decided to analyze all the pertineni impacts that

had been performed at the AFML facility in order to determine reasonable a

averages for crater depths and diameters, to determine the scatter in this data,

and to demonstrate the changes created by target thickness. Table XI shows the

results obtained. Selected well documented results obtained by Denardo (Ref. 65)

and Haoperson (Ref. 43) were added to the AFML data for analysis. Projectile

sizes lay between 0.318 cm and 0.635 cm and velocities between 6.0 and 7.5 km/

sec. In each case the projectile was aluminum. A scaling law of v 2/3 was used

to adjust all of the data to a nominal velocity of 7.0 km/sec while linear scaling

was used to compare results obtained with different projectile sizes.

The quantities a and a D represent the root mean square deviation from
P

the mean for the p/d and D/d ratios respectively. The values in this table obtained

from recent experimental data agree satisfactorily with the values obtained above

from the relations of Halperson, ar.d Christman for 1100 aluminum. The vclue

obtained using the Charters equation does r.ot agree well at all. Indeed, the value

is more nearly that obtained at AFML for 7075-TO aluminum. Table XII presents

the raw data upon which these averages are based. Targets displaying massive

spall .r complete penetratior, were not included.

Note also that for the case of 7075-T6 aluminum, thW diameter is very

difficult to define 6ue to brittle fracture of the crater lips and adjccent material

late in the crater formation. This same effect accounts for the large scatter in
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Table X1

Standard Crater Dimensions for Aluminum Alloys-1

Aluminum Average No. of Average No. of
Alloy p/d 'p Data Points D/d aD Data Points

1100-0 2.89 0.08 49 5.20 0.08 48

6061-T6 2.07 0.06 8 4.14 0.31 8

7075-TO 2.48 0.03 8 4.27 0.13 8

7075-T6 1.87 0.09 14

the 6061-T6 diameter data. For the 7075-T6 alloy, absolute values of the dia-

meter were determined directly from eaciý x-ray.

Figures 119 and 120 present the data as a function of the target thick-

nss, T. Whenever the target rear surface was not parallel to the frcnt surface,

the distance from the impact point to the nearest point on the rear surface was

used. This data indicates that the target thickness has little effect upon the

crater depth or diameter until some critical thickness is reached -- a thickness

corresponding to massive rear surface spoil or complete tcarget penetration.

For each of these aluminum alloys the threshold appears to lie near a T/d

value of 6, although the data is sparse in most cases.

Several other projectile and target combinations are required for this

studf although there is not sufficient data available to study the behavior of

these materials as a function of target thickness. This additional data is pre-

sented in Tables X111 and XIV.

This data indicates that the use of the ratio technique of reducing the

flash x-ray photographs should remain valid down to the target thickness thresh-

old point described above. For cases below this threshold, or for those events

where massive target spail or complete penetration occurred an absolute mea-
surement of the crater dimensions and separate evaluation of the validity of

each x-ray must be made.
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Table Xli

Crater Dimension Dca -I

Round Projectile Projectile Scaled Scaled Target
Velocity Diameter Depth Diameter Thickness
(kmi/sec) (cm) (Psid) (Ds/d) (T/d)

1 00-0 Aluminum

2002 6.86 0.3175 2.93 5.,21 20.0

Z003 6.69 0.3175 2.94 5.10 20.0
2004 6,90 0.3175 2.96 5.25 20.0
2005 6.69 0.3175 2.92 5.33 20.0
2093 6.84 0.3175 2.75 5. 15 >20
2238 7. 16 0.3175 2.83 5. 17 19.5
2239 7.32 0.3175 Z. 87 5.17 20.0
2384 6.90 0.3175 2.87 5.26 10.5
2385 7.05 0.3175 2.92 5.24 7. 5
2386 7.03 0.3175 2.90 5.17 7.5
2387 7.01 0.3175 2.71 5.05 10.0
2455 7.10 0.3175 2.83 5.10 12.0
2456 7.01 0.3175 2.86 5.20 12.0
2457 7.01 0.3175 2.74 5.24 12.0
2459 6.90 0.3175 2.90 5.17 12.0
2460 6.91 0.3175 2.87 5.11 Iz. 0
2461 6.80 0.3175 2.84 5.15 !2.0
Z462 6.90 0.3175 2.95 5.22 12.0
Z463 6.76 0.3175 2.91 5.25 12.0
2464 6.87 0.3175 2.85 5.11 12.0
2503 7. 16 0.3175 2.87 5. 15 8. 0
2504 7. ?2 0.3175 (.84 5.16 8.0
2505 7.14 0.3175 2.94 5.23 8.0
2521 7.30 0.3175 2.96 5.22 8.0
2589 6.37 0.635 2.94 5.32 7.0
2639 7.14 0.635 2.92 5.19 7.0
2640 7.06 0.635 2.37 5.23 7.0
2641 7.01 0.635 2.94 5.12 7.0
2676 6.80 0.635 3.02 5.32 5.75
2719 6.96 0.635 3.00 5.17 14.0
2811 6.99 0.635 2.86 5.18 6.3
2851 6.43 0.635 2.92 5.23 7.9
2860 6.70 0.635 2.83 - 12.6
2864 6.70 0.635 2.75 5.15 9.45
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Table XII (Continued)

Round Projectile Projectile Scaled Scaled Target
Velocity Diameter Depth Diameter Thickness

NLmbe r (k s/ec) (cm) (ps/d) (Ds/d) (T/d)

76 6. 85 0. 4763 2. 86 5. 29 t
77 6. 54 0.4763 2.90 5.34 t
94;: 7.20 0.4763 2.95 5.22 t

614, 7. 52 0. 3175 2.71 5. 02 t
615'1 7.02 0. 3175 2.73 5.05 t
620*' 6.36 0.635 2.90 5. Z1 "
854* 6.90 0. 3175 2.77 5.17 t
90' 6.25 0. 3173 2.87 5.27 t
44" 6.57 0. 635 2.98 5.30 t
4 5" 6.72 0.635 2.85 5.22 t
48" 6.87 0. 635 2.97 5.30 "

277ý* 6.74 0. 4763 2. 98 5. 22 t
Z78•"' 7. 13 0.4763 3. 03 5. 17 t
280-* 7.38 0.4763 2. 96 5. 16 t
284'• 7.01 0.4763 3.02 5.29 t

6061-T6 Aluminum

2006 7. 18 0.3175 2.14 3.94 10.0
z007 7.14 0.3175 2. 16 3.94 9.75
2008 7.19 0.3175 2.42 4.06 4.06
2012 6.50 0.3175 2. 58 4.07 3.60
2014 6.67 0.3175 Z. 7Z 4.41 3.50
2688 6.70 0. 635 Z. 63 3.60 6.32
2694 6.80 0.635 2.24 4.56 5.6
2806 6.70 0. 635 7.06 - 6.3
2837 6. 25 0. 635 Z. 06 4. 51 9.45
2838 5.93 0.635 2.09 - 15.7.5
2842 5.88 0. 63 5 2.01 - 12.6

2863 6.70 0.635 2.01 - 12.6
2865 6.70 0. 635 2.06 4. 15 6.3

7075-TO Aluminum

2240 6.95 0. 3175 2.51 4.48 >20

SRef. 66
"4 Ref. 42
tQuasi-infinite, exact value not cited. Taken as >20.
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Table XII (Continued)

Round Projectile Projectile Scaled Scaled Target

Number Velocity Diameter Depth Dianmeter Thickness
(km/sec) (cm) (p,/d) (Ds/d) (T/d)

2245 7.20 0.3175 2.48 4.41 >20
250? 7.45 0.3175 Z.43 4. 17 8.0
2506 7.15 0.3175 2.52 4. i0 8.0

1 2508 7. 16 0.3175 2. 49 4.23 8.0
2519 7. 47 ).3175 2.44 4.18 8.0

a 2522 7.34 0.3175 2.47 4.34 8.0

2523 7.28 0.3175 2.52 4.23 8.0

7075-T6 Aluminum

2242 7.15 0.317r 1.94 - >20
2247 7.17 0.3175 1.99 - >20

2509 7.29 0.317T 1.96 - 8.0
2510 7.20 0.3175 1.93 - 8.0

2511 7.24 0.3175 1.94 - 8.0
2693 6.97 0.635 1.82 - 5.6
2804 6.70 0.635 1.73 - 6.3
2823 7.00 0.635 1.90 - 12.6
2824 6.95 0.635 1.83 - 12.6
2825 6.41 0.635 1.88 - 9.5

2832 6.96 0.635 1.95 - 4.75
2854 6.61 0.635 1.74 - 7.9
2857 6.44 0.635 1.76 - 6.3
2859 6.44 0.635 1.82 - 6.3
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Table XIII
Standard Crater Di.,iensions for Aluminum A tloys-il

Nominal
Aluminunm Projectile Projectile Average Average

Alloy Material Velocity p/d D/d
(krn/sec)

1100-0 2017 Al 2.30 1.56 .,60

1100-0 2017 A1 5.20 2.52 4.42

1100-0 2017 A1 4.10 2.27 3.94

1100-0 Steel 5.20 5.02 6.03
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Table XIV

Crater Dimension Data-li

Round Projectile Projectile Scaled Scaled Target
Velocity Diameter Depth Diameter ThickneesNmber (kmn/sec) (cm) (ps/d) (Ds/d) (T/d)

1100 Ah•linumn Target (Scaled to Z. 30 km/sec)

1044 Z. 34 0.3175 1.49 2.62 8.0
1045 Z. 32 0. 3175 1.53 Z.57 8.0
1049 2.29 0.3175 1.67 z. 61 7.1

1100 Aluminum. Target (Scaled to 5. 20 km/sec)

2515 5.40 0.3175 2.53 4.39 8.02516 5. 03 0.3175 2.49 4.43 8.0

2517 5.07 0. 3175 2. 59 4.40 8.0
2524 5.16 0.3175 2.52 4.40 8.0
2642 5.42 0.635 2.44 4.51 7.0

1100 Aluminum Target (Scaled to 4. I0 kmn/sec)

Z698 4.19 0.635 2.36 3.96 4.75
2700 4.03 0.635 2.14 3.96 7.0
2701 4.09 0.635 Z. 21 3.94 5.2
2702 4.08 0. 635 Z. 30 3.94 5.2
2703 4.10 0.635 2. 28 3.94 5.2
2704 4.23 0.635 2.35 3.87 5.2

1100 Aluminum Target--Steel Projectile (Scaled to 5.20 km/sec)

2526 5.26 0.358 4.96 6.0 14. Z
2527 5.93 0.358 5.01 6.13 14.2
2528 5.13 0.358 5.08 5.95 14.2
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F
Appendix B

Experimental Crater Growth Data

All the usable crater growth data acquired in this effort hos been proces-

sed and is reported in this appendix. The results discussed in Chapter IV are

based upon this data. The characteristics of each round fired may be obtained

by referring to Table IV.

The data obtained from flash x-radiographs is shown in Table XV. In

some cases, a given x-ray channel may have failed to yield useful results either

because of unreadable x-radiographs or because of failure to record the timing

signals. These points have been eliminated from the data presented. Likewise,

the small percentage of rounds fired that failed to yieIJ any useful information --

usually due either to a broken projectile or a gross failure in the timing system

-- are not reported.

In Table XV, the normalized time used, t/d, has units of i sec/cm. The

timing method refers to the type of equipment generating the signal that indicated

x-ray firing; H.S. refers to the "head switches," X-TRIG to the output from the

x-ray thyratrons, and OTHER to signals derived from less accurate sources,

generally a measurement of the time between impact and the output of an electronic

time delay generator. The estimated accuracy of the x-ray firing time is based

upon actual measurements of the relative times of activation of the switch, time

delcy generator, x-ray thyratron driver, and x-ray tube head switches for those

rounds where complete timing data was available. The data was averaged separa-

tely for each channel to arrive at an overage time delay and rms deviation from

this mean time delay. This rms deviation was used to obtain the estimated ac-

curacy of the timing signal.

The information on image quality is an average of the subjective evalua-

tion of each film by at least three readers. Even &f e films rated ooor yielded

remarkedly consistent results.
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The datea on the growth history of the front surface plume was acquired
with a high speed framing camera. The processed results are shown in Table
XVI. The column labeled "case" refers to the type of experiment -- the key is

provided in Table I1.

2.2
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Appendix C

Determination of Geometry for Multi-Faceted
and Half-Cylinder Targets

The experiments conducted on shock wave propagation into the alumi-

num largets required that an accurate determination be made of the various

geometric factors involved in cccurately describing the impact and thte point

at which a measurement was taken. Specifically it was necessary to deter-

mine the distance from the point of impact to the point of measurement, the

angle between the p.gjectile trajectory and the line connecting the impact point

to the pol-t of measurement, and the angle between the shock front and the target

surface at the point of nmecsvrernent. This appendix describes the detaiis of

how these geometric measurements were made for the several types of targets

used.

Each multi-faceted target was designed so that the distances from tne

"nominal" impact point to each rear surface along tha line perpendicular to that

surface were identical. The thin aluminum fly-off disks were placed on these

rear surfaces at the points just described and time-of-arrival probes were

slightly displaced from these points. It is a characteristic of light-gas guns

that the point of impact cannot &e predicted exactly.a priori. Con,:equertly the

"nominal" impact point just described did not in general correspond to the real

impact point. The actual measurement of required distancsS and angles had to

be performed after the round was fired. For these experiments the actual im-

pact point was always within one projectile diameter of the nominal impact

point and usually closer.

The geometry of the multi-faceted target is illustrated in Fig. 121. A

system of coordinates is defined upon the target front face such that looking

down the Sun Lorrel toward the target, the x-oxis is to the right, th'a y-axis up,

and the z-axis back along the projectile trajectory. The origin is located at the
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Fig. 121, Multi-Faceted Target Geometry.

"fnominal" impact point (a); the actual impact point (b) has coordinates (x,, y1, 0).

The compr cat of the vect:or from the origin to (b) that lies along the y-axis is

called ab.
-.. th
R is the vector connecting the origin with the j surface such that the

.th

vector is normal to the I surface. R intersects the th surface at the point (c).

The angle a. refers to the angle between the y-axis and the vector R, which lies

in the y-z plane. Then

R = R cos ai. - R sin a e (Eq. 61)lY Iz

where e , e .and e ore unit vectors. Also the vector ab = yley so thatx y' z

Lk-R-ab=(Rcos .- yi) - Rsin aj. (Eq. 62)
I YIz

Then the vector from the impact point to the point (c), namely D, is given by

-6=-xIe +(Rcos e.-) R n . (Eq.63)
x I Yi3
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and

- /~2 + 2

1-2l y 12 + -2 y R cos a (Eq. 64)

The unit vector along D is 6/1161 while the unit vector along the direction cd

which is the normal to the front surface, is -e . Consequently the angle ý be-z

tween the trajectory and D is given by

S " (-sz) (Eq. 65)

or
-Cos 1  R sin

Ios D (Eq. 66)

In many cases, instrumentation was located other than at the nominal

poin. "c" on the target. Now consider a point p located at an arbitrary position
.th

on the i surface. In a primed coordinate system lying on ihat surface with

origin at c, the point p has coordinates (x', y P
p

From the geometry shown in Fig. 122 zcad =d A .= a. and the x'-axls
-I 

.th

lies along the x-axis. Then the vector £ r,'om c to p lying in the i surface is

S!=x p +y' sin a. -iy' cos I. (Eq. 67)px p lY p Iz

expressed in the unprimed system. The distance from the impact point b to the
thI

point on the i surface is then given by d--D-I-i such that

22 2
d =-=I=(x lX)4+(R cos ai-yp sin a.)2+ (y cos a. - R sin oa)

PI I p I I
(Eq. 68)

and if 0 is the angle between d and the unit inward normal 'to the front surface

(i.e. the trajectory) then ,os8= • ) )or

Cy os- a.COS R sin a
8 Co [ d (Eq. 69)
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Fig. 122. Rear Face Geometry.

-~ .th

Likewise the angle 3 between the vector d and the i surface is given by

"" .thcos /3-(d/d)- A where R, the unit outward normal to the j surface is

AA
n=cos .e - sin a. e (Eq. 70)iv I z

Consequently [R - y, (Eq 71)

S=COS d (Eq. 71)

In prcctice, it was necessary to measure the placing of flyers and probe!.
.th t

on the surfaces with respect to the '"corner" f between the I and j-+-1 sur-

faces. In order to converi to the primed coordinate system centered at c, it is

necessary to determine the distance fc. From the geometry:

cos (i+ - a)R/'(R-+ E) (Eq. 72)

since oh i ac R by construction. Then
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os ( + -R (Eq. 73)

since g-h_ Io and c L 'ac, 4 "- a 1 Consequently

tn - (Eq. 74)

yielding
c _R 1 -=..-! t

sin R (Eq. 75)

In practice, the measurements of the location of flyer disks and time-of-

arrival probes on the rear facets were made immediately after the target was

prepared and were recorded on standard forms. Measurements were nmade care-

fully with a scale and are believed to be accurate to within about:O.2 mm. After

the round was fired, the coordinates of the impact were measured with respect

to the nominal impact point which was marked on the target prior to impact. The

impact point was measured using a reticle consisting of a series of concentric

circles and perpendicular lines on a small transparent plastic piate.

The reticle was placed over the crater and moved manually until the

center of the crater was best determined visually. This simple method was

checked using a mare accurate method where cross hairs were optically projected

onto the target face. The techniques gave very consistent results. The accuracy

of determining the impact point is estimated to be about ±0.3 mm, although the

accuracy was somewhat less in those targets which were badly deformed by the

impact or where fracture, especially in the 7075-T6 aluminum, crecited uneven

cratering.

The equationb derived above were implemented in a computer program

which used the coordinates of the impact point and of each flyer or probe as in-

puts. Additional data such as the angles aj, the "radius" R, and other informa-
tion identifying the shot and type of target were also required,
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Calculation of the geometry for the cylindrical targets was somewhat

less straightforward. These targets were used only for short impact-to-surface

distance events where pressures were so high that free surface velocities could

be monitored in place of loosely attached fly-off disks. In every case, the pres-

sures were so high that the target was completely penetrated; it was impossible

to determine the impact point by inspecting the target remnants. In fact, all

geometric measurements were obtained from the Beckman &Whitley /Vdel 300

camera photographic records of the event.

The major features of the standard fr.2ming camera data reduction pro-

gram are described in Chapter V. In essence, it provides a statistical analysis

tr, determine the velocity and direction of motion of some "particle" whose co-

ordinates are obtained from several frames of the record. A subroutine was

added wHch allowed the determination of the mean coordinates of a fixed point

whose coordinates are provided from several frames. This is considerably

more accurate than data taken from a single frame. The results of a variety of

tests indicated that the position of any clearly defined point could be determined

to within 0.1 cm with respect to a reference system included within the field of

view, even when the camera was located more than 35 feet from the subject. By

reading different points along some st-aight line in space, tne program is also

able to provide accurate information regarding the angular position of that line.

When a cylindrical target is impacted near its centerline, the entire rear

surface expands at high velocity and in a very even and generally symmetric

fashion, forming a cloud or bubble of debris. To determine the velocity of any

point upon t'is surface, it is necessary to be able to follow the same point from

frame to frame, i.e. to distinguish a given point on the rear surface from its

neighbor through a sequence of photographs. In general, the smoothness of the

expansion makes the identification of ind;vidual points impossible. F'`(. 56 shown

previously illustrates a typical expanding cloud.

It was necessary, early in t+e program, to perform altered experiments

aimed at studying the characteristics of the expanding cloud and at identhfyinr
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the trajectory of individual small portions of the leading edge of the debris. The

technique used was based upon a series of experiments conceived by Swit, et al.,
(Ref. 46) at this facility and used in several studies to explore the expansion

characteristics of debris clouds created by hypervelocity impacts into thin plate

targets. The eý;sence of the technique is that solid material is placed in the path

of the expanding debris, stopping some of the debris and allowing other portions
to pass by unhindered -- that is, the debris is split into identifiable components

without affecting their subsequent behavior. A variety of experiments have

proved that the splitting process does not alter the debris cloud characteristics

of interest here.

As implemented for this study, the "cylindrical" target is placed with its

flat face toward the gun bcu.rel and its long axis parallel to the optical axis of the

camera which views the back-lighted target in silhouette. A series of pairs of

closely spcz-ed copper wires was then located on a cirele centered on the target

axis and placed parallel to the axis. The typica! frame from ihe record of

Round 2730 is shown in Fig. 123 while a photograph of the target setup was given

in Fig. 54. Photographs were obtained from 3 u sec before impact to about 35

t, sec after impact. For those frames taken prior to impact, points were read at

the position of the corners and surfaces of the target, the position of each copper

rod,and the position of the incoming projectile. After impact, the position of

various identifiable points on the expandinp debris front were recorded in as

many frames as possible.

The computer program then yielded, in a coordinate system tied to the

reference grid, the mean position of the corners of the targe' and each copper

rod as well as the line representing the projectile trajectory. This data was

plotted and :.sed to determine the point of impact on the target. Note that the

position of impact along the axis of the cyl~nder is unimportant since both the

target and expanding debris were viewed in silhouette. Fig. 124 was generated

from the computer printout of the data read from the framing camera films.
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In this figure the iocation of the target was determined from the mean

coordinates generated by the data reduction program and the projectile trajectory

was determined in like manner as were the noints 6-10 which represent the cen-

ter of the pairs of wires placed in the path of the expanding debris. Points 1-5

represent the mean position of the narrow "beam" of debris which passed through

tne center of each pair of wires. The dotted lines then indicate the trajectory of

the debris at each point. When extrapolated back toward the target, these tra-

jectories appear to originate at a point near the axis of the target -- a fact which

was used in the data reduction for later shots. The" velocities obtained for por-

tions of the debris cloud far away from any wires when compared with the veloci-

ties for the debris beam that went between the wire pairs indicated that the wires

do not affect the velocity of this beam. The correspondence of the origin of

particle trajectories with the target axis was tested in several other rounds in-

cluding 2728 and 2729 where solid .16 cm diameter brazing rods were used to

split the cloud in lieu of pairs of fine wires. The results obtained from these

rounds was consistent with the trajectory origin discussed cbove within mea-

surement error.

In later rounds the splitting technique was replaced by simply placing a

plastic sheet in front of the field of view with lines drawn emanating at pre-

determined angles from the target axis. The camera to subject distance was so

large that parallax was no problem.

For either type of experiment, the target geometry factors of distance

from impact to point of origin of a given particle on the back surface and of tb•

angle between the projectile trajectory and the line from t,.: impact point to the

point on the rear surface were determined as follows:
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The p,.ition of the target and the projectile trajectory, both obtained from com-

puter output, were plotted to obtain the impact point "a". The point "d" represents

the mean position of a series of readings of a given particle whose motion was

followed by the framing camera. Using the assumption that the particle tra-

jectory posses through the axis of the target, a straight l*ne extrapolation from

"d" to "b" was used to obtain the point "c" on the reor surface of the target at

which the particle in question originated. The distance from impact to the

particle origin was obtained by measuring the distance F-. The angle eac

corresponds to the trajectory of the shock wave from the impact point to the

particle of interest. The angle at which the shock wave impinges upon the rear

surface at the point "c" is the angle ocb.

The overall accuracy of determining the geometry of the zylindrical

targets by this method is not as good as that used for the rnuili-faceted targets.
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Indeed, thNs undoubtedly accounts for a portion of the larger scatter obtc'*ned in

those experiments where the small half cylinders were used as targets. The

camera yields position information which is on the average good to less than 0.1

cm. For those targets where the impact vbas near the axis, the final measurements

of distances were probably good to about 0.1 cm, while angles could be measured
to cout 10 In a few rounds, the impact was more than ore-third projectile

diameter off dead center. In very small targets this resulted in a n', ,-symmetric

expansion o. Cie debris cloud -- making the photographs mort difficult to read and

interpret .-- and possibly negating the assumption that particle trajectories pass

through the target axis.
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Appendix D

Pressure Measurements by Flf Disks

Kcpkinson Fly-off Disks

The fly-off disk method of determininv peak stress in a shock wave is

based upor. the technique developed by Hopkinson (Ref. 66:78-80) in 1914. The

technique was first appliee to hypervelocity impact measurements by Charesi

(Ref. 13) who obtained data describing the shock decay on-axis in 1100 aluminum.

In essence, the disk is used to trap a portion of the momentum available in an in-

cident stress pu!se. The measured velocity of the disk is then sufficient to

allow determination of the magnitude of the stress pulse Incident on the disk.

Errors in determining stresses from the disk velocity data can arise from

several sources including oblique wave incidence, edge effects, two-wave stru-

ctures, etc. Each of these stAjects is discussed in Chapter V. Two aspects are

discussed in more detail he,-e: (1) the use of Hugoniot data to provide the rela-

tion betweern te disk velocity and the stress or rhe rear surface of the target,

and (2) the possible effects of a two-wave structure on t-e interpretation of the

fly-off disk velocity.

Theory of Operation. Assume that a plane wave of constant amplitude is

incident upon a free surface to which a thin disk of thickness T hcs been attached

with o zero strength adhesive (see Fig. 126).

The -o. -entum per unit area Md trapped in the disk is then given by:

M =f `Pt)dt (Eq. 76)
0

where a is the stress normal to the interface and .- =2T/D, twice the transit
n

time of the wave through the disk because the wave reflects off the free surface at

the right. Thi: result cssumes that the reflected release wave acts as a r~ego-

five amplitude shock wave travelling at shock speed D for the short distance T in
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Fig. 126. Shock Interact~on with Fly-Off Disk.

question. Provided the pulse is of constant amplitude for time r, this becomes

MVd (2T/D) (Eq. 77)
I .dvd = n

where M and v are the mass par unit area and velocity of the fly-off disk re-
Cd d

spectively. Note then that M= p0 T and from conservation of momentum

across the shock front an = PoDu. These then yield the result

vd = 2u (Eq. 78)

that is, the disk velocity is twice the material velocity at the rear surface -- a

well known approximate result.

STress Wave Shape. This analysis assumed a constant stress behind the

incident shock wove. In reality, the stress decreases behind the steep fronted

shock. If the duration of the shock wave is less than twice the transit time

through the disk, the total momentum -- not the peak stress -- is actually mea-

sured. At the other extreme, for very thin disks, a good measure of peak stress
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is obtained. If the stress va ies sigr.i.icantly during the time 4i takes a shock

wave to moke a double transit t+-ugE, the disk, an errar will occur in the stress

m-osuremint since the av'?rage rather than peak stress will be obtained As out-

lined in Chapter V, core was token to keep the fly-off disks sufficiently thin that

the stress wave decayed only very litt!e during a double shock transit across the

disk, thereby assuring that peok stresses were measured.

Free Sus face Approximation. The analysis above is simplified in that it

treats the wave reflection by superposition (a linear process) and treats a !-are-

faction wave as a shock wave. In reality, the process is non-linear ana the

rarefaction is on isentrc.pic relaxation process. The rear surfcoce velocity is

currectly given by (Ref. 67:718)
P

vd =u"f d (Eq. 79)

0

wnhere c is the local sound speed and the integration takes place down an isen-

trope from the shocked state to zero pressure. At low lressures

P V •P

J Po0C c c (Eq. 80)
0

But te sound speed c is:

c ---- - - 1/2 (Eq. 811

5 0

hence

[P 2 -V) (Eq. 82)

0

However, from the tRankine-.Hugoniot condition at the shock front:

2
u p (V 0 V) (Eq. 83)
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""P d• - u at low pressures and vd 2u as cited above. AtConsequently I•
jo pc

higher pressures, this approximation fails and the velocity doubling rule must

be treated in a more exact manner.

It is a remarkable fact, however, that for most mtaterials the velocity

doubling rule holds to within a few percent up to very high pressures, generally

several hundred kilobars (Ref. 68). For aluminu.n, in particular, the error in

using the velocity doubling rule amounts to less than 2% at a pressure of nearly

400 kiWobnrs and is considerably better at lower pressures. In view of this

result, the relation vd = 2u has been used throughout &ifs study. the errors

created by this approximation are less than one percent it an/ of the pressure

maasurements mode.

Hug-oniot Data

Given the velocity of a fly-off disk and the velocity doubling rule it is

then possible to determine +e stress magnitude (assumed to be the hydro-

dynamic pressure) if the Hugoniot curare of the material, pH- PHM is known.

Rather extensive data is available for several of the aluminum alloys. The data

used for the conversion of fly-off disk velocities to pressures in this study are

shown as the solid line in Figure 127. The broken lines indicate how little dif-

ference there is between several aluminum alloys. Data from ather s:nurces,

for these alloys and for pure aluminum, agree very weil with the data plotted

for 2024 aluminum. In particular, the Los Alamos equation of state used in the

numericai cratering calculations described in Chapter VII oroduces Hugoniot

data that differs from the 2024 aluminum Hugoniot by is thcn 0.1% up to 100

klfobars and 0.5% at 20 k lobors. In any event, the differences in Hr.gcniot data

are less than the experimental errors in measuring fly-off disk velocities.

All other quantities behind the shock frc..,,, such as pH and D, can

then be calculated by applying the Ronkine-Hugoriot equations.
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Fig. 127. Aluminum Hugoniot Data.

Effects of Two-Wove Structure

Seve-al studies (Refs. 49 arid 50) indicate that a twre-wove structure may

exist in aluminum due to elastic-plastic effects. There is. a region of pressures

above the Hugoniot elastic limit but below roughly 100 kb where the shock speed

(plastic wave) is subsonic with respect to the undisturbed medium trough which

it is propagating. This can lead to the type of situation depicted in Fi~j. 128 where

an elastic "precur.Ir" travelling at sonic velocity zan leod the plastic portion of

the wave. The amplituJe of the precursor is determined by the dynamic yie!d

strength of the material.

It fhas been suggested by Read (Ref, 61) that this two-wave structure might

alter the performance of n fly-off disk used to measure pressures. This was

proposed as a possible explanation of the discrepancy noted between the results
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of Charest (Ref. 13) and computer predictions of a similar problem. The purpose

here is to perform a first order, simplified onalysis of fly-off disk performance

when s_,bjected to a simrnoe two-wave input.

For this analysis, the shock wayvo is assumed to be planar. All shocks

ore assumed to travel at the same speed. This is slightly inaccurote since

elastic and plastic waves travel at different speeds. Howeve:, only short shock

travel distances are to be considered here, so the errors generated by this as-

sumption are quite small. Waves ref le:ted in tension at on interface are as-

sum•d to travel as te,'si!e shock waves. Referring to F;q. 128, the right-

trovellin.. elastic precursor is reflected in tension from the free surface. The

reflected te-,si le wave then interacts with the oncom.ng compressive plastic

front, producing reflected and transmitted waves. It is this and subsequent

int.•ractions that could affect the ultimate velocity of the rear surface (i.e., the

disk).
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In analyzing the interaction of the tensile elastic wove and the plastic

wave, it is assumed that to the ;ncorning wave (either the plastic or elastic

wave depending on the point cf view), the other wave front merely represents a

change in medium with a different density, sound speed, etc. The resulting in-

teractions are then cklculated using linear superposition, both for pressures and

material velocities. Although shock propagation in solids is bash:ally a non-

linear process, this procedure produces only small errors so long as the pres-

sures are relatively low.

The interaction of a shock wave at the interface between two medku is

depicted in Fig. 129. The incident wave has amplitude p,; its interoction with

the interface creates reflected and transmitted w--vs, PR and pT' respectively.

To avoid separation at the material boundary, the pressures must be

equal on each side of the boundary:

Pl- PR-- PT (Eq. 84)

ard the material velocities must yield

uI - uR - uT (Eq. 85)

Defining the shock impedance by Z = D and applying the conservation of
0

momentum relatokn p -' poDu at the shock front the foilowing are obtained

PR ZB- A

p zA +z (Eq. 86)

and

PT 2ZB (Eq. 87)
PI ZA_+ Z B

which ore the well known impedance relations. Note that at a free surface,

Z B_ 0 yielding PT = 0 and pR = - p, for the refleced tensil-t wave. Likewise

the following relations can be obtained for the material velocities:
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uR ZB ZA

I A 3 (Eq. 88)

.T 2 ZA (Eq. 89)
u I ZA'F ZB

In this case, at a free surface with Z = 0 uR/u I I implies that the

r-iterial velocity in the reflected tensile wave is opposite to the direction of the

wave propagation while uT/U = 2 recovers the Free surface approximation dis-

cussed nbove.

Now again consider the two-wave structu,-e pictured in Fig. 128. An x-t

plot of the interactions of these waves is depicted in Fig. 130. Each wove is

numbered and identified as to whether its origin was elastic or plastic and to

whether it is a compressive or tensile wave. Assuming that the amplitudes of
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table XV't

Results of Wcve E:ieroc.tions

No. Type Pressure (kb) Material Velocity (mm/lzsec)

1 EC 7.000 .047
2 PC 2".000 .132
3 ET -7.000 .047
4 ET -. 131 -. 001

5 PC 19.626 .134
6 ET -7.131 .046
7 PT -. 374 .002
8 EC .131 -. 047
9 PT -19.626 .1,34

the incident elastic and plastic waves are 7 kilobars and 20 kilobors respective-

ly (for a total stress of 27 kb) the values shown in Table XVII are obtained for

the wave inieraclions.

The results of applying this analysis to the interacting wave system

shown in Fig. 130 is that the fina! velocity of the free surface (or the fly-off

disk) is altered very little by the presence of the elastic precursor. The final

,ree surface -velocity calculated is .360 -mff/Vsec as opposed to the value of

.358 mrm/ .sec that would have been obtained if the elastic precursor did not

exist. if no precursor had existed, the pressure near the rear surface wouid

simply hove been cancelled by the reflected tensile wave. As panel D of Fig. 131

shows, the elastic procursor has drastically altered the shape and amplitude of

the pressure pulse in the region of the target rear, but has made little if any

change in the ultimate velocity of the rear surface. Provided the incident pres-

sure pulse monotonically increases to the peak, the ultimate rear surface veiocity

will not be affected by the details of the shape of the rising part of the pressure

pulse.
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This effect is illustrated by a set ;f numerical calculations performed by

Read (Ref. 61) although he interpreted thea results differently. Several sketches

of his computer output, corresponding roughly to the situations depicted in Fig.

131, are shown in Fig. 132. Note that Read's results show considerably more

structure in the wave form. By Panel D again, the pr --ssure pulse has been

de'asticolly altered by the presence of the elastic precursor. The lust panel

shows the time history of the velociry of the materia! in a zone near the target

rear surface. The velocity increases monotonically, although with some struc-

ture, to a peak velocity that corresponds to that of the peak pressure in the in-

cident wrve.

Usirq an anc.ytical approach, Fowles (Ref. 49:1481-1482) studied the

effect of elastic-plastic bnhavior on reor surfac-e motion due to a stress wave

created by a planar impact. He approximated the release path of the material

aru determined that the effect of elastic unloading on 'he rear surface velocity
was quite small, a few percent in the worst case.

The above calculations and results strongly support the conclusion that

a dual wave structure has little effect, if any, upon the pressure values obtained

.from experimental fly-off disk data. The discrepancies such as those cited by

Read that exist between numerical and experimental results cannot be explaine-a-

on the basis of the mechanisms discussed here.
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Appendix E

Adjustment of Rear Sut .:.e Velocity Data for Variations
in Projectile Veci and Shock Incidence Angle

The exper;mental results described in Chapter VI were obtained

under carefully controlled conditions where as many variables as possible

were held fixed. However, there is inevitably some small scatter in the pro-

jectile velocities generated by the light-gas gun launcher. In each experiment,

the nominal projectile velocity was 7 km/sec, but actual projectile velocities

varied between 5.9 km!/,ec and 7.3 km/sec with nearly 75% of the experiments

having projectile velocities in the range of 6.6 km/sec to 7.2 km/sec.

Likewise the point of impact upon the target cannot be controlled

exactly. The targets were designed so tia;. if the impact were at the nominal

aiming point, the shock wave would be normally incident on each rear surface

where a measurement was being made. This assumes, of course, that the ex-

pansion of the shock wave is spherical and centered at the impact point. When-

ever the actual impact was off the aiming point, the shock wave was incident

upon the rear surface at a slight cngle. In each case this angle was measured

(indirectly) again assuming a spherical shock front) after the event. The angle

was found to vary from zero degrees (normal incidence) to a maxmum of 14".

This appendix describes techniques for odjusting the experimental data

to account for small variations in projectile velocity ana angle of incidence of

the shock wave with tcrget free surfaces.

Angle Variation

To obtain a first order correction for the free surface velocity produced

by a shock wave impinging upon the surface at some angle, 8 , consider the fal-

lowing situation. Assume that a plane wave is incident upon a flat surface and that

the wave has a particle veioeity vector Z with direction along the d;aection of

wove motion. The components of -u are uT= u sin 8 ana u n u cos 8 representing
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the projection of u tangent to and normal to the free surface respectively. In

an experiment, the component Vfs, 2u is actually measured, since only motion

normal to the surface is monitored (see Appendix D for ditcussion of the velocity

doubling rule). This is also true if fly-off disks are used since the extremely

low strength attachment of the disk to the target effectively prevents the trans-

mission of the tangential component of the particle velocity, uT. Experiments

conducted where disks were placed on flat plate targets verify the statement that,

even at rather high incidence angles ( 300), the disk acquires c velocity almost

normal to the rear surface. In either case, a first order adjustment to the ob-

served disk or free surface velocity can be obtained by simply taking the adjust-

ment law to be:

Uadjusted = Umeasured/ Cos 8 (Eq. 90)

This is, of course, only a first order correction since such effects as surface

waves and shear waves generated upon reflection are ignored. In every case,

the angle of incidence of the shock wave is nearly normal, so first order effe'ts

should dominate.

Reinhart (Ref. 66:11-14) considers a more accurate analysis of the reflection

of a plane elastic wave incident upon a free surface at angle 8. His cnalysis

includes consideration of the reflected shear wove and his results indicate That

the "correction factor" due to oblique incidence lies within a few per cent of

1 /cos 8 out to 8 of sixty degrees whereupon the 1 /cos 8 law fails. This con-

clusion applies only to a material (such as aluminum) with Poisso:,'s rotio near

0.34. Further investigation would be required before alplying this simple ungle

scaling law to materials whose Poisson's ratio differ substantially from 0.34.

Projectile Velocity Variation

Four rounds were fired at reduced velocity (--5.5 kr,/.ec) to provide

data for the empirical adjustment of disk or free surface velocity as a function

of ?rojectile velocity. Each of these rounds consisted of a -eries of fly-off

disks placed upon the rear of a flat plate target in the rrunner described in
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Chapter V for the fly-off disk development experiments. These results are then

directly comparable with the results obtained in the development series at higher

velocity (7 krn/sec)•. The charccteristics of these four experimenis are shown in

Table XVIII.

Table XVIII

Velocity Scaling Experiments

Rour.d Target Thickness Projectile Velocity
(cm) (km/sec)

2879 1.00 5.8

2880 2.54 6.1

2642 4.44 5.4

2870 6.83 5.2

The results of round 2642 were the most complete and hvve therefore

been used to establish the scaling law. The results of this round as well as

the results of several of the experiments performed at higher velocity are

shown in Fig. 133. The solid line is a least-- squares fit to the data acquired

from -7 km/sec impact experiments onto 1100-0 aluminum targets (Table

XIX). To within the experimental error, the dashed line through the date from

Round 2642 is parallel to the solid line. This indicates that an adjustment or

scaling of the fly-off disk velocity data from the lower impact velocity v (a) to

the nominal velocity v (b) can be accomplished by simple multiplication by a
p

scale factor:

v v .k(v ) (Eq. 91)
scaOed Preasured

where the scale factor k is a function of the projectile velocity, v . A simpleP

linear variation of the scale factor with projectile velocity has been chosen for

ease of application. At v 5,48 km/sec, the data of Fig. 133 yields k= 1.537
P
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while at v - 7.0 km/sec, it must be true that k = 1. The linear function k(v p)
Pp

is then defined by

k(v ) = 1+ [7.0 - vd/(7.0 - 5.48) - 0.537 (Eq. 92)

p

or

k(v )= 3.47 - 0.353 v (Eq. 93)
P P

An expon,mtial functional form for k (linear in log10k) yields very similar

results. In practice, this scale factor was applied to experimental data only

ire the range 6.6 km/sec < v < 7.2 km/sec. It was assumed to apply to t*3setP
measurements made on free surface velocities as well as those made from fly-

off disks.

The decrease in measured free surface or disk velocity with increasing

R displayed in Fig. 133 is due to three separate effects: (1) the usual decrease
2
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of stress in the target with distance from impccts; (2) the increasing angle of

incidence, 8 , between the expanding shock front and the free surface; and

(3) the increasing angoe off the trajectory, 0 . The slope of ýhe line in Fig. 133

should not, then, be expected to correspond to the results of ihe on-axis measure-

ments of Chapter V1 (specifically Fig. 75) where the incidence angle 8 was always

small and where the angle off trajectory, 9 , we.O also near ;:ero. As expected,

the results do not agree as evidenced in Fig. 134 where the results of the im-

pacts orsto 1100-0 alm;.nnum on-axis are shown by the solid line. The data from

the pertinent flat plate development rounda (2610, 2614, and 2618) are included

for comparison as well as the data from the lower velocity rounids described in

Table XVIII.

The effectiveness of the incidence angle and projectile velocity scaling
laws developed here are illustrated in Fig. 135 where the data of Fig. 1.34

has simply been scaled according to the relation:

vd [k (vp)/cos K]vd

scaled measured

The agreement with the data obtained in Chapter VI is substantially improved.

Those data points at the larger values of R for a given round correspond to targe
s

angles off axis and do deviate from the solid line as was expected since the scaling

does not include any consideration of this angle. The correlation, although not

perfect, is substantially improved by th*s scaling procedure.

It should be noted that the development data of Fig. 135 has been scaled

over a wide range of the variables v and 8. The final data of Chapter V!
p

has, however, been scaled over much smaller ranges of these variables. Con-

sequently, errors in the scaling laws are less important for that application.

3 The unexpectedly good results obtained by correcting the data for shock

incidence angle with n simple cosine law raise an interesting possibility -- that

of performing production experiments in the future with flat plate targets instead

of the multi-faced targets actually used. This would result in considerably less
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dMficult and less expensive experiments. White the results described here are

promising, they are not sufficient to justify such an approach. A small number

of additional flat plate experiments might well provide convincing evidence for

or against this proposition.

26
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Appendix F

Experimental Data On Shock Wave
Arrival Times arnd FIy-Of Disk Velocities

This appendix contains information on the experimen;%al data points

generated during the phase of the program devoted to studying shock wave pro-

pagation. The details of the experiments used to acquire this data are in Chapter

V. With that chapter as background, little further explanation of the data is re-

quired here.

Table XIX presents the data acquired €uring the early development shots

when only flat plate targets were used. In every case, the target was 1100-0

aluminum. The parameter r refers to the distance along the rear surface of
P

the target between the cenier of the disk and the point at which th,ý line represent-

ing the projectile trajectory wou!d intersect the rear surface.

Table XX contains the production fly-off disk data analyzed in Chapter

VI. Similarly, Table XXI presents the shock wave arrival data obtained during the

production program. The numbers in parentheses in the "Arrival Time'" column

refer to the earliest signal (precursor), while the other numbers refer to the

arrival time of the main signal.
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Table XXI

Shock Arival Time Data

Target Type Shock Radius Arrival Time Angle-Off
Round Alloy Senwor R (cm) t (pisec) Axis (deg)

2784 7075-T6 E 1.93 4.47-* 26
.E 1.95 4.5Z2 13

E 1.99 4.73- 58

Z785 6061-T6 E .94 2.58 26
E 1.91 2.51 6
E 1.85 2.58 55

2787 7075-T6 E 1.86 2.45 31
E 1.77 Z. 45 8
E i. 58 Z.Z5 50

2789 6061-T6 E 1.78 2.45 27
E 1.80 2.50 14
E 1.84 2.65 57

2791 1100 E 1.78 2.75 27

2799 6061-T6 Q 2 66 3.60 20

Z804 7075-T6 Q 3.83 8.22* 40
Q 4. 11 8.79* 16
Q 4.28 9.00* 34

2,807 1100 Q 4. 27 (6.20)6.75 37
Q 4.00 (5.95)6.35 8
Q 3.79 (5.65)6.15 48

2809 1100 Q 4.13 8.33* 42
4.09 8.48* 1i

Q 4.09 8. 29* 51

Z811 1100 Q 4. C0 7.74* 50
Q 4.00 7.84- 6
Q 4.01 8.04* 46
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TABLE XXI (continued)

Shock Arrival Time Data

Target Type Shock Radius Arrival Time Angle-Off
Round Alloy Sensor R scm) t Vsec) Axis (deg)s

E 4. G2 8.49* 62
F 4.02 8.34* 8
E 4.02 8. 54* 32

2815 1100 Q 2.25 3.66 77
Q 2.03 3.44 10
Q 1.93 3.40 63

2821 7075-T6 Q 3.04 4.60 47
Q 3.00 4.76 11

Q 2.98 4.78 84

2822 7075-T6 Q 2.11 3.79 80
Q Z. 09 3.52 19
Q 2. 11 3.30 83

2824 7075-T6 Q 8.10 12.50 10
Q 8.28 12.90 35
Q 8.39 12.80 65

2826 7075-T6 Q 10. Z3 17.00 60
Q 10. 16 16.90 32
Q 10.05 16.80 6
Q 9.9- 16.45 34
Q 9.88 16.50 64

2'7 7075-T6 Q i.66 3.85* 16
Q 1.36 z. 68* 44

2828 6061-T6 Q 3.02 4.75 70
Q 3.06 4.50 16

2832 7075-T6 Q 2. 99 4.33 70
Q 2.97 4.33 33
Q 3.11 4.58 15
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ii

TABLE XXI (continued)

Shock Arrival Time Data

Target Type Shock Radius Arrival Time Angle-Off
Round Alloy Sensor R (cm) t (isec) Axis (deg)

Q 3.15 4.53 28

2d33 1100 Q 1.49 2.34 51
Q 1.52 2. 5Z 17
Q 1.66 Z. bt 60

2834 1100 Q 2.95 (4.39) 4.60 73
Q 3.12 4.6c 18
Q 3.26 (4.75) 5.05 85

283(- 1100 Q 10.25 (15.80)18.10 62
Q 9.96 (15.65)17.50 32
Q 9.88 (15.35)17.70 63

Z837 6061-T6 Q 6. 24 9.97 50
Q 6.10 9.85 Z8
Q 6.0-, 9.47 9
Q 5.91 9.28 29
Q 5.78 9.20 61
Op 6.32 11.52 44
OP 6.13 11.09 14
Op 6.07 i0. 19 23

Z838 6061-T6 Q 10.54 (17.70)18.00 65
Q 10.31 17.45 34
Q 10.04 (i7.10)17.45 7
Q 9.67 16. 30 44
Q 9.58 16.05 63

2842 6061-T6 Q 9.01 13.60 67
Q 8.4Z 14.80 26
Q 7.96 i3. 00 2
Q 7.26 12.00 40
Q 6.94 1-1.70 72
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TABLE XXI (continued)

Shock Arrival Time Data

Target Type Shock Radius Arrival Time Angle-Off
Round Alloy Sensor R (cm) t (.usec) Axis (deg)S

2851 1100 Q 5.67 9.25 68
Q 5.48 ( 7.30) 8.15 41
Q 5.02 ( 6.75) 7.30 7
Q 4.59 ( 6.15) 6.73 42
Q 4.96 7.87 19

Q 4.44 (. 5.80) 6.55 78

2857 7075-T6 Q 4. 17 6.73 70
Q 4.07 6.33 35

.2 4.10 6.46 14
Q 3.98 6,38 46
0 3.99 6.38 79

2864 1100 Q 6.83 (10.40) 11.70 70
Q 5.95 ( 9.00) 9.80 2

2865 6061-T6 0 4.01 6.55 69
Q 4.07 6.80 13

E---Electrical Pin Switch
Q-- -Quartz Probe
OP--Optical Fiber Probe

--.-. Apparent early trigger due to smal fragments impacting target
slightly ahead of projectile.
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Appendix G

Framing Camera instrumentation

The instruments used to measure the free surface velocity ane fly-off

velocity of the targets employed in the second phase of this study were high

speed framing cameras. Two types were used, a Beckman & Whitley Model

300 and a Beckman & Whitley Dyrnafax Model 326. The basic operating features

of these cameras are listed in the table below while the remcinder of this ap-

pendix is devoted to a discussion of the special data handling techniques developed

to obtain accurate data from the camera records. The de!oils of the experi-

men that employed these cameras are contained in Chapter V.

Table XXII

Framing Camera Characteristics

Model 300 rnaFax Mode! 326

Type Fixed film with ultrospeed Film in rotating drum
rotating mirror and rotating prism

Maximum Framing 4.5 x 10 fps 2.6 x 10 fps

Rate

Minimum Framing Rate 3 x 10 fps 200 fps

Min. Exposure Time 45 nsec 1.0 psec
1 at Max. Frarr~ng Rate

Ratio of Frame Exposure
Time to Interframe Time 1:5 1:41

Mta•x. Number of 48 224
Frames

Nominal Frame Size 1 cm x 2 cm .71 cm x .99 cm

Format 24 frames on each of two 8" x Two staggered rows of
10" sheets of film frames on 35 mm film
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The choice of camera was determined by the expected velocity of the

object being photographed. The Model 300 camera was used for all free surface

measurements and for all experiments where the maximum fly-off disk velocity

was expected to exceed 0.4 mm/mt sec.

Model 300 Camera. Studies of the Model 300 camera performance

have been made at this facility by Preonas (UDRI) and the author (Ref. 70).

Variations in the time between frames in the camera have been detected

and a calibration scheme developed. Likewise the variation in magnifica-

tion f om frame to frame has been calibrated. Optical distortion has been shown

to exist, but is rather small and quite difficult to ca!ibrate.

In practice, attempts to obtain velocity data from two or three frames

of position data have led to poor results, it appears that the small errors noted

above are compounded by small film reading errors, resulting in inaccurate

velocity calculations. This problem was effectively solved by using statistical

analysis of the position data. A computer program is now available to generate

velocity data. The program processes the two-dimensional position data ob-

tained from as many photogrcph'c frames as possible. Interframe times and

individual frame magnifications are adiusted according to the calibrations

mentioned above. A least-squares fit to the position points in x-y-t space

then yields a value for the velocity. The data is automatically plotted so that

any deviations from unaccelerated rectilinear motion can be detected. In

addition, the program can be used to determine the coordinates of a fixed

point with respect to a fiducial point located in the field of view by averag-

ing the coordinates from several frames. The net result of this statistical

approach is that, with proper techniques, positions can be determined to within

the resolution of the camera: and velocities can be determined to within 1-5%

depending upon the quality of the film record. The computer program provides

The rms deviation for the least-squares Oit so that a measure of the velocity ac-

curacy is available in'each ,ase.
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Almost as important as the data reduction scheme described above has

been the development of an automatic digital film reader for accurately obtaining

the position data from each frame. The details of this system are described in

Ref. 39. This device allows the reading of position points on each frame Quickly

and accurately, automatically punching the coordinaýles of each point read on an

IBM card ready for use with the data reduction computer program. The net

result is that it is feasible to record accurately a large number of data points --
a process which had beer an extremely tedious manual procedure.

One potentially troublesome source of systematic error is determining

the average magnification in a given event. This was done by placing a fiducial

of known length in the field of view, reading position points for the fiducial, and

normalizing the coordinates of all other points to the value obtained from the

fiducial. The Model 300 camera was in a fixed location for this program oad the

lens-to-subject distance remained fixed. Consequently a good deal of data on

average magnification was obtaineý from a number of events. The resultant

average magnification obtained is felt to be accurate to better than 1.5%. One

remaining source of systematic error -- interpretation of the film record -- is

a function of the quality of the film record and varied from round to round. In a

few cases, errors due to interpretation probably dominated oil other errors.

Dynafax Model 326 Camera. The optical design of this drum type framing

camera is such that' it does not suffer some of the problems described above --

such as variations in interfrome time and changes in magnificatior between frames.

Nevert~aeless, a statistical data reduction progrc -i similar to thG• used with the

Model 300 camera is used to reduce the data from this instrument.

The results obtained have been quite good. For good film records with

ten or more usable frames of data, velocities can be determined such that the

standard deviation from the least-squares fPt of position data in x-y-t space is

less than 1%. Likewise with a lens-to-subject distance of roughly 300 cm, the

position of a fixed point in the field of view can be determined to an accuracy of

less than ± 0.05 cm.
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With this camera, the lens-to-subject distance was generally changed with

each event, resulting in a somewhat greater chance for error in determination of

magnification. A fiducial in the field of view of each event wcs used to determine

this mc.9nificotion. Several tests indicated that the magnification factor was known

;loan accuracy of approximately 2%.

The two cameras and associated data reduction techniques described above

permitted the convenient and accurate determination of fly-off disk and free sur-

face velocities in this study. The application of this instrumentation to the mea-

surement of free surface velocity is described in Chapter V.
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Appendix H

Dim5nsionai Antilysis

It is usually instructive in the development of analytic theories such as

the modified blast wave (similarity) theories discussed in Chapter VII, to pre-
sent the results in terms of either scaled or d'imensionless variables so that
the results of one problem may be more easily compared with those 0;': another

or so that scaling laws may be explored more directly. The application of the

principles of dimensional analysis (Rtf. 71 for instance) leads to the definition

of consistent sets of such variables c:el may be used to derive the set of vari-

ables employed in C-apter VII.

Assuming that the problem is to calculate the spherical, one-dimensional

expansion of a shock wave in c solid material created by a point source ex-

plosion (the solid material analogue of the blast wave problem in gas dynamics),

ths set of physical quantities defined in Table XXIII was selected as being

pertinent.

Table XXIII

Blast Wave Problem 'Variables

I Varable Definition Dimensions

R Distance from source to shock front L
S

R A characteristic length L
0

E Energy characterizing the source ML2T-2

p Pressure ML T-2

Density ML-3

Po Undisturbed Density ML-3

u Particle Speed LT 1

D Shock Speed LT-
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Table XXIII (Co,;t'd.)

Variable Definition Dimensions
c Bulk sound speed LT-

S Material constant in linear Hugoniot

t Time T

Applying the =r-theorem of dimensional analysis described in Ref. 71

the following expression is obtained:

R a• R '2 E as 3a, a 6 ouO7 D08 c% sa,0 ton (Eq. 94)
S oP

Since r is dimensionless by the theorem, the right side of this equation

leads to three !*,near equcitions relating the exponents for each dimension Mv

L, and T.

a3+ 04±+- 05+a 6 = 0 (Eq. 95)

a 1 +a 2 -2o3 -a 4 -3a5 - 306- o7 + a8 -o9 0

-2a3 -2a 4-a 7  08 -a 9 ± a11 = 0

Eliroinating a2 , ar6d a between these equations, substituting the

results back into the original =-equation, and collecting terms yields the fol-

lowing set of r-factors:

(Rs/R0), (E/pc 2R 3), (p/ POC 2), (p/ po), (u/c), (D/c), s, (ct/Ro)

which represent a consi=tent set of dimensionless groups that may be used in

this problem. The second term may be used to defirne the scaling length, Ro0

through the relation
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3 2
R 0 E/ c 2Eq. 96)

The torm (R /R ) imp~ies geometric similarity, while those terms containing c
indicate how the parameters vary with this fundamental material property. The

direct c•nntction with R and E in Eq. 96 above is usually termed "energy

scaling." Because of the direct implication that E - v here, crnergy scaling

implies thot
2/3R =v

0 P

and that all tha linear dimensions in the problem can be scaled in this manner.

In the tr-ue hypervelocity impact regime, where processes such as melting and

vaporization may be occurring, numerical studies have shown that the relation!
.58.

R v is more nearly true.0 p

The relation ct/R implies that for Fixed material (c = constant), the

I• time scales linearly with the characteristic dimensions of the problem. This

I 'result was used in Chapter IV in presenting the crater growth data, except the
-J projectile diameter, d, was used in lieu of R since these two lengths are linearly

0

related.

By adding the variable Y , the yield strength of the mater-ial with di-
1 -1 -2

meansions ML T , to the list of parameters above and by again applying the

=r-theorem, it is possibi- to obtain the following dimer.sionless groups:

R) (, ESR
0

TE1/3 v-1/3
The group that defines R E implies that the geometric

0
, and time scales in the problem are o function of Y-/ 3  If this reasoning is

applied to the crater growth portion of the problem discussed in Chapter IV.

the scaling implies that
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(pý_/d)f. Y- /3 where pc is the crater penetration, and

r/d c Y/- where r is the time constant for crater

growth as d'cussed in Chapter IV. The exFerimentol results indicated that for

each case the exponent was approximately -0.2. The result above is surprisingly

close to the experimental value and explains the reasons why both p/d and r/d

vary ai. the same function of the yield strength.
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